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Summary 
Anticipating organizational change 

Ph.D. dissertation submitted by Simon Krogh to the Department of International Business 

Communication (IBC), Copenhagen Business School, August 2016 

This study reports on the extended time period prior to the introduction of the largest 

ever Health IT implementation in Denmark – Sundhedsplatformen. The focus of the 

dissertation is on organizational implications of introducing new technology and more 

specifically the anticipation of organizational members waiting for changes to take 

effect. The 3-year period leading up to the ‘go-live’ of Sundhedsplatformen has been a 

unique opportunity to study the anticipatory phase in connection with large scale IT 

project and has resulted in the development of a theoretical / conceptual framework for 

the analysis of this pre-implementation phase. Three major findings have come out of 

the study. 

First of all, the study has demonstrated the presence of what I call the Anticipation 

Cycle. The Anticipation Cycle consists of recurring patterns of Sensemaking, Positioning 

and Scripting of the future in an organizational context, and the recurring nature is 

observed across professions. The anticipatory phase is in other words not passive, but 

characterized by anticipatory actions that can be studied systematically and used as cues 

in preparation of actual change. The Anticipation Cycle offers a view of the mechanisms 

inside the previously black-boxed pre-implementation phase of pending organizational 

change. 

Secondly the study has shown that during the anticipatory phase negative reactions to 

organizational change is not a simple matter of resistance to change per se. The study 

has demonstrated that it is better understood as individuals’ resistance to giving up 

institutionalized rights and responsibilities. If pending changes, during the pre-

implementation phase does not appear to pose a threat to rights and responsibilities of 

the individual, it is less likely to cause resistance. The AS-model presented in the analysis 

can be used to map how organizational members are affected by the pending changes 

and subsequently decide where to initiate activities to alleviate the problems and 

concern of the actual change.  
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The third major finding of the dissertation is that the seeds of future organizational 

conflicts are already laid in the pre-implementation phase. Organizational members 

motion through the Anticipation Cycle results in what can be described as an 

uninformed optimism the clouds realization of a possible brutal future. Future users 

tend to focus on the practical and material aspect of the change and underestimates the 

organizational implications.  

The theoretical contribution of the dissertations is a proposal for how to expand the 

field of organizational change to include the anticipatory pre-implementation phase. The 

practical contribution of the dissertation is the introduction of theoretical / conceptual 

tools and models (the Anticipation Cycle and AS-model) which are both applicable in 

connection for analysis and design in connection planning of large scale organizational 

change program.  
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Resume  
Anticipating Organizational Change  

Ph.d. afhandling indleveret af Simon Krogh ved Institut for International Business 

Communication (IBC), Copenhagen Business School, August 2016 

Denne afhandling drejer sig om perioden der er gået forud for den hidtil største 

implementering af sundheds-IT i Danmark – Sundhedsplatformen. Fokus i afhandlingen 

er på de organisatoriske konsekvenser af at introducere ny teknologi og mere specifikt 

på forventningerne hos de organisations medlemmer, som har udsigt til tage den nye 

teknologi i brug. De tre år som er gået forud Sundhedsplatformens ’go-live’ har været en 

unik mulighed for at studere forventningsfasen i forbindelse med et stort it-projekt og 

har resulteret i udviklingen af et teoretisk / konceptuelt framework til brug i forbindelse 

med analyse af en præ-implementeringsfase. Afhandlingen har resulteret i tre 

overordnede resultater. 

For det første har studiet anskueliggjort, at der findes det jeg kalder en forventnings 

cyklus – Anticipation Cycle. Denne forventningscyklus består i organisationsmedlemmers 

gentagelser af Sensemaking, Positioning og Scripting i en organisatorisk kontekst og 

findes på tværs af professioner. Forventningsfasen er med andre ord ikke passiv, men 

snarere kendetegnet af forventningsadfærd, som kan studeres systematisk og bruges i 

forberedelsen af organisatoriske forandringer. Forventningscyklussen giver indsigt i 

hidtil afskærmede eller usynlige mekanismer i præ-implementeringsfasen forud for 

organisatoriske forandringer. 

For det andet har studiet vist, at negative reaktioner blandt medlemmer af 

organisationen i forventningsfasen forud for organisatorisk forandringer, ikke blot skal 

ses som et simpelt udtryk for modstand mod forandring. Afhandlingen viser, at 

modstanden med fordel kan forstås som individers modstand mod at skulle opgive 

institutionaliserede rettigheder og forpligtigelser. Hvis en forestående forandring, i løbet 

af præ-implementeringsfasen ikke fremstår som en trussel mod individets rettigheder og 

forpligtigelser, så vil det i mindre grad resultere i modstand. AS-modellen (Autonomy vs 

Standardization), som præsenteres i analysen kan bruges til at kortlægge hvordan 

organisationsmedlemmer bliver påvirket af de forestående forandringer og 
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efterfølgende beslutninger om hvad der kan gøres for at afbøde de negative effekter af 

en forandring. 

Det tredje overordnede forhold, som afhandlingen giver indsigt i er at kimen til 

fremtidige organisatorisk konflikter allerede lægges i præ-implementeringsfasen forud 

for organisationsforandringer. Organisationsmedlemmers brug af eller bevægelse i 

gennem forventningscyklussen resulterer i hvad der kan beskrives som en ’uinformeret 

optimisme’ der er baseret på forestillinger, som skygger for en erkendelse af de 

ubehagelige aspekter af den forestående forandring. Brugere af den kommende 

teknologi har en tendens til at fokusere på praktiske og funktionelle aspekter af 

forandringen og undervurdere de organisatorisk konsekvenser.  

Ihukommende Kurt Lewins kendt dictum ’at intet er så praktisk som en god teori’, så 

består afhandlingens teoretiske og praktiske bidrag med andre ord i introduktionen af 

teoretiske / konceptuelle modeller (Anticipation Cycle og AS-modellen), som dels kan 

bidrage til at udvide forståelsen af organisationsforandringer til også at inkludere præ-

implementeringsfasen, samt bruges i forbindelse med analyse og planlægning af 

organisatoriske forandringsprojekter.  
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Prologue 

 

“Organizational change in connection with the introduction of new 

technology is often mentioned as a precondition for realizing the 

benefits of the investments. Often the old procedures and habits 

transferred from paper to IT. This usually has positive effects and the 

investment is probably not wasted. But it does not realize the full 

potential of the new technology. 

In connection with the introduction of electronic health records the 

‘technological infrastructure’ must be able to handle the new 

possibilities. This means that it is not just the physical resources that 

must be available, but equally important is it that the staff is motivated 

and ready to work with the new systems. The transfer to EHR therefor 

requires both education of staff and purchase of equipment. 

Swedish studies point out that the vast majority of hospitals does not see 

the connection between organizational change and the introduction of 

EHR. In the study the internal structures of hospitals were in the focus. 

This may include change in distribution and responsibility between 

departments, establishment of centers, separation of diagnostic and 

treatment units from care units.  

There seems to be good reason to consider organizational changes and 

changes in work relations before a new EHR system is introduced. 

Exactly to ensure the maximum effects of the investments made”  

(Sundhedsministeriet, 1996, p. 22) own translation. 

It is now 20 years ago that the Danish Ministry of Health pointed to the crucial 

relationship between technology implementation and organizational change. Today - in 

2016 – Sundhedsplatformen has been put into production at the first hospitals, and 

even if it is still early days and development continues and implementation on several 

hospitals are still pending, early indicators of success and failure have emerged. On the 

positive side Sundhedsplatformen has been delivered on time and on budget and the 

ambitious launch date set almost three years in advance was meet. This in itself is an 

achievement for a large scale public sector IT project and a tribute to the strong 

management of the program. 
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Within days of the first ‘go-live’ however, Sundhedsplatformen was exposed to massive 

critique from the clinicians using the new system. Doctors, nurses and secretaries were 

in despair over problems caused by Sundhedsplatformen, and even if a drop in clinical 

production were expected and planned for, technical problems and the harsh reality of a 

transformed clinical practice came as a shock to many.   

Whether the critique, in the grand scheme of things, is important and has the potential 

to prevent the realization of the benefits of Sundhedsplatformen, or whether it is just an 

insignificant disturbance, is still too early to say when these lines are written.  

One thing is certain however. Large scale IT projects, with potential to transform 

working conditions in public and private organizations are going to be a recurring 

phenomenon. Organizational members in all industries will experience extended pre-

implementation phases lasting months or years leaving plenty of time to imagine and 

anticipate pending changes. This makes research in the organizational implications of 

new technology and research in the pre-implementation phase as important as ever.   
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1 – Sundhedsplatformen 
Anticipating organizational change  

Abstract 

This study reports on the extended time period prior to the introduction of the largest 

ever Health IT implementation in Denmark – Sundhedsplatformen. The analysis points to 

the need to take into consideration what I call the anticipatory phase in connection with 

large scale IT project with extended pre-implementation periods. The study argues that 

the anticipatory pre-implementation phase is not simply passive waiting time for 

organizational members, but rather a period where individuals prepare for pending 

changes through recurring patterns of sensemaking, positioning and scripting of possible 

futures. During the pre-implementation phase, it is possible to identify seeds of future 

organizational conflicts, that may only surface once actual changes have taken effect. If 

the anticipatory mechanisms at work during the pre-implementation phase are ignored, 

they may cause resistance, rejection and other unforeseen organizational problems in 

the post-implementation phase. 

Keywords: Anticipation, Positioning, Organization, Change, HealthIT 

1.1 - Introduction  
In 2012 Region Sealand and the Capital Region of Denmark formally agreed to initiate a 

joint project to upgrade the health IT-infrastructure in the two regions. 

Sundhedsplatformen was envisioned as a shared HIT-infrastructure that would replace a 

large number of outdated and scattered IT systems with a common IT platform. The 

update has the potential to transform the health sector for the 2.6 million people in 

eastern Denmark and move the hospitals to HIMSS level 7 (HIMSS Europe, 2016) at 

which stage hospitals no longer use paper charts to deliver and manage patient care. 

The two regions employ 44.000 people in the health sector including doctors, nurses, 

secretaries and other clinical and administrative staff and an additional 9000 people in 

other non-health related areas, and they are all being affected by the significant changes 

imposed by the new technology. Sundhedsplatformen is in other words both a major 

technological, organizational and financial project, which Denmark’s leading business 

newspaper, Dagbladet Børsen, has described as a relegation race between Danish and 
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international IT solution providers for a billion Danish kroner and one of the largest ever 

IT contracts to be signed in Denmark (Christensen, 2013). 

This dissertation is a study of the early phases of this major technology implementation. 

More specifically it is a study of the organizational members’ anticipation of the pending 

changes and a study of the patterns of anticipatory ‘tactics’ and coping measures 

employed by individuals in order to prepare for the organizational and relational 

consequences of pending (organizational) changes. The project has been conducted in 

concurrence with and as an integrated part of a three-year assignment as 

communication consultant at Sundhedsplatformen, which has given exclusive insider 

access to the organization. The dissertation is in other words the result of the unique 

opportunity to follow and be part of the pre-implementation phase of 

Sundhedsplatformen as events unfolded and Sundhedsplatformen took shape and 

gained momentum.  

A common trait of much of the existing HIT is that it has been implemented to solve 

individual problems in clinics in hospitals. One system has e.g. been implemented to 

store test results from labs, another to store the doctor’s notes about the condition of 

the patient. Yet another system is in place to keep track of appointments with patients. 

While the individual solutions may have solved specific problems in hospital units, they 

have over the years created an organizational landscape consisting of numerous isolated 

‘technology islands’ with IT systems scattered over computers and servers solving 

individual problems.  

This has resulted in often problematical clinical workflows causing cooperation between 

hospitals, departments and medical specialties to be constrained. The information that a 

patient e.g. has given at one hospital or even at one department may not be available to 

the next clinician because IT-systems do not ‘talk to each other’. In 2015 the Danish 

Council of Nurses (Dansk Sygeplejeråd) estimated that 3,6 million hours are wasted 

annually on unnecessary clinical documentation (Astrup & Fahnøe, 2015). 

Perhaps slightly ironically, the solution to the problems with inadequate technology 

seems to be more technology. In the numerous health and technology strategies issued 

by shifting public authorities (e.g. Sundhedsministeriet, 1999, 2012; Sundhedsstyrelsen, 

2003), technology is identified as the solution and the public health mantra appears to 

be that better and more efficient use of technology is the solution to shortcomings of 
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the health sector. It is however well documented that successful implementation of new 

technologies is not merely a question of plugging in hardware, installing software and 

training the users. It is well established in Organization Studies that IT-implementations 

affect relationships in organizations (e.g. Barley, 1986; Orlikowski, 1992; Perrow, 1967) 

and that in order for IT implementations to be successful, the receiving organization 

needs to adapt (e.g. Burton-Jones & Grange, 2013;  Orlikowski, 2000). From a health 

informatics perspective focus has e.g. been on the organizational consequences of 

implementation of Electronic Health Records (e.g. Berg, 2001; Greenhalgh, Morris, 

Wyatt, Thomas, & Gunning, 2013; Lorenzi & Riley, 2010)  

A shared characteristic of the studies above and on the majority of the existing studies in 

the health sector is the focus on completed implementations or on the actual 

implementation process, and while this is obviously highly relevant this dissertation 

argues that by focusing exclusively on the experiences of the past and present 

technology implementations, we are missing an important aspect associated with 

implementations of new technology. What about the months and years that precede the 

actual implementation of large scale IT-solutions, where organizational members know 

that changes are coming but knows little or nothing specific about how they will be 

affected? What about the future? What can be learned from people’s anticipations and 

the antenarratives (Boje, 1991, 2001) of the people on the receiving end of Health IT? It 

is not just the experiences from the past and possibilities of the present that forms 

people and their relationships. Time matters and possible futures influence people in 

the now.  

This dissertation is in a sense taking a step back from the actual implementation and 

focuses on the time that precedes the introduction of new HIT. What happens while the 

clinical staff is waiting for the new technology? What happens when clinicians are 

waiting for the ‘technology tsunami’ to hit them? Are they simply passive receivers or do 

they prepare for it and how does the waiting time affect them? Greenhalgh et al. (2009) 

observes that only limited work has been done to answer this question. “This review 

identified a number of studies on how actors made sense retrospectively of EPR projects, 

but we found very few published studies in which a sense-making or soft-systems 

approach was used prospectively in action research or comparable participatory designs. 

This may be partly because such studies are notoriously difficult to write up as short, 
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focused case studies for academic journals.” (Greenhalgh et al., 2009, p. 768) 

(underlining added). More on this in the literature review in the next chapter.  

1.2 - Focus of dissertation 
The implementation of Sundhedsplatformen is potentially open to a wide range of 

analytical approaches. Through a macro perspective it could be studied how HIT affects 

the organization as part of larger society. A meso-perspective could focus on the inter-

departmental implication of introducing the new HIT. And finally a micro-perspective 

could e.g. focus on how individuals are affected by the new HIT. This dissertation is 

primarily applying a micro perspective on the case of Sundhedsplatformen and focus 

attention on three main groups of clinical staff members – doctors, nurses and medical 

secretaries. They are the main actors in the clinical work at hospitals and they are all 

being affected by the coming change in technology. As will become clear later, the focus 

on this group of staff members corresponds with the clinicians appointed to partake in 

the work on Sundhedsplatformen. More on the choice of case and analytical perspective 

in the method chapter. 

Clearly other groups of internal and external stakeholders could be relevant to study and 

other aspects of the pending technology implementation calls for further research. 

Several practical and logical limitations have however been applied and outline the 

dissertation. The patient perspective has e.g. not been included because patients are not 

being directly affected by the pending technology change yet. The patient perspective is 

relevant for subsequent research. In a similar vein the general practitioners (GP’s) whom 

play an essential role in the Danish health sector, are not included in the dissertation 

because Sundhedsplatformen is not made available to them yet. While the issues 

associated with a potential technological disconnect between hospitals and GP’s 

warrants a study on its own it is outside the scope of this dissertation. Nor is the 

dissertation focused on the actual consequences of the implementation in the clinic. 

This may be explored in a subsequent project, following the go-live in May 2016. 

Even though the dissertation is not directly focused on the political, economic or 

technological reasons for implementing the new technology, these aspects are never the 

less found implicitly e.g. in the description of the case of Sundhedsplatformen, just as 

the perceived macro-implications of Sundhedsplatformen also informs the anticipation 

of the interviewees.   
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The dissertation is concerned with the period following the decision to initiate the 

project in 2012 and prior to the actual implementation of the new technology in the 

hospitals in 2016. It is specifically focused on the clinical staff of the hospitals, since they 

are the ones immediately exposed to the pending change. This leads us to the 

articulation of the research question that guides the remainder of the work.  

1.3 - Research Question 
With the empirical delimitation above in mind and a keen focus on both empirical and 

theoretical aspects of the anticipatory pre-implementation phase of 

Sundhedsplatformen the main research questions of the dissertation are as follows;  

 How do organizational members react to an extended anticipatory phase prior to 

pending major organizational change? 

 Does anticipation amongst organizational members’ act as an enable or barrier 

to pending organizational change? 

The two research question can be seen to answer the call for further research made by 

Greenhalgh et. al. “Prospective, theory-driven primary studies of large-scale EPR systems 

are urgently needed” (Greenhalgh et al., 2009, p. 768), and in a wider context the 

dissertation can be seen to answer the call made by Leonardi and Barley (2010) to 

investigate how “various social construction processes come into play and entwine with 

the technology’s material properties, as well as with the existing social structure of the 

context in which it is used” (Leonardi & Barley, 2010, pp. 5–6).  

The effort to answer the research questions and more generally to shed light on the 

implications of the pending Sundhedsplatformen amongst organizational members is 

structured around three distinct theories / concepts, which were identified during early 

analysis of interviews. Early analysis of data suggested that a combination of 

Sensemaking, Positioning Theory and Scripting would enable a comprehensive analysis 

of the anticipation of organizational members. These concepts are crucial in the 

conceptual foundation of the dissertation, and while this early presentation of essential 

concepts to some extent pre-empts the first research question it serves to ensure that 

the concepts and theories required in the analysis are clarified in the literature review.  
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Additional proposition: 

In addition to the main research questions of the dissertation, work on 

Sundhedsplatformen has continually fueled a pondering about the unique character of 

hospitals as organizations. It is remarkable how many landmark studies have used 

hospitals and health organizations as their cases. Glaser and Strauss (1967) studied 

death at hospitals. Goffman (1961) studied an insanity asylum. Silverman (1987) 

followed a general practitioner and the list goes on. 

But during my work at Sundhedsplatformen I have experienced what best can be 

described as the organizational equivalent of the cosmic background noise. There is 

something not quite right! There is ‘something’ in the organizational background of work 

amongst clinicians that blends into the buzz of everyday organizational life, but what if 

hospitals and health organizations, despite the widespread use are in fact not typical 

organizations?   

What if the unique character of work done at hospitals, make them – unique?! What if 

the individuals inhabiting the hospital organizations – the clinicians – are in fact not like 

other organizational members, because they are working with things that would be 

considered too extreme or even life changing to other people. What if hospitals are not 

suitable to be used as generalizable models for the mechanics of all other types of 

organizations? 

I close the dissertation by problematizing what appears to be a general assumption that 

findings from organizational studies conducted at hospitals can readily to generalized to 

a wider context and that findings from studies conducted at hospitals can be used to 

explain the inner workings of other types of organizations. My proposition is that due to 

the often extreme nature of work at hospitals it cannot automatically be assumed that 

organizational findings originating from hospitals can be generalized to other 

organizations. This discussion is picked up once the analysis is completed. 

1.4 - Structure of dissertation 
The dissertation consists of the four main chapters (theoretical overview, research 

method and data presentation, presentation of case, followed by the analysis). These 

chapters are preceded by this introductory chapter and followed by the conclusion and 

recommendation for further research.  
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Chapter two contains the literature review of the dissertation. The literature review 

consists of two main parts. Part one is focused on organizational change and the role 

played by technology in connection with change, and it presents an overview of the 

research in organizational barriers and drivers to the adoption of IT. Particular attention 

is given to the presence or lack of attention to the very early phases of IT 

implementations. This is followed by Part II, in which the analytical framework of the 

dissertation is developed. As described above the anticipation phase is not simple 

passive waiting time, but consists of distinct elements/processes. Sensemaking, 

Positioning and Scripting of the future 

In order to present the theoretical framework of the dissertation in the literature review 

it is as mentioned necessary to make a slight analytical and chronological short cut. Even 

though the main analytical categories of the dissertation (Sensemaking, Positioning and 

Scripting of the future) were present in the data in early interviews, it was only later that 

they solidified into an actual theoretical/conceptual framework. Data-gathering, 

theoretical immersion and analysis has been a truly dynamic process, with striking 

parallels to the methodological challenges observed by Becker et al. (1961) in the 

landmark qualitative study of the Boys in White, in which it is explained that “we 

necessarily had to use methods that would allow us to discover phenomena whose 

existence we were unaware of at the beginning of the research” (p.18) 

Chapter three is the Method Chapter in which the approach to the research is described 

and methodical challenges above are elaborated. A defining characteristic of 

Sundhedsplatformen is that it is a long running and large scale development project, 

which has undergone numerous changes since the inception. The inherent uncertainty 

of scope and direction in the early phases of Sundhedsplatformen has called for a high 

degree of methodological flexibility. If a theoretical perspective had been decided 

prematurely it could seriously have limited the ability to perform adequate analysis of 

later phases of Sundhedsplatformen. In order to alleviate this threat the work on data, 

theory and analysis has been strongly inspired by the principles laid out in grounded 

theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The continuously evolving nature of the research 

project makes this an appropriate methodical choice because closeness to the data and 

sensitivity to the field of study helps to prevent a situation where the content and 

conclusions of the dissertation is being ‘taken over’ by developments in the real world of 

Sundhedsplatformen. 
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Inspired by the grounded theory methodology the researcher has literally ventured into 

the field asking ‘what is going on here?’ (Silverman, 2011a). As a consequence, the 

theoretical framework of the dissertation, as described above, only gradually emerged 

after focused work with data and a variety of theoretical perspectives. The work with 

data / theory has been very dynamic and as such a good example of the often cluttered 

process of grounded theory. 

An important methodological aspect has to do with the role of the researcher. The 

method chapter thus includes a description and discussion of my dual-position in 

Sundhedsplatformen, on one hand as communication consultant reporting to the 

management of the project and on the other hand as a CBS-researcher. In addition to 

the methodical consideration the chapter also contains an overview of the data of the 

dissertation including considerations regarding sampling of the data. 

Chapter four contains an overview of the case of Sundhedsplatformen. The overview is 

focused both on the context of the pending implementation which includes the 

historical backdrop of the implementation process and the actual content of the coming 

HIT.   

Chapter five is where data and theory comes together in the analysis. First part of the 

chapter contains an overview of themes and subthemes identified in the interviews. The 

themes are categorized in accordance with the three main analytical concepts described 

in the literature review.  

The next part of the analysis is also structured in accordance with the theoretical 

/conceptual framework as developed in the literature review. This means that the 

analysis cuts across all of the data of the dissertation focused respectively on 

sensemaking, positioning, scripting of the future and an additional fourth final category 

elaborating on aspects relating to organizational culture. As a result of the broader 

analysis I develop a model which combines the dimensions and mechanisms identified in 

the analysis. The model, as I will suggest may prove applicable in other organizations 

with pending large scale IT-implementations.  

Chapter six contains the conclusion, summary of findings, further reflections and 

suggestions for further research. In addition to the findings of the core analysis, the 

chapter also contains reflections on the proposition presented above on the use of 
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hospitals and the health sector as such in organizational research. The chapter contains 

a discussion of whether hospitals are too unique as organizations to allow findings to 

automatically to be generalizable in other organizations? 

1.5 - Contribution 
The main theoretical contribution of the dissertation is the demonstration of the 

importance of the anticipatory phase in connection with organizational change. The 

dissertation argues for the expansion of the concept of organizational change to include 

previously neglected aspect of organizational change and it develops a theoretical / 

conceptual framework that allows for the systematic analysis of mechanisms at work in 

this phase. Particular focus is on positions, rights and responsibilities of the affected 

organizational members, and as such it lends itself to the discussion and research 

community as found in ‘Journal of Organizational Change Management’, and in a wider 

sense ‘Organization Studies’ and ‘Human Relations’.  

The main practical contribution of the dissertation is that it offers an analytical tool to be 

used in organizations when preparing for organizational change induced by new 

technology. By using the concepts of the proposed analytical framework it is possible to 

prepare for and possibly alleviate concerns of affected organizational members in 

advance of actual implementations.  

In terms of a more overall contribution the findings of the dissertation can be taken 

beyond the realm of hospitals and considering the introduction of Sundhedsplatformen 

as an example of organizational change generally. A widely used and referenced model 

of change is the model conceived by Kurt Lewin considering change process as an 

unfreezing and refreezing of the organization. Organizations and their members start in 

a frozen state. Change requires a ‘liquid’ state that allows for change after which 

organizations can return to a new frozen state. Implicitly in this thinking is the notion of 

normality being a solid state to which refrozen organizational members fit and 

organizational normality can be continued. It is a good example of a traditional thinking 

with regards to change in organizations. More on this in the literature review. 

In this dissertation I argue that we need to rethink what represents organizational 

normality, along the lines of Liquid Modernity of Bauman (2000) and subsequently by 

Clegg and Baumeler (2010). The reality of contemporary organizations is that there is 
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always something new on the way. Normality is fluid. We live in an age of globalization 

and the internet. New possibilities and game changing technologies can come out of 

virtually nowhere. Change and transformation is the new normal. Change and transition 

is no longer the exception to periods of organizational stability. New systems, new 

procedures, new organization, new collaborations, new regulations, new markets, new 

expectations etc.  

The period leading up to the implementation of Sundhedsplatformen is a case of this 

new organizational normality, and by studying the people waiting for the new HIT to be 

implemented we get a glimpse of how people act and react in this new organizational 

normality of perpetual pending change. In the case of Sundhedsplatformen the period of 

instability is so extended that, what in smaller projects might appear as an intermezzo in 

organizational stability, is clearly a prolonged state of something else. It is not an 

intermezzo. It is an example of the new organizational normal.  
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2 - Literature review 

1. Introduction 

2. Organizational change and development 

3. Organizational implications of introducing new technology  

4. Summary - Organizational barriers to adoption of HIT  

5. Anticipation 

6. Sensemaking 

7. Positioning Theory  

8. Scripting 

2.1 - Introduction to review 
The purpose of the literature review is to lay the theoretical and conceptual foundation 

for the analysis of data from Sundhedsplatformen.  

First part of the review consists of a conceptual clarification of organizational change 

and development, which is followed by a focus on organizational change in general, 

including a discussion of the classic Lewinian concept of Unfreeze, Change, Refreeze. 

This is followed by a review of studies relating to barriers and drivers to organizational 

adoption of HIT including seminal works by Perrow, Barley and Orlikowski. The section 

on organizational barriers to adoption of HIT amongst other things focuses on 

identifying to what extent the pre-implementation phase is considered in past and 

recent research.  

In part two attention turns to the concept of anticipation and the development of the 

theoretical framework required to analyze the data of the dissertation. As noted in the 

introduction early analysis suggested that the concept of anticipation can be studied 

empirically through the lenses of sensemaking, positioning and scripting.  

The inductive approach of the dissertation, through which general principles are derived 

from specific observations, and a decision to work with an open theoretical agenda until 

late in the research process is similar to what is found in Becker et al. (1961) whom were 

also “working with an open theoretical scheme in which variables were to be discovered 

rather than with a scheme in which variables decided on in advance would be located 

and their consequences isolated and measured” (Becker, 1961, p. 18). They too were 
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allowing the pertinent themes to emerge from the data rather than pursuing a 

predefined theoretical perspective.  

In the case of Sundhedsplatformen the sheer size of the program and the time 

perspective involved in the development would have caused a premature emphasis on 

one pre-defined theoretical perspective to be an analytical restraint that in effect would 

have rendered interesting aspects of the case inaccessible. The knowledge available 

about Sundhedsplatformen in 2013 was different and limited compared to spring of 

2016 simply due the ongoing development of the project. As a consequence, the 

content of the literature reviewed has emerged and evolved in parallel with data 

collection and the organizational immersion of the author. This in term has aided in 

securing alignment between the ever progressing development of Sundhedsplatformen, 

my own growing understanding of the effects of Sundhedsplatformen and the 

theoretical apparatus most suitable to analyze the data.  

2.2 - Organizational change and development 
First question to be addressed is whether we are dealing with organizational change or 

development and whether upholding the distinction between the concepts contributes 

to clarity? In relation to the introduction of Sundhedsplatformen one may ask whether 

we are observing change or development in the affected hospitals or perhaps both? 

Conceptual clarification 
Weick and Quinn (1999) makes a distinction between organizational change and 

development focusing on temporal aspect. They break it down and operate with a 

distinction between episodic change and continues change. Episodic change is what can 

be observed from a distance in the flow of events that constitute organizing and is 

episodically interrupted by change on a larger scale. In contrast continues change is 

constituted by the ongoing adaption and adjustment (Weick & Quinn, 1999, p. 361). 

Along the same lines Martins (2011) explains that “They both refer to a difference 

between a current and a past state, or a current and a future state, of individuals, 

groups, systems, processes, and other aspects of organizations” (Martins, 2011, p. 693).  

Behind the definition of Weick and Quinn is a distinction between planned and the 

unplanned change, which is e.g. similar to the distinction made by Zorn et. al in Lewis 

(2014) whom defines planned change as referring to “any alteration or modification of 
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organizational structures or processes […] and unplanned changes are those brought into 

the organization due to environmental or uncontrollable forces or emergent processes 

and interactions in the organization” (Zorn et. al in Lewis, 2014, p. 504). In keeping with 

Weick and Quinns view, some agreement appear in defining Organizational 

Development (OD) as “planned change effort” (Martins, 2011, p. 693). According to 

Martins OD is the more applied and practice oriented of the two streams struggling for 

academic legitimacy and Organizational Change (OC) is the concept used to cover the 

more theory-centric literature.  

The consistent use of the two concepts is confirmed Sandberg and Tsoukas (2015). In a 

review of sensemaking perspective in organization studies they identify five broad 

categories within existing literature: (i) major planned events, (ii) major unplanned 

events, (iii) minor planned events, (iv) minor unplanned events, and (v) hybrids of 

major/minor planned/unplanned events (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2015, p. s12).  

In light of this, this study could appear to be focused on the implications of the 

organizational development rather the organizational change. Sundhedsplatformen is 

quite clearly a planned effort and the dissertation is not focused the implications of the 

individual change events, e.g. the concrete introduction of the new technology. On the 

other hand, a main interest are the unintended and unforeseen consequences of 

Sundhedsplatformen and the interpretations of change processes by organizational 

members, which clearly turns attention to OC and unplanned changes. Upholding a 

sharp distinction between the two, may in other words cause confusion rather than 

clarity. In order to avoid this I will follow the example of Martin (2011) whom, in 

contrast to Weick and Quinn suggests the combined term Organizational Change and 

Development (OCD) which is defined as the “study and practice of creating or 

responding to differences in the states of individuals, groups, organizations, and 

collectives over time” (Martins, 2011, p. 692). In this dissertation I will follow Martins 

and use Organizational Change and Development (OCD) “as the umbrella construct 

encompassing phenomena within these two interrelated and overlapping areas of 

research and practice” (Martins, 2011, p. 694). This is suitable since the main interest is 

on the implication of change -regardless of it being episodic or continuous.  

This study is concerned with how changes/developments affect individuals. Whether a 

reaction to anticipated future states is triggered by one or the other is less relevant in 
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this particular context. Certainly the case of Sundhedsplatformen can be examined from 

the perspective of change vs. development or planned vs. unplanned change, but again, 

this is not the focus of the present study. The present focus is more on the micro/ meso 

level of the organization, with a focus on individuals and relationships than macro 

aspects which would be the focus on the organizational /societal mechanisms at play. 

Taking a step back from the field of organizational change and development it can be 

observed that change and development to a wide extent is the new normal of 

organizational living. ‘Change is the only constant’ is one of the clichés pointed to by 

Martins causing the study of organizational change and development to take center 

stage in the social science (Martins, 2011, p. 691). So despite appreciating the question 

whether “we are so dazed by change today that we’ve forgotten the values of continuity, 

loyalty, and stability?” (Cheney, Christensen, Zorn, & Ganesh, 2010, p. 3), I agree that if 

we are to take this new view of organizational reality seriously “we need to shift our 

lenses and research methodologies from mechanistic ones to more fluid, dynamic ones 

that are based on change as the normal state of organizations” (Martins, 2011, p. 695). 

This is consistent with the views put forward by Clegg and Baumeler in the introduction, 

and as suggested in this dissertation, such a shift should include focus on the previously 

neglected pre-implementation phase.  

Change unfolding in organizations  
Many bestselling business classics are in one way or another relating to OCD. Under the 

headings of Total Quality Management, Business Process Reengineering, Learning 

Organization and a liberal sprinkling of the latest buzzwords, management gurus 

promise quick solutions to ‘the puzzle’ of managing and organizing effectively – for a 

modest fee, obviously. These can be seen as practitioners or managerial approaches to 

change and development. As such they have been useful and gained popularity in 

practical efforts to introduce and manage organizational change and development. 

The interest of the dissertation is rather the scholars approach to OCD as described and 

analyzed by Van de Ven and Poole (1994). They identified four different strands of 

organizational change/development research, examining a variety of aspects including  

transitions in individuals' jobs and careers, group formation and development, and 

organizational innovation, growth, reorganization, and decline (Van de Ven & Poole, 

1994, p. 510). The four basic types of process theories (life cycle, teleology, dialectics, 
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and evolution) in fundamentally different ways explain how and why changes unfold in 

social entities (Van de Ven & Poole, 1994, p. 511). 

Of the four approaches this dissertation is firmly placed in the teleological tradition. The 

teleological school of thought “explains development by relying on teleology, or the 

philosophical doctrine that purpose or goal is the final cause for guiding movement of an 

entity. […] Proponents of this theory view development as a repetitive sequence of goal 

formulation, implementation, evaluation, and modification of goals based on what was 

learned or intended by the entity” (p.515-516). 

Van de Ven and Poole stresses that since goals in this school of thought are seen as 

socially constructed (as opposed to the natural or social determinism of the other 

schools of thought) a state of equilibrium will not be obtained. “Influences in the 

external environment or within the entity itself may create instabilities that push it 

toward a new developmental path. Theories that rely on a teleological process cannot 

specify what trajectory development of an organizational entity will follow” (Van de Ven 

& Poole, 1994, p. 516). 

The work of Kurt Levin is generally recognized as foundational in the development of 

research in OCD (Burnes & Cooke, 2012), and has a prominent place in the teleological 

tradition in OCD. In the posthumously published article “Frontiers of Group Dynamics: 

Concept, method and reality in social science, social equilibria, and social change” 

(Lewin, 1947), Lewin argues that the new stages in development of social sciences 

“indeed may prove to be as revolutionary as the atom bomb”(Lewin, 1947, p. 5). While 

slightly bombastic this view goes to show the great expectations Lewin had in the field 

he himself had served to develop.  

In the shadows of the Second World War the development of social science theory had 

taken on an urgent character to Lewin. “The theoretical development will have to 

proceed rather rapidly if social science is to reach that level of practical usefulness which 

society need for winning the race against the destructive capacities set free by man’s use 

of the natural science” (Lewin, 1947, p. 5). Lewin is most likely referring to the invention 

of the nuclear bomb and the industrialized murders of the holocaust, and social science 

had as such become a matter of life and death. Social science in the view of Lewin was 

obliged to move into the society it was examining and play an active role.  
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Referring to Cassirer, Lewin in a sense anticipates the social constructivist thinking which 

has a dominant position in present day social science, by pointing out “that scientific 

progress has frequently the form of a change in what is considered to be ‘real’ or 

‘existing’” (Lewin, 1947, p. 6). So despite a style and argumentation in the article 

resembling that of natural sciences his focus on groups and social dynamics calls him to 

think along the lines of the social constructivists that only later was to follow in his 

footsteps. 

Lewin is making an effort to underline that social science, despite its interest in ‘soft’ 

aspects of reality is no less proper science then the natural sciences. “Gradually, the 

period is coming to an end when the natural scientists think of the social scientist as 

someone interested in dreams and words, rather than as an investigator of facts, which 

are not less real than physical facts, which are not less real that physical facts, and which 

can be studied no less objectively” (Lewin, 1947, p. 7). With this last remark on 

objectivity it does however also become clear that we Lewin is still some distance from 

the present day acceptance of the subjectivity and the acceptance of the active role 

played by the researcher in much social science. Lewin is as such rounded by the 

deterministic and positivist logic of the natural sciences and attempts to secure 

legitimacy of his research by aligning it closely with that of the natural sciences, and in 

1940’s the ‘hot science’ was nuclear science. Consider the following argument to 

downplay the oddity of the new social science. “There is no more magic behind the fact 

that groups have properties of their own, which are different from properties of their 

subgroups and their individual members, than behind the fact that molecules have 

properties, which are different from the properties of the atoms and ions of which they 

are composed” (Lewin, 1947, p. 8).  

The main feat of Lewin in the 1947 article is the development of a model and a 

conceptual apparatus to deal with organizational change in a coherent way. At the heart 

of Levin’s thinking is the notion of change and constancy being relative concepts. He 

argues that group life is never without change. It is just a question of what kind of 

change and the amount of it (Lewin, 1947, p. 13). This implies that the condition of no 

change must be understood and analyzed against a backdrop of potential change (p.13). 

It seems that this notion of ever present latent change in groups / organizations has 

been neglected in later readings of Lewin, in that the constancy / stability at the onset of 

change should not be thought of stability per se, but rather of latent change.  
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Resistance to change  

In order to explain the mechanisms at play in relation to group change and the 

resistance to change Lewin introduces the notion of Social Field, which is the “totality of 

coexisting social entities, such as groups, subgroups, members, barriers, channels of 

communication, etc.” (Lewin, 1947, p. 14) The Social Field in other words contains the 

aspects of organizational life that one in the present day would consider in preparation 

of organizational change initiatives, which goes a long way to explain the durability of 

Levin’s thinking even today. 

Another concept used to describe the mechanisms of change and resistance is what 

Lewin calls ‘Phase Space’. Phase Space is a system of coordinates, each corresponding to 

different amounts of intensities of one ‘component’. Referring to system of coordinates 

and amounts of intensities again makes the positivist tendencies apparent. It would 

almost seem that Lewin is torn between the realist and the constructivist approach and 

a drive to legitimize the research by aligning style and argumentation with the positivist 

approaches of the natural sciences. “For the discussion of the conditions of change we 

make use of such a phase space, realizing that one has finally to refer back to the actual 

social field” (Lewin, 1947, p. 14). 

In order to bring about a desired change Lewin argues that one should think of it as a 

change from the present level to the desired one, rather than in terms of a goal to be 

reached (Lewin, 1947, p. 32). Behind this slightly cryptic formulation is an understanding 

of changes being a matter of shifting level in Force Fields. Lewin writes that in order to 

decide “how best to bring about such an actual change, it does not suffice to consider 

one property. The total circumstances have to be examined. For changing a social 

equilibrium, too, one has to consider the total social field” (Lewin, 1947, p. 32). Despite 

the dated deterministic comparison to the changing of the flow of a river, the holistic 

approach taking into account all aspects of a social field when attempting to bring about 

change, contributes to maintaining the viability of Lewin. 

An important aspect of bringing about permanent change is to break habits or 

unfreezing existing habits and inner resistance to change by applying force. According to 

Lewin the existing habits or inner resistance to change takes on mainly two forms. 

“Social life proceeding on a certain level leads frequently to the establishment of 

organizational institutions. They become equivalent to ‘vested interests’ in a certain 

social level“ (Lewin, 1947, p. 33). Lewin continues to write that “a second possible source 
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of social habits is related to the value system, the ethos of groups” (Lewin, 1947, p. 33). 

This second source of resistance has remarkable resemblance to what in later 

organizational theory is referring to as organizational culture, e.g. Schein whom explains 

that “Culture can be thought of as the foundation of the social order that we live in and 

the rules we abide by” (Schein, 2010, p. 3). 

While short lived change can often be achieved by giving a ‘shot in the arm’ more 

permanent change includes the hallmark three-steps defined by Lewin. Unfreezing, 

moving and freezing at a new level. In order to make this unfreezing happen Lewin 

argues that it is often necessary to ‘break open the shell of complacency and self-

righteousness’ by deliberately bringing about an emotional stirrup (Lewin, 1947, p. 35). 

The actual changing, following the unfreeze, is to been understood on two distinct 

levels. It can be a matter of individuals making decision and of groups making decision to 

change. Lewin concludes that the group level decisions are more likely to be established 

as permanent in part because “the individual seems to act mainly as ‘group members’” 

(Lewin, 1947, p. 37). It is again interesting to observe how e.g. the thinking of 

institutional theory and diffusion theory is already present in Lewin’s work.  

A misunderstood model? 

Levin’s change model has a special status in organization theory. It is widely referred to 

as foundational in the field (Cummings, Bridgman, & Brown, 2015). It is however 

remarkable how short and in a sense scarce in detail Lewin’s own explanation of the 

change process is considering the prominence it has achieved in the subsequent work of 

organizational scholars. It literally is a matter of nine short lines, followed by examples of 

the permanence of group decision vs. individual decisions. Following a closer reading of 

the article I agree with Cummings et.al (2015) in arguing that the model often referred 

to in subsequent research on organizational change (Unfreeze->Change->Refreeze) is in 

fact not found in Lewin’s own work. It is an alluring interpretation that with an intuitive 

simplicity has come to live its own life separate from the origins of Force Fields and the 

mathematically inspired Phase Space.  

An important reason for the respect held against the work of Lewin and the 1947-article 

specifically can hinge on his effort to in building bridge between the hard sciences of 

mathematical economics (particularly in the very last section of the article), and the 

cognitive aspects of group life previously governed by psychology. Lewin’s continued 
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standing in the field of organizational change is very likely fueled by the early 

articulations of themes that would only later rise to prominence in organization studies, 

incl. institutional theory, organizational culture and diffusion theory. In the area of 

organizational culture e.g. Edgar Schein stands out as a self-proclaimed Lewin fan, “I am 

struck once again by the depth of Lewin’s insight and the seminal nature of his concepts 

and methods . . . [they] have deeply enriched our understanding of how change happens 

and what role change agents can and must play.” (Schein, 1996 in Cummings et al., 

2015, p. 2). 

At this point the review moves on from the basics of organizational change and 

development, to dealing with the specifics of organizational change and development 

induced by new IT. 

2.3 – Organizational implications of introducing new 

technology  
A significant stream of theorizing on OCD is related to the implementation of new 

technology. In what follows I will review a number the seminal works from the cross 

field of Organization studies and IT studies. The section is concluded with a meta review 

of studies from the field, particularly aimed at identifying to what extend past research 

have included pre-implementation periods of IT-implementations as a factor. 

Barley and Orlikowski stand out as scholars spearheading the research attempting to 

build bridge between the Org. studies and IS studies. So in addition to the obvious 

connection in focus on organizational change Barley / Orlikowski’s academic kinship with 

Lewin is also evident in that they both attempt to span the boundaries of their areas and 

tie bonds between organizational science and related fields. And while Barley and 

Orlikowski stands out as particularly relevant in relation to this dissertation an important 

brick in the foundation of their work is found in a time before IT was a mere commodity, 

and it was laid by another theoretical ‘bridge-builder’; Charles Perrow. 

Prior to modern IT (Perrow, 1967) 
When Charles Perrow wrote “A framework for the comparative analysis of 

organizations” (1967) modern IT was still in its infancy. Punch cards were still in use and 

it was e.g. not until 1971 the Intel Corporation was founded and introduced the first 

complete microprocessor on a chip (Maney, Hamm, & O’Brien, 2011). Never the less 
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Perrow is widely referenced by present day scholars in the fields of IT studies, because 

of his pioneering effort “to pay systematic attention to the role of technology in 

analyzing and comparing organizations as a whole” (Perrow, 1967, p. 195).  

In order to understand the argument made by Perrow it is necessary to make a note of 

his conception of organizations. In essence Perrow sees organizations primarily “as 

systems for getting work done, for applying techniques to the problem of altering raw 

materials – whether the materials be people, symbols or things” (Perrow, 1967, p. 195). 

This view of organizations, as places that transforms something into something else, 

causes Perrow to focus on types of problems to be solved and the ways in which it 

happens. In a slightly cryptic way Perrow identifies two aspects of technology with 

particular relevance to organizational structure; 

1. The number of exceptional cases in the work, which has to do with the 

(un)familiarity of a situation/stimuli 

2. The nature of the search process initiated by individuals in case of exceptions. 

The exceptions have to do with how standardized the tasks or problems to be 

undertaken by individuals are. This will vary on a scale from very familiar and routine to 

something that is highly unfamiliar and non-routine. When confronted with a task, 

whether routine or non-routine, the associated search process can be described as the 

way in which individuals go about analyzing and solving problems.  Perrow summarizes 

the two dimension in the model included below.  

 

Figure 2.1: Search and exceptions (Perrow, 1967, p. 196) 
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As an example of a highly non-routine type of work Perrow includes psychiatric 

casework, and it seems logical to include e.g. highly specialized medical work in this 

quadrant too. In the opposite quadrant of Routine, it seems logical to place very 

standardized secretarial work (e.g. transcription of doctors notes), which is characterized 

by clearly defined tasks with a relatively fever exceptions. 

The dotted line across the model illustrates a possible one-dimensional representation, 

and Perrow argues that “Organizations uniformly seek to standardize their raw material 

in order to minimize exceptional situations. This is the point of de-individualizing 

processes found in military academies, monasteries and prisons” (Perrow, 1967, p. 197). 

Notice that hospitals are not mentioned. 

According to Perrow the main dimensions of task related work in organization are 

control and coordination. Control has to do with the “degree of discretion an individual 

or group possesses in carrying out its tasks, and the power of an individual or group to 

mobilize scarce resources and to control definitions of various situations, such as the 

definition of the nature of the raw material” (Perrow, 1967, p. 198). Perrow stresses that 

discretion does not mean freedom from supervision or even the right to work in the way 

found suitable. Power and discretion are as such closely related, but not the same. 

“Power affects outcomes directly because it involves choices regarding basic goals and 

strategies. Discretion relates to choices among means and judgments of the critical and 

interdependent nature of tasks”(Perrow, 1967, p. 198). Discretion is in other words 

power within boundaries. Goals and strategies are defined by someone with the power 

to do so. Coordination, the second of the task related dimensions, is achieved through 

planning and feedback. Planning entails interaction defined by rules and feedback 

entails degrees of negotiations of alterations. 

In what can be considered a summing up of the consequences of the findings in the 

article Perrow writes that “For a radical change in goals to be a successful one, it may 

require a change in technology, and thus in structure, or else there will be a large price 

paid for the lack of fit between these variables”(Perrow, 1967, p. 203). Interestingly 

Perrow uses the example of a nursing unit at a hospital and points to implications of 

divergence between technology and structure as an indicator of goal realization. The 

point is that if the level of discretion and type of supervision is not aligned with tasks to 
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be solved and the technologies used, this will have consequences on the social structure 

of the organization. And this is where Barley picks up in 1986.  

Not just technology (Barley, 1986) 
I 1986 Stephen Barley published “Technology as an Occasion for Structuring: Evidence 

from Observations of CT Scanners and the Social Order of Radiology Departments”. It 

stands as momentous study of the implications of introducing new technology in the 

health sector, and more generally in the implications on roles and relations by the 

introduction of new technology in organizations. The case-study investigates the 

introduction of CT-scanners in a clinical setting on the roles and relationships of the 

clinical staff (Barley, 1986, p. 78). 

The main feat of the Barley is to treat technology as a social factor rather than purely as 

a physical object and conceptualizing structure not as an entity but rather as a process. 

This is a significant break with the intuitive logic of simply viewing technology as things 

used by people in some context, and moving towards a view of technology acting and 

interacting in the context of its use.  This is in contrast to Perrow e.g. and other 

contingency theorists who thought of technology as production systems and had “a 

strongly determinist vision of technology that gave materiality a strong causal role: 

different production systems spawn different forms of organizing” (Leonardi & Barley, 

2010, p. 4). 

This changes significantly with the CT-scanner study. Technology is not ‘just there’. It 

affects the users and the organizations in which it is used. As an alternative and 

illustrative example from a different realm one should e.g. not just think of a typewriters 

as just a smarter way of writing. By altering the process of writing it has the potential to 

alter the people involved in writing and the people dependent on it. The new technology 

changes the relationship between those involved in getting documents written. The 

technology both dictates a very certain way of doing it, but also vests power in the 

people able to operate the technology. In the same vein the CT scanner is not just a 

smarter way to examine people, but a significant change in the process of examining 

patients, which in term affects the organizational members involved and their 

relationship to each other. In order to analyze the organizational implications of new 

technology Barley suggests using the notion of Script as defined by Goffman. “Scripts 

appear as standard plots of types of encounters whose repetition constitutes the 
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setting's interaction order” (Barley, 1986, p. 83). Later in this chapter I go into further 

details about scripts as one of the analytical handles on the concept of anticipation.  

One of the striking consequences of the introduction of CT scanner was a gradual shift in 

the level of autonomy of the technicians vis-à-vis the radiologist and the rights to 

perform certain action. Barley concludes the paper referring to Perrow (1967) writing, 

that “technical uncertainty and complexity are social  constructions  that vary from 

setting to setting  even when identical technologies are deployed”(Barley, 1986, p. 106), 

marking a significant break with the technological determinism of the past.  

In continuation of the work on roles and the organizational implications of introducing 

new technology in organization, Barley published “The alignment of Technology and 

Structure through Roles and Networks” (1990), which is a further investigation of roles 

in relation to organizational change. Pointing to the data of the CT-scanner study of 

1986, Barley illustrates that change in technology affects the individual, which in term 

results in changes in the relationships between the affected individuals, which 

eventually affects the social networks of an organization. Barley describes it as a 

reverberation of microsocial dynamics occasioned by new technology up through levels 

of analysis. (Barley, 1990, p. 61).  

Soft determinism (Orlikowski, 1992) 
Following the work of Barley, at least in terms of chronology, Orlikowski’s work in the 

cross field between organizations and technology, started in early 1990’s with “The 

Duality of Technology - Rethinking the Concept of Technology in Organizations” (1992) 

standing out as a breakthrough article. In the paper Orlikowski develops a new 

theoretical model which is used to examine the interaction between technology and 

organizations (Orlikowski, 1992, p. 398).  

Orlikowski identifies three streams of technology research distinguishable by their 

definitions of the role played by technology in organizations (1992, p. 399). One stream 

sees technology as external e.g. to the structures of an organization. Orlikowski 

describes this as the "Technological Imperative" model, which is characterized by an 

underlying assumption that technology is “an independent influence on human behavior 

or organizational properties, that exerts unidirectional, causal influences over humans 

and organizations, similar to those operating in nature” (Orlikowski, 1992, p. 400) 
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A later stream sees technology more as a “product of shared interpretations or 

interventions” (p.400). This is referred to as the "Strategic Choice" model and is 

characterized by an understanding that “technology is not an external object, but a 

product of ongoing human action, design, and appropriation.” (p.400).  

 In the third and most recent stream as identified by Orlikowski in 1992 “work on 

technology has reverted to a ‘soft’ determinism where technology is posited as an 

external force having impacts, but where these impacts are moderated by human actors 

and organizational contexts.” (p.400) 

Orlikowski (1992) , argues that “the divergent definitions and opposing perspectives 

associated with technological research have limited our understanding of how 

technology interacts with organizations” (Orlikowski, 1992, p. 398). This essentially 

means that technology and organizations needs to be studied in unison rather than as 

separate entities. This view is elaborated in the joint article by Orlikowski and Barley 

(2001) in which they ask; “Technology and institutions: What can research on 

information technology and research on organizations learn from each other?” 

(Orlikowski & Barley, 2001). They conclude that “information technology research can 

benefit from incorporating institutional analysis from organization studies, while 

organization studies can benefit even more by following the lead of information 

technology research in taking the material properties of technologies into account” 

(Orlikowski & Barley, 2001, p. 145). The main reason for this is that new ways of working 

and organizing caused by new technologies and changing institutional contexts can only 

be understood by including both perspectives. Rather than thinking about organization 

studies and IS studies as separate they should, in the present day society be seen as 

overlapping. The fusion of the two is described as “more carefully attuned to explaining 

the nature and consequences of the techno-social phenomena that increasingly pervade 

our lives” (Orlikowski & Barley, 2001). In the context of the present study it can be noted 

that the pervasive nature of technology in organizational life is observed perhaps more 

clearly in hospitals, then most other places. 

Leonardi and Barley (2010) 
Leonardi and Barley (2010) identifies a pendulum-like tendency in organization studies 

not entirely unlike the tendency observed by Orlikowski (1992), which has to do with the 

way focus shifts between IT studies and Organization studies.  This has caused 
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researchers to lose track of a main question – “how is the shift to a computational 

infrastructure shaping the way people work and organize?” (Leonardi & Barley, 2010, p. 

3) While this is closely related to the focus of this dissertation, it does however also 

point to a difference in nuance. The question asked by Leonardi and Barley is about the 

specifics of work and organizing, and can be answered by observing behavior. This 

dissertation is about perception and anticipation, which requires an entirely different 

kind of data. People’s opinions and insights into how individuals make sense of their 

experiences are required. It can never the less, as described in the introduction, be seen 

to answer the call made by Leonardi and Barley (2010) to investigate how “various social 

construction processes come into play and entwine with the technology’s material 

properties, as well as with the existing social structure of the context in which it is used” 

(Leonardi & Barley, 2010, pp. 5–6).  

Leonardi and Barley (2010) identifies five distinct constructivist perspectives employed 

by authors in research of mutual influence of organization and IT. Perception, 

interpretation, appropriation, enactment, and alignment. The perception perspective is 

described as focused on adoption, which according to Leonardi and Barley is the earliest 

phase of implementation. Authors have in other words not considered the time 

preceding actual adoption. Stated differently – research appears only to have been 

conducted in organizations once IT has been implemented. People’s reactions while 

waiting for the new technology has not been considered. The pre-implementation phase 

is apparently not considered and no attention has been offered to the interpretation, 

sensemaking and attitudes formed prior to ‘switching on the computer for the first 

time’, so to speak.  

Organizational implications of HIT from Denmark 
If we turn from the international scene to the studies conducted in a Danish context, 

Vikkelsø (2003) is an obvious starting point. Vikkelsø’s focus is on the implementation of 

first generation electronic health records, and the literature review is structured around 

two main questions; “how come, despite a rich body of literature on the relationship 

between technology and organizational change, we are still surprised that technology 

seldom fulfills our expectations? And how can it be that the theoretical literature seems 

divided on the power of technology?” (Vikkelsø, 2003, p. 38) 
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The present dissertation is in a sense a continuation of Vikkelsø’s project and the 

pending implementation of Sundhedsplatformen can be considered an excellent 

opportunity to restudy the consequences of EHR implementation at hospitals. In 

contrast to Vikkelsø whom is exploring how EHR affects the actual medical practice, this 

dissertation is exploring how clinicians anticipate next generation EHR. Of particular 

interest to this dissertation is chapter seven which is dealing with the way test results 

are distributed after the introduction of EHR. Vikkelsø writes that “Results are 

communicated both electronically and in paper, giving rise to a reshuffling of roles and 

responsibilities among physicians, nurses, and secretaries” (p.14). This reshuffling of 

roles and responsibilities is repeated with the introduction of Sundhedsplatformen, but 

on a much broader scale. It is not just the dealing with test results but virtually all 

aspects of the clinical work that is reshuffled. Vikkelsø also observes that “Paradoxically, 

the relations between the three groups [ed. Doctors, Nurses and Secretaries] end up 

being enacted in a manner very close to the traditional organizational hierarchy. And yet, 

new work temporalities seem to emerge and the traditional ordering principle for the 

physicians’ workday is challenged. Also the new temporalities make it more difficult for 

the occupational groups to align their work. This introduces new risks of mistakes.” 

(p.14) 

In 2010 Bruun Jensen also approaches the EHR from a distinctly Danish perspective and 

concludes that despite numerous implementations having been conducted through the 

2000's it not yet a firmly stabilized actor in health care practice (C. B. Jensen, 2010, p. 

19). Similarly, to the approach of the present dissertation Bruun Jensen deliberately 

starts out with simple (naïve) questions in his investigation. Following Latour he argues 

that because of the flexibility and attentiveness promoted by this approach it is useful in 

the study of a thing whose existence is still only partial (C. B. Jensen, 2010, p. 19).  

One of the complications encountered by Bruun Jensen in the study, was an inability to 

identify or classify EHR as a technological object (p.20). It did not behave like a 

technology object. Despite a common interest in in the EHR I have not been plagued by 

this problem due to the fundamentally different approach taken. Rather than studying 

the EHR itself as Bruun Jensen, I am studying the anticipations sparked or fueled by the 

partially existing or emerging HIT-infrastructure.  As such this particular dissertation is in 

a sense a study of the concerns of Bruun Jensen, amongst the clinical staff. In essence 

Bruun Jensen is studying the EHR, whereas I am studying the anticipation of the 
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emerging EHR/HIT. The situations in which the technologies are constructed and 

transformed does not exist yet. But as will become evident however, it is not just partial 

existing objects that affect users, but also the non-existing objects influence. It is merely 

a matter of shifting the lens or analytical perspective in order to observe the reaction. 

This is where positioning theory comes into play. More on this later. 

Standardization 
Looking across the research presented above, one concept appears to tie it all together. 

The concept of Standardization and the reasoning behind and consequences of 

introducing standardization in organizations is pervasive. It is essentially about new 

technologies that requires organizational members to conform to some standard 

embedded in technology in order to work together in an efficient way. 

This on the one hand goes to show that regardless of what new technologies emerge, 

organization are still at the most fundamental level still simply systems of coordinated 

action among individuals and groups (March & Simon, 1993). It might be argued that not 

much have changed since Merton (1940) observed  that unanticipated outcome / 

response of organizational members will result in increased demands for control made 

by organizational management which in term will result in an increased emphasis on 

reliability (conforming to standards) and behavior within the organization (March & 

Simon, 1993, p. 57).  

On the other hand, as observed by Orlikowski (1992), the new IT-tools will constrain the 

work of individuals in the organization because they have to conform to dictates of the 

tools, and that “work mediated by a technology that emphasizes standardization is no 

longer performed under the discretion of individual consultants”(Orlikowski, 1992, p. 

416). It is in other words not just task execution that is influenced, but also cognition 

about the task. Orlikowski also observes that most of the consultants of ‘Beta’ and in 

particular the younger ones/recruits “do not recognize the way in which tools generate 

processes of reality construction both for themselves and the clients whose jobs are 

being automated” (Orlikowski, 1992, p. 417). 

Moving closer to the Health IT Berg (2001) takes a more normative stance and warns 

against standardizing, because the “‘core business process’ of healthcare consists of 

highly knowledge-intensive, professional work, typified by a complexity that defies the 

predictability and standardization required for simple reengineering” (Berg, 2001, p. 
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150). This should be seen as a contrast to the traditional hierarchical organization in 

which work processes are more predictable, but also organizations where the 

professionals ultimately responsible for this process are not as powerful as high ranking 

clinicians of the health organization. Berg argues that they cannot simply be told to 

change their work patterns by the management, in the same way it can be done in a 

traditional top-down managed organization. 

Also coming the Health IT angle Bloomrosen et al (2010) observes that “Implementation 

of HIT may blur the distinctions among traditional role lines, such as those of clinicians 

and information technology providers and administrators” (Bloomrosen et al., 2010, p. 

86), which makes it necessary to balance standardization of systems with some measure 

of flexibility. The changes may exactly be what causes the resistance of powerful 

professionals foreseen by Berg. An entirely different conclusion could however be that 

“Indeed, HIT implementations are opportunities to review existing workflow processes to 

make sure that all are effective and up to date” (Bloomrosen et al., 2010, p. 86). 

Finally, applying an IT studies perspective, Aanestad and Jensen (2011) offers an 

overview over the history of the Danish EHR standardization initiatives. In a 

comprehensive review of governmental documents including strategies, regulations and 

standards Aanestad and Jensen analyzed the ways in which standardization initiatives 

and interoperability issues have been dealt with. They concluded that “The 

standardization has had little effect on securing interoperability. Deloitte’s review 

uncovered 23 different and non- interoperable ‘‘EPR landscapes’’ across Denmark, i.e., 

combinations of core elements (modules) that comprised core clinical systems such as 

PAS and EPR. As a consequence, the Minister of Health decided to put the B-EPR 

development on hold. He approached the critics of B-EPR by arguing that ‘‘not even the 

international market can deliver a common solution’” (Aanestad & Jensen, 2011, p. 168). 

2.4 - Summary - Organizational barriers to adoption of HIT 
This section is concluded by taking a step back and return to the question asked in the 

introduction of the dissertation. As stated in the introduction one of foci of this review is 

to what extent the pre-implementation phase is addressed in research on the 

organizational consequences of implementing new technology? A first indication was 

found above in the study of Leonardi and Barley (2010), in which the pre-

implementation phase was not considered.  
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Lluch (2011) performed an equally comprehensive literature review in which she 

identifies the barriers to HIT adoption from an organizational management perspective. 

The review of literature covers the period from 1995 -2010 and in contrast to past 

reviews it included research emanating from both health studies and organizational / 

management studies. A total of 31 sources were searched, returning 4035 references. 

This was filtered into the final qualified list of 79 unique studies. The identified studies 

consisted of 40 qualitative studies, 12 studies using a quantitative method and 12 using 

mixed methods (Lluch, 2011, p. 852). 

Lluch (2011) has fitted the identified barriers / drivers into five main categories. (I) 

Structure of healthcare organizations, which includes aspects relating to hierarchy, 

generational differences, teamwork and autonomy; (II) Tasks, which includes change in 

work processes and routines and ways of interacting ; (III) People policies, e.g. has to do 

with level of personal accountability, training and IT skills, support, trust and autonomy ; 

(IV) Incentives, is about how and for what people are being rewarded in the 

organizational setting; and (V) Information and decision processes is concerned with 

how healthcare professionals cooperate and work as a team (Lluch, 2011) 

While all the aspects above are applicable to the case of Sundhedsplatformen, a number 

of particularly relevant conclusions can be drawn from the review. First of all, the review 

identifies a potential clash between older generations of clinicians and the Generation Y 

(Born after 1978) clinicians whom may be the organizational change agents. According 

to Lluch (2011) it cannot be taken for granted that the new generation of hospital 

professionals will conform to the institutionalized ways. “As a result, there is a strong 

need to re-engineer the healthcare hierarchical system in order to best leverage the 

potential of generation Y workers” (Lluch, 2011, p. 852). Related to the question of 

generations and hierarchy is the question of collaboration. How do people work 

together? And the review shows the current structure of healthcare organizational 

systems is a barrier that does not encourage teamwork, even though “team-based care 

strategies were needed for successful implementations and that this was the only way 

forward for care coordination supported by EHR’s” (p.852). Along the same lines 

Winthereik and Vikkelsø (2005) argues that “the current inefficiency in the cooperation 

between healthcare organizational units within the system has become more severe 

through the use of HIT”.  
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Several studies in the review also emphasize the importance of roles, tasks and 

workflows and how technologies should be designed to adapt to these (p.854). It is 

noticeable how it seems taken for granted that technologies should be designed to 

adapt to what already exist in the organization, rather than the other way around with 

roles, tasks and workflows adapting to the new technology. This is contrasted by 

another group of scholars who insists that “incentive policies to promote HIT adoption 

are not enough and that changes in workflow and processes are of paramount 

relevance” (p.856). It is in other words not sufficient simply to map new technology to 

existing processes and then try to ‘motivate’ clinicians to use it – things need to change 

at a more fundamental level. This brings us to what seems like a main conclusion from 

the review. Lluch sums up the review of literature on barriers and driver to the 

organizational adoption HIT saying that “New implementations require healthcare 

organizational systems to build an understanding of their processes so that it is 

understood how a new system will fit in” (p.857). Further research in this is required, and 

Lluch specifically points out that “more information is needed regarding organizational 

change, incentives, liability issues, end-users HIT competences and skills, structure and 

work process issues involved in realizing the benefits from HIT” (p.859). This dissertation 

is offering just that. 

Since the review of Lluch (2011) several studies have followed the call for further 

research and investigated e.g. the use and adoption of clinical decision support systems 

(Khong, Holroyd, & Wang, 2015), the implications of HIT implementations within specific 

health professions (Nilsson, Eriksén, & Borg, 2014), (Nilsson, Eriksén, & Borg, 2016) or 

with specific geographical focus (e.g. Turan & Palvia, 2014). A common trait of these and 

other studies is however the exclusive focus on already completed implementations. No 

attention is offered to the effect of pending implementations, which corresponds with 

the observation made by Greenhalgh et al. (2009) in their comprehensive review of 

reviews that very few studies applied a prospective view on the implementation of HIT. 

“There appears to be surprisingly little peer-reviewed research on how interpretivist 

approaches might be used proactively and explicitly to shape the effective 

implementation and use of EPR systems, especially in large-scale programs” (p.752) and 

they conclude that “Prospective, theory-driven primary studies of large-scale EPR 

systems are urgently needed” (Greenhalgh et al., 2009, p. 768)  
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No such studies appear to have been conducted since the calls made by Greenhalgh et al 

(2009) and Llulch (2011) and Ben-Zion et al (2014) whom yet again reviews the literature 

on adoption of EHR. 

Part II 

In part 2 of this review, attention turns to the concept of anticipation and the 

development of the analytical / conceptual framework of the dissertation. Early analysis 

of interview data indicated patterns in the ways clinicians prepared for the pending 

organizational changes. Further data collection, more in-depth theoretical studies and 

ongoing structuring and analysis of data e.g. using Nvivo strengthened the proposition 

and confirmed the presence of patterns to the point where it was possible to establish 

the theoretical /conceptual framework presented below. The analytical framework 

consists of anticipation as the overarching concept. Following the initial introduction and 

discussion of the concept of anticipation, each anticipatory element (Sensemaking, 

Positioning and Scripting of the future) is introduced and discussed. Particular attention 

is offered to Positioning Theory because this is the main source of untapped explanatory 

power in relation to anticipation. 

2.5 – Anticipation 
Anticipation is defined as “a feeling of excitement about something that is going to 

happen” or “the act of preparing for something” (Merriam-webster, 2016), and is as 

such characterized by a sense of positivity or optimism. It is not entirely dissimilar to the 

concept of expectation, which is defined as “a belief that something will happen or is 

likely to happen” (Merriam-webster, 2016). The difference is in the nuance, with 

anticipation e.g. having a stronger element of the unknown about it. The expectation is 

typically more specific and something that can be externalized e.g. “I expect you to do 

this!”, whereas the anticipation is vague and more internal of nature. The difference 

between the two can be reduced to a difference in attitude. Anticipation represents 

hope and expectation entails an assumption of entitlement.  

In the case of Sundhedsplatformen it makes sense to uphold this distinction and to talk 

about anticipation rather than expectations. No doubt expectations exist in abundance 

in the organization. Clinicians e.g. expect the system to perform better, result in new 
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workloads, changing procedures etc. They in a sense feel entitled to this by virtue of the 

importance of their work. These are specific beliefs that something is going to happen, 

and they may get disappointed or not. The primary interest of this dissertation is 

however the pre-implementation preparation of clinicians and the more vague and 

internal feelings prior to the change. Focus is on the mental preparation and mental 

action in anticipation of Sundhedsplatformen and relating more generally to how it may 

or may not transform everyday life in the clinic. The question is what are the 

anticipatory action clinicians engage in relation to the pending organizational change 

induced by Sundhedsplatformen? 

The concept of anticipatory action is drawn from the work of Anderson (2010). He writes 

that “anticipatory action is a seemingly paradoxical process whereby a future becomes 

cause and justification for some form of action in the here and now” (p.778). The 

proposition of this dissertation is that clinicians of Sundhedsplatformen engage in three 

distinct types of anticipatory action; Sensemaking, Positioning and Scripting of the 

future. In order to assemble a coherent conceptual and theoretical framework each of 

the three anticipatory elements is presented in this section, but first attention is turned 

to the notion of ‘anticipatory action’. 

“Anticipatory action perplexes us, or at least it should, because it invites us to think 

about how human geography engages with the taken-for-granted category of ‘the 

future’” (p.777-778). As is evident in this quote Anderson’s focus is the social science 

branch of human geography, and even though this particular dissertation is focused on 

the narrow setting of organizations, the perspective of anticipatory action is well suited 

because it allows to engage in a systematic way with what Anderson strikingly calls the 

taken for granted category of the future.  

According to Anderson (2010) this taken-for-grantedness is a mistake caused by an 

assumption of a linear temporality. Anderson argues that we are misled by the idea 

“that the future is a blank separate from the present or that the future is telos towards 

which the present is heading” (p.778). The keyword here is ‘blank’ – the future is not a 

blank canvas, but already ‘colored’ by the present. As such the future is already in the 

present, and “to understand how anticipatory action functions we must understand the 

presence of the future, that is the ontological and epistemological status of ‘what has 

not and may never happen” (Anderson, 2010, p. 778). 
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Anticipatory action consists of or is assembled by Styles, Practices and Logics; 

 Styles are defined as, “a series of statements through which ‘the future’ as an 

abstract category is disclosed and related to. Statements about the future 

condition and limit how ‘the future’ can be intervened on.” (p.779). Styles can as 

such been seen as discursive frames applied by individuals in an effort to gain or 

maintain some kind of control of an otherwise uncontrollable future. 

 Practices in term are defined as what gives “content to specific futures, including 

acts of performing, calculating and imagining. It is through these acts that futures 

are made present in affects, epistemic objects and materialities.” (p.779)   

 Logics, finally, are defined as “a programmatic way of formalizing, justifying and 

deploying action in the here and now. Logics involve action that aims to prevent, 

mitigate, adapt to, prepare for or preempt specific futures.” (p.779) 

Combining these three elements, Styles, Practices and Logics, provides a vocabulary 

allowing to inquire or articulate the presence of the future in the now, through 

statements, materialities and policies and programs. Of particular interest in this 

connection are ways in which possible futures are made present through various 

practices, including calculation, imagination and performance (Anderson, 2010, p. 784). 

Calculations represents bets on possible futures made present through numbers. It is 

e.g. charts, tables and diagrams used to present anything from the forecast of the 

business plan to the climate models of future weather. The second way of making the 

future present in the now is essentially by making it up, through what Anderson calls 

acts of creative fabulation in which future events e.g and states of affairs or persons are 

imagined as if they were actual and real (p.785). With this rather loose approach the aim 

is not to present the most accurate picture but rather to present a future that moves 

and mobilizes (p. 785) which bares striking similarities to what Weick (1989) referred to 

as ‘disciplined imagination’. Following Andersen (2010) the scenarios can be thought of 

as tools to think with and subsequently be used to make interventions. The final practice 

suggested by Anderson to make the future present is through performance, which 

includes forms of acting, role playing, gaming or pretending (p.786). The idea is that by 

feeling the stress of a situation (simulated or real) on your own body is very different 

from reading about it in a report. Feeling the ‘heat’ if a system fails and having to make 

crucial decision based on the available information is very different from reading 

statistics about possible future situations or simply imagining it. Anyone who has been 
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exposed to communication training in front of spotlights and a rolling camera can testify 

that it is anything but a normal conversation. Sitting in the hot chair of a crisis is very 

different from talking about it.  

The concepts presented by Anderson (2010) are useful for the description and aid in the 

analysis of Sundhedsplatformen. One of the characteristics of the practices described 

above are the closeness to existing theories. Imagination as described above bares 

striking similarities to the notion of (prospective) sensemaking of Weick and when 

talking performance, the similarities to the theatrical Goffmanian concepts are 

noticeable. “Practices based on performance include a series of techniques that have 

their origins in the realms of theatre, drama and play, most notably exercises (Anderson, 

2010), war games (Der Derian, 2001) and simulations” (Anderson, 2010, p. 786). The 

missing link in terms of theoretical grounding, I suggest has to do with the effect on 

institutionalized rights and responsibilities of the actors. Positioning theory fills this gap. 

More on this in a moment.  

This concludes the section on anticipation specifically and leads into the first of the three 

elements of anticipation – Sensemaking. 

2.6 - Sensemaking 
In the field of organization studies the introduction of ‘sensemaking’ is commonly 

ascribed to Weick (1979, 1995). An early use of the concept is found in ‘The Social 

Psychology of Organizing’ in which he writes, that “Most efforts at sensemaking involve 

interpretation of previous happenings and of writing plausible histories that link these 

previous happenings with current outcome” (Weick, 1979, p. 13). On the surface the 

concept of sensemaking is remarkably simple in that “Sensemaking is what it says it is, 

namely, making something sensible. Sensemaking is to be understood literally, not 

metaphorically” (Weick, 1995, p. 16). We essentially make sense of our impressions and 

we do it non-stop. It might be this fundamental simplicity of sensemaking that causes 

Weick to be reluctant to express grander ambitions on behalf of sensemaking, as he 

argues that the concept is “best described as a developing set of ideas with explanatory 

possibilities, rather than as a body of knowledge” (Weick, 1995, p. xi). It is almost as if 

Weick is making an effort to downplay the theoretical status of sensemaking as he 

explains that it should be thought of as a set of heuristics rather than as an algorithm 

(p.xii). Later he goes on and argues that sensemaking should be conducted through the 
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use of disciplined imagination (Weick 1989, 1995), which has not gone unnoticed. 

Basbøll (2010) makes a strong argument against this method and argues that misreading 

and actual plagiarism makes the work of Weick resemble poetry and makes it 

scientifically questionable (Basbøll, 2010, p. 163). However, despite the methodological 

critique of Weick I maintain the use of the Sensemaking as part of the approach to 

analyzing individuals in organization – not so much as an actual theory but rather as a 

conceptual apparatus that can aid in explaining phenomena.  

Sensemaking is about how people construct sensible events and how they structure the 

unknown. Sensemaking is dealing with how, why and with what people make sense 

(Weick 1995, p. 4), and the ability or inability to making proper sense of incoming 

signals. The latter is vividly described in the cases of the Tenerife disaster (Weick, 1990) 

and Mann Gulch (Weick, 1993). Ring and Rand sees sensemaking as a more personal 

activity and suggests defining sensemaking as “a process in which individuals develop 

cognitive maps of their environment” (in Weick 1995, p.5), which corresponds well with 

the understanding and purpose of this dissertation. The individual perspective fits well 

with individual interviews that forms an essential part of the data for the dissertation. 

Weick (1995) lists seven properties of sensemaking, describing it as a process that is; 

1. Grounded in identity construction, which means that the sensemaker, through 

sensemaking is engaged in a continuous process of redefinition of the self. This 

continuous redefinition “coincident with presenting some self to others and 

trying to decide which self is appropriate” (Weick, 1995, p. 20), which means that 

identity creation happens in relation to others. 

2. Retrospective – the retrospectivity is described as the perhaps most 

distinguishing characteristic of the present conceptualization of sensemaking. It 

essentially means that sensemaking is done by observing what has happened and 

establish some meaning after the fact. “People can know what they are doing 

only after they have done it” (Weick, 1995, p. 24) 

3. Enactive of sensible environments which points out that individuals through 

sensemaking are themselves co-creators of the environment they inhabit. Weick 

follows Follett (1924) and writes that people receive stimuli as a result of their 

own activity. “As we perform a certain action our thought towards it changes and 

that changes our thought” (Follett (1924) in Weick, 1995, p. 33) 

4. Social – which is highlighting the fact that humans are not isolated but always in 

one way or another part of some kind of sociality. Even when no one is around. 

“Conduct is contingent on the conduct of others, whether those others are 

imagined or physical present” (Weick, 1995, p. 39) 
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5. Ongoing, meaning that it never actually starts or stops. It is pure duration since 

individuals are always in the middle of something. “To understand sensemaking 

is to be sensitive to the ways in which  people chop moments out of continuous 

flows and extract cues from those moments” (Weick, 1995, p. 43) 

6. Focused on and by extracted cues which are “simple familiar structures that are 

seeds from which people develop a larger sense of what may be occurring” 

(Weick, 1995, p. 50). Extracted cues are in other words the observation that 

individuals pay particular attention to and inscribe with some meaning 

7. Driven by plausibility rather than accuracy is the final of the seven properties of 

sensemaking. It underlines the constructivist nature of sensemaking in that there 

is in fact not an objective reality to be ‘sensed’ accurately. “The strength of 

sensemaking as a perspective derives from the fact that it does not rely on 

accuracy and its model is not object perception. Instead, sensemaking is about 

plausibility, pragmatics, coherence, reasonableness, creation, invention, and 

instrumentality” (Weick, 1995, p. 57) 

Numerous scholars have continued to use and build on the concept of sensemaking in 

subsequent years. Previously in the chapter reference was made to Barley, Orlikowski 

and obviously Weick himself, whom have all made use of sensemaking. In health studies 

examples include e.g. Jensen, Kjaergaard and Svejvig (2009) whom explores the 

potential of using institutional theory with sensemaking theory to study IS 

implementation in organizations. They use an empirical study of the implementation of 

an EHR system in a clinical setting as their case. Sensemaking is applied because of its 

strong explanatory power in relation to the interplay between action and interpretation 

at the micro- level where meaning is created (T. B. Jensen et al., 2009, p. 345). This is a 

clear pointer to property 5 above which emphasizes the close relationship between 

thought and action. 

In one of the latest publications of Weick (2015) focuses is on the relationship between 

ambiguity, uncertainty and simplification. He argues for the acceptance or even 

increasing ambiguity when it occurs in organizations rather than simplifying matters. 

Complexity and ambiguity should not be simplified out of existence, because 

simplification dilutes the richness of information and knowledge in the otherwise 

ambiguous situation. This is e.g. completely in line with property 7 above in that 

sensemaking does not strive for accuracy and the ambiguous situation is characterized 

by the inability to obtain accurate understanding matters. Plausibility is good enough. In 

short it appears that the fundamentals of sensemaking as outlined in the seven 

properties above essentially are unchanged. 
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In relation to the prospective use of sensemaking Weick writes “Occasions for 

sensemaking should vary as a function of how fare into the future a line of action 

extends, the availability of news, the capability for scanning, the tolerance for risk, the 

design of the news-collecting structure, and the ease of movement towards sources of 

news”, (Weick 1995, p. 97). Even though Weick considers the future as relevant it is, still 

only concerned about the sensemaking. How do I make sense of what is happening? 

Looking ahead to the interviews of the dissertation Sensemaking is an important 

component. It lays the foundation of the anticipation, but does not account for what is 

going on alone. This is where Positioning theory have explanatory power to take over. 

2.7 - Positioning theory – emerging perspectives 
Before moving into the details of positioning theory, a brief pause is required to address 

why positioning theory has been chosen for the analysis? Why is positioning theory an 

advantageous approach to studying organizational implications of pending introduction 

of new technology in the health sector?  

Positions vs. Roles 

At first glance the conceptual framework of Goffman (1959, 1986) lends itself well to the 

study of the experiences of individuals in organizations. In the introduction to ‘Frame 

Analysis’ Goffman explains that “This book is about the organization of experience – 

something that an individual actor can take into his mind  - and not the organization of 

society” (1986, p. 13). In that sense it is comparable to the approach taken in this study. 

Focusing on experience and not the organization of society.  This theoretical approach 

would result in a study of relationships as roles and the hospital as the frame of the 

study. This is however in contrast to an essential aspect of this study, which has to do 

with anticipation of coming changes. Not just the past and present but also possible 

futures. It might be argued that when Goffman describes how islanders engage in 

facework and puts on a performance when approaching the house of a neighbor 

(Goffman, 1959), it is a case of anticipatory performance. It is a face and performance 

put on for the sake of a pending encounter. It is however very different from what the 

individuals of this study is engaged in when asked about their anticipation of the future 

with Sundhedsplatformen. The analytical approach of Goffman is e.g. focused on the 

impressions given and given off and the prospective perspective is absent. A crucial 

aspect of this study has to do with ways in which individuals try to make prospective 
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sense of pending changes. In that sense, frame analysis and facework is ill suited for the 

analysis because it focuses on the concrete behavior of individuals and not their 

anticipation.  

An essential diffence between the conceptual apparatus of Goffman and the concepts of 

Positioning Theory has to do with the distinct between roles and positions 

The term Role is defined as “equivalent to specialized capacity or function, 

understanding this to occur both in offstage, real life  and in its staged  version” 

(Goffman, 1986, p. 129). From a Goffmanian perspective one would in other words talk 

about the role of the doctors, nurse and secretary. While this view of actors may suffice 

in certain contexts, it neglects the dynamics of real life, in which individuals cannot 

simply be reduced to a static role.  

In his later work Goffman acknowledge that there is something other than roles going 

on. “Some unofficial weight is almost always given to capacities defined as officially 

irrelevant, and the reputation earned in one capacity will flow over and to a degree 

determine the reputation the individual earns in his other capacities. But these are 

questions for refined analysis" (Goffman, 1997, p. 52). What Goffman himself appears to 

be acknowledging here, is a limitation in his own conceptual apparatus. It is not just a 

role that defines the individual, but e.g. also reputation that is carried over. The 

Goffmanian concept of the role is in other words too static and appears insufficient to 

account for relational mechanics of the encounters of this dissertation. Much has 

changed in the relationships the clinical staff members, and it is exactly the ability to see 

individuals as consisting of more facets and being relationally defined that makes 

positioning theory useful. It seems more appropriate to analyze the interview patterns 

as positions and episodes.   

A position is defined as “a complex cluster of generic personal attributes, structured in 

various ways, which imping’s on the possibilities of interpersonal, intergroup and even 

intrapersonal action through some assignment of such rights, duties and obligations to 

an individual as are sustained by the cluster" (Harré & Langenhove, 1999, p. 1). In 

contrast to the fixed position of the Goffmanian role the position allows for taking into 

account the contingencies of everyday life, experience, interpersonal relations etc. The 

relationship between a doctor and nurse and between a nurse and a secretary is not a 
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singular relationship between two fixed roles, but better understood as contingent 

positions.  

Positioning theory, defined as the “study of local orders as ever-shifting patterns of 

mutual and contestable rights and obligations of speaking and acting”(Harré & 

Langenhove, 1999, p. 1), is chosen as the perspective because of the explanatory power 

with regards to what appears to be preemptive positioning by the clinical staff members. 

Generally, the interviews come across as varied attempts to position selves and others 

on the changing landscape of hospitals. New organizational conditions are lurking in the 

horizon and the clinical staff whom I have been interviewing are preparing for the 

changes that are coming.  

In the following I first revisit the origins of the concept of position and positioning. I will 

then move on to a more thorough presentation of positioning theory as a theoretical 

field. The purpose of this presentation is to prepare the grounds for the subsequent 

analysis of the entire corpus of data of the dissertation 

Early use of ‘Positioning’ – Hollway (1984) 
According to Langenhove and Harré (1999, p.16) the use of ‘position’ and ‘positioning’ 

were first introduced in social sciences by Hollway (1984). The subject of Hollways study 

was on how “day to day practice and the meaning through which they acquire their 

effectivity may contribute to the maintenance of gender difference […] or to its 

modification”. (Hollway, 1984, p. 1) The concept – positioning – is used to describe how 

women and men relate and position themselves and each other in relation to the 

discourses that are ‘controlling’ relationships within and between genders. A key 

question posed by Hollway is “how is it that people take up positions in one discourse 

rather than another?” (p.7). The question is particularly related to the male sexuality 

and the tendency, according to Hollway, for heterosexual men to take up the subject 

position in discourse of male sexual drive.  

Another idea introduced by Hollway is the notion of ‘investment’. In later work on 

positioning theory, e.g. Langenhove and Harré, investment appears to have slipped out 

of the conceptual apparatus. In the concepts of Hollway ‘investment’ is something that 

people make in taking up certain positions in discourses. Implicitly in this 

conceptualization is that an individual can expect some reward or payoff. The choice 

may be conscious or unconscious, and the point is that investment offers some kind of 
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satisfaction. By ‘investing’ in a position one gets something in return, which however 

may well be in contradiction with other resultant feelings. One may in other words make 

an unconscious choice of accepting a position imposed by another party in order to 

enjoy the benefits from this, but at the same time experience negative feelings because 

of the choice.  

Hollway sums up the essence of her work in saying that “The point that I have been at 

pains to stress is that discourses coexists and mutual effects and that meanings are 

multiple. This produces choice, though it may not be simple or conscious.” (Hollway, 

1984, p. 8) This appears to be exactly what we are observing amongst the interviewees – 

multiple discourse coexisting.  

Establishing the field (Davis and Harré, 1990) 
With the first articulation of the main concept we move on to what might be thought of 

as a broader, more general and in a sense contemporary use of positioning theory. 

While maintaining a focus on aspects relating to gender and more broadly on feminist 

critical theory Davies and Harré (1990) pushes on in the theoretical development in 

what appears to be an attempt to generalize the concept of position and positioning. 

The main interest of Davis and Harré is to develop the concept of positioning in contrast 

to the concept of ‘role’, which is seen as too static, formal and ritualistic aspects (Davies 

& Harré, 1990, p. 1) to account for and capture the dynamics of real life encounters and 

observations.  

One of the main concepts Davis and Harré in their elaboration of positioning theory is 

‘discourse’. “In this context a discourse is to be understood as an institutionalized use of 

language and language-like sign systems.” (Davies & Harré, 1990, p. 2). Discursive 

practices in term are “all the ways in which people actively produce social and 

psychological realities” and as pointed out by Hollway, Davis and Harré also stresses the 

fact that discourses can compete with each other or they can create distinct and 

incompatible versions of reality. “To know anything is to know in terms of one or more 

discourses” (Davies & Harré, 1990, p. 2)  

Discursive meaning-making 

“Positioning theory focuses on understanding how psychological phenomena are 

produced in discourse” (Harré & Langenhove, 1999, p. 4). Discourse can be thought of as 

the language and the mental frame through which we make sense of the world we 
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inhabit. Meaning cannot be created in a vacuum. Discourse cannot be escaped. Humans 

make sense through and with discourse. 

The classic example of discursive power is the question of whether a person is a terrorist 

or a freedom fighter (Hastrup, 1992, p. 48). Whether one perceives a person as a 

terrorist and the actions of a person as terrorism is essentially a question of discourse. 

The killing of newspaper writers can from within one discursive frame be honorable and 

justified. An act performed by freedom fighter in the pursuit of a higher cause.  

The same act can from another discursive perspective be seen as a barbaric act and an 

onslaught against the very pillars of society. The paradox is that both parties can actually 

be right at the same time. The opposed views of the meaning of the act can be right at 

the same time within the confines of their own discursive logic. Discourses can be 

thought of as different languages, and if an individual meet with a person speaking a 

language she/he does not understand or speak, it does not matter how well a point in 

case is argued. The other will not be able to understand the inherent logic of the 

discourse from within which the argument is created. In the case of the terrorist / 

freedom fighter the discursive chasm has to do with the opposing parties having been 

formed by different / opposing ethics which in term has caused them to develop 

differing moral codes which in term has resulted in discourses where the underlying 

logic, moral and ethics are hidden or forgotten  

In relation to the themes identified in the interviews of the dissertation and looking 

ahead to the more elaborate data analysis it can be noted how discourse relates to the 

concept of identity. Frazer writes that “'actors' understanding and experience of their 

social identity, the social world and their place in it, is discursively constructed. […] their 

personal-social identity, can only be expressed and understood through the categories 

available to them in discourse.'”(Frazier in Davies & Harré, 1990, p. 5). In essence, this 

means that one cannot be outside discourse, and since a dominant, institutionalized 

discourse is very hard to disrupt it becomes virtually impossible to ‘wipe the slate clean’ 

and establish new ways of thinking. No matter how desirable this may be, starting over 

in terms is organizational identities is not really an option. You must work with what you 

have.  

One of the main arguments put forward by Davis and Harré is that “the constitutive force 

of each discursive practice lies in its provision of subject position” (p.6).  It is in other 
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words the capacity of a discourse to assign or point out possible and appropriate 

positions to individuals that gives it its strength. The person who ‘owns’ the discourse or 

with the power to define the dominant discourse in a sense holds the power to push the 

discourse in between one self and other subjects. In this way the location of power 

becomes blurred. It becomes unnecessary to order people around because the discourse 

in a sense dictates ‘how things are done around here!’ 

The taken-for-grantedness offered by discourses also has the consequence that 

individuals inevitably come to see the world from the position which they have taken or 

been assigned by others. This world view includes the images, metaphors, story lines 

and concepts that are made relevant within that particular discursive practice in which 

they are positioned (Davies & Harré, 1990, p. 6). It might be said that the adoption of a 

position within a discourse, regardless of it has been chosen by one self or has been 

assigned by others, offers the individual a pre-packaged and coherent view of the world. 

While this at first glance may appear to be limiting and restraining in terms of individual 

initiative, it frees the individual of the burden of having to invent entirely new ways of 

acting e.g. in an organizational context. This in term frees the individual to focus on the 

tasks at hand. When moving in a territory for the first time it is faster to pick up 

someone else’s map and guidebook then to write it yourself as you move ahead. 

From a discursive perspective the notion of individuality is to a wide extent a question of 

‘choice’ of position rather than some core of ‘real’ self. “Who one is is always an open 

question with a shifting answer depending upon the positions made available within 

one’s own and others’ discursive practices and within those practices, the stories through 

which we make sense of our own and others’ lives.” (Davies & Harré, 1990, p. 6) 

The multiplicities of ‘self’ 

According to Davies and Harré (1990) the development of selves follows a five step 

process; 

1. Learning of the categories which include some people and exclude others, e.g. 

male/female, and in the clinical setting this could include doctors, nurses and 

secretaries. 

2. Participating in the various discursive practices through which meanings are 

allocated to those categories 

3. Positioning of self in terms of the categories and story lines. This involves 

imaginatively positioning oneself as if one belongs in one category and not in the 

other 
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4. Recognition of oneself as having the characteristics that locate oneself as a 

member of various sub classes of dichotomous categories and not of others  

5. All four processes arise in relation to a theory of the self-embodied in pronoun 

grammar in which a person understands themselves as historically continuous 

and unitary. (Davies & Harré, 1990, p. 7) 

Positions in term are identified by isolating the parts of the conversations, and in the 

case of this dissertation, the interviews in which the interviewees position them-selves 

and others. It is essentially a question of pinpointing the positions individuals take up in 

what story lines and how they position others. Some of this positioning may be made 

explicit, by referring to self or others. However, the positioning may also be implicit. A 

particular position may not be referred to directly but still be there as the obvious and 

inevitable opposite to what is actually being described. If the position of victim is made 

explicit, this can be seen as an implicit reference to a position as villain. If the position of 

young is explicated by an actor, this implicitly refers to dichotomous position of 

someone as old.  

The positioning may according to Davis and Harré include one or more of the following 

characteristics; 

1. The words the speaker chooses inevitably contain images and metaphors which 

both assume and invoke the ways of being that the participants take themselves 

to be involved in. 

2. Participants may not be aware of their assumptions nor the power of the images 

to invoke particular ways of being and may simply regard their words as 'the way 

one talks' on this sort of occasion. 

3. The way in which 'this sort of occasion' is viewed by the participants may vary 

from one to another. Political and moral commitments, the sort of person one 

takes oneself to be, one's attitude to the other speakers, the availability of 

alternative discourses to the one invoked by the initial speaker (and particularly 

of discourses which offer a critique of the one invoked by the initial speaker) are 

all implicated in how the utterance of the initial speaker will be heard.  

4. The positions created for oneself and the other are not part of a linear non-

contradictory autobiography (as autobiographies usually are in their written 

form), but rather, the cumulative fragments of a lived autobiography. 

5. The positions may be seen by one or other of the participants in terms of known 

'roles' (actual or metaphorical) 

(Davies & Harré, 1990, p.10) 
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One of the noticeable characteristics mentioned in the list above is that a position is 

unlikely to be part of traditional narrative with a beginning, middle and end (BME), but 

that it is rather a fragmented story made up along the way.  

Taking stock of the field (Harré & Lagenhove, 1999) 
When talking about contemporary positioning theory the main influencers are Harré and 

Langenhove. It is particularly “Positioning Theory” from 1999 that stands as a landmark 

in the continued development of positioning theory as a field. The purpose of the book 

is to “bring together a number of theoretical explorations and applications of positioning 

theory as an exploratory scheme to understand and study discourse and its relation to 

different psychic and social phenomena.” (Harré & Langenhove, 1999, p. 2)  

As described above a position is defined as “a complex cluster of generic personal 

attributes, structured in various ways, which imping’s on the possibilities of 

interpersonal, intergroup and even intrapersonal action through some assignment of 

such rights, duties and obligations to an individual as are sustained by the cluster" (Harré 

& Langenhove, 1999, p. 1). This means that the rights, duties and obligations that 

individuals subordinate to are predetermined by the position that one has chosen or the 

position that one has been ascribed by others. 

This leads us back to one of the main insights suggested by positioning theory already 

described by Davies and Harré (1990). Positions are relational. No matter what context 

an individual is in – the position obtained is always in relation to some other position. 

Harré and Langenhove comes with the example that in order for one to be positioned as 

‘powerful’, someone else must be positioned as ‘powerless’. Positioning is however not 

isolated to operating at the level of the individual. It is equally applicable at the level of 

groups. Tan and Moghaddam (1999) uses the term ‘intergroup positioning’ to refer to 

“the process by which individual persons or groups of persons position themselves and 

other individuals on the basis of group membership” (p.183). The intergroup positioning 

and group affiliation is made by using linguistic devices such as ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘us’ and ‘they’, 

and keeping the relational nature of position in mind it is not necessary to mention a 

group to position it. It can simply be done by referring to one’s own group and thus 

implying the opposite position for the other. 
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Logical and possible positions - Harré and Moghaddan (2003) 
An essential element of positioning and as such at the heart of the explanatory force in 

the positioning theory is the applicability in the description and analysis of social 

encounters through a repertoire of acts/actions that limit or constrain behavior in social 

situations. Harré and Moghaddan (2003, p. 4) distinguish between actions that logically 

possible and those that are socially possible. While an almost unlimited range of actions 

are logically possible, including running naked through the hallways of the university or 

perhaps just the secretary taking a blood sample on a patient. Both are for all practical 

purposes possible and would as such be considered logical possible. But taking the social 

context into consideration neither can be considered socially possible. Running naked 

through the hallways of the university is not socially possible because it breaks 

fundamentally with the acceptable behavior of being at a university. In the concepts of 

positioning theory, it would not conform with the rights or duties of any known position 

in a university setting. In another social setting a position may exist where the running-

around-naked would be considered a right and as such socially possible. 

The other example, a secretary taking a blood sample on a patient, is not socially 

acceptable in the clinical context. The secretary does not have the right or duty to 

perform this act, as opposed to the nurse or the doctor whom both have the right and in 

certain situation the duty to perform the act.  

In the conceptualization of positioning theory these two very different examples points 

to how “a position implicitly limits how much of what is logically possible for a given 

person to say and do and is properly a part of that person’s repertoire of actions at a 

certain moment in a certain context, including other people” (Harré & Moghaddam, 

2003, p. 5). This implicitly means that the positioning of oneself or of someone else 

affects the repertoire of acts that are available.  

Emotions in positioning 

Another important aspect of positioning and the rights and duties associated with 

positions, has to do with emotions. If an individual (self or other) does not live up to the 

rights and duties associated with a position this will likely result in an emotional 

reaction. If my right to do or get something is not fulfilled I might get angry, or if another 

person does not fulfill the duties associated with a certain position I might get 

disappointed or frustrated. Emotions as such share the central properties of Positions, 

and embody the moral values and judgements of a culture (Parrott, 2003, p. 30).  
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One of the characteristics of emotions is that it is about something. For example “to be 

angry about something is to perceive it as having been the result of wrongdoing by 

another person” and since positions are rarely defined in isolation but relative to other 

position “expressing the anger assigns that person [ed. the wrongdoer] a place within 

the local moral order and places other people in complementary places of having 

justifiable complaints” (Parrott, 2003, p. 31). Anger must have a target guilty of 

transgression and therefore blameworthy. Emotions may in other words play an 

important role in relation to positioning effort of individuals in the same way emotions 

play a crucial role in connection with sensemaking. Sandberg and Tsoukas (2015) e.g. 

writes that “Negative emotions are likely to be frequently involved in sensemaking, as 

the latter typically occurs when routine activities are interrupted, and, therefore, the 

certainty and ‘ontological security’ routines offer are broken. Negative emotions are 

particularly salient in crisis situations and in organizational change” (Sandberg & 

Tsoukas, 2015, p. 17). 

Positioning theory in the analysis of Organizational Change (2009)  

In what is probably the most directly comparable to the present study, Zelle (2009) sets 

out to explore the application of positioning theory in the analysis of organizational 

change. In the conference paper Zelle observes that the potential of positioning theory 

to build bridge between various levels social analysis (individual, institutional and 

societal) has not been tapped into yet (Zelle, 2009). Zelle argues that through the 

analysis of positions and positioning it is possible gain deeper insight into links and 

relationships that could otherwise only be speculated about, because they span across 

micro, meso and macro aspects of society.  

A central premise of Zelle’s use of positioning theory is that organizational change 

increases the demand for sensemaking and interpretation and that applying positioning 

theory in the analysis of organizational change can aid in understanding how individual 

identity is affected by organizational change. By applying sensemaking in the analysis of 

organizational change it is possible to “analyze how identity is presented in positions as 

well as how positioning or the practice of taking positions shapes identities and in turn 

behavior” (Zelle, 2009, p. 1) 

In 2009 Zelle observed that only very few studies had approached organizational change 

using positioning theory, with Boxer (2001, 2005) as the exception. A subsequent 

comprehensive searches of academic data bases, has confirmed this status. Zelle’s 
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(2009) observation that the full potential that positioning theory may offer to the 

analysis of organizational change remains underexplored in the current literature 

remains. 

2.8 – Scripting the Future 
The third and final element of anticipation is Scripting, or more accurately scripting the 

future. The use of ‘script’ in this dissertation is inspired by Barley (1986) whom defines 

script as the mechanism that link the institutional realm to the realm of action (Barley, 

1986, p. 83). He explains that it is useful to think of institutions as being enacted through 

scripts, which in term is an understanding of the concept that draws on the work of 

Goffman (1983). Barley and Tolbert suggests that “scripts encode the social logic of what 

Goffman called an ‘interaction order’” (Barley & Tolbert, 1997, p. 98). Barley explains 

that “scripts appear as standard plots of types of encounters whose repetition 

constitutes the setting's interaction order”. In the world of institutions, hospitals e.g., 

actions and interactions are not ‘free’ or invented each time they are initiated. Scripts 

are already in place. Scripts that predetermine rights and wrongs and do’s and don’ts in 

the confines of the institution. “Scripts can therefore be viewed as behavioral grammars 

that inform a setting’s everyday action” (Barley, 1986, p. 83), which is similar to Gioia 

and Sims (1986) , who explains that ”A script supplies knowledge about expected 

sequences of events and the guides one’s behavior so that it is appropriate to the given 

situation” (Sims & Gioia, 1986, p. 11). 

In the context of anticipation, the script should be seen as a way for individuals to lay 

out a narrative pattern in the form of a script that functions as a way out of the present 

situation and into an anticipated future. A script is characterized by the duality of the 

knowledge about events and the built-in appropriate behaviors that in combination 

alleviates the ‘pain’ of uncertainty. The script is as such closely related to the concept of 

antenarrative (Boje, 1991, 2001) in that it also offers a bet on a possible future. In 

contrast to the antenarrative however the script also contains guide to behavior. In 

connection with anticipation individuals do not just tell stories. They inscribe themselves 

and their action in a script. “The scripts, which are dynamic webs of structured 

knowledge oriented around event sequences, then serve as a basis for action that further 

facilitates meaning construction and sensemaking processes” (Sims & Gioia, 1986, p. 12). 
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In anticipation, I suggest, the notion of script is related to possible futures. So rather 

than dealing with the here and now of the institution, scripting in anticipation is about 

the plots of the future. The interview situation is in a sense the interviewees moment of 

scriptwriting, in realization that the existing scripts will no longer be adequate following 

the introduction of Sundhedsplatformen. The standard plots of past scripts have to be 

rewritten or redefined because the introduction of Sundhedsplatformen demands this. 

In the case of Sundhedsplatformen and in the anticipation of the organizational changes 

imposed by the new HIT, scripting the future is a way for individuals to layout a future in 

which they see themselves, based on the initial sensemaking and positioning. 

The sensemaking and positioning serves as the foundation upon which the vision of the 

future is scripted. Once the interviewees have seen what they think by articulating it 

they can conclude by scripting a future. 

Summary of literature review 
This concludes the literature review. In part one of the review the essentials of 

organizational changes and specifics of the influence of IT was in focus. The main 

conclusion in relation to the focus of this dissertation was a) that technology and 

organizations needs to be studied in conjunction to render an adequate image of the 

organizational mechanisms at work, and b) that the pre-implementation phase of large 

scale IT implementations specifically and organizational change generally is severely 

understudied. No work of consequences is identified.  

In the second part the theoretical / conceptual framework required to conduct such a 

study was described. Using anticipation as the umbrella concept the three anticipatory 

elements used by organizational members during the pre-implementation phase was 

described. Sensemaking, Positioning and Scripting of the future makes up the 

cornerstones of the framework to be used in the subsequent analysis.  
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3 – Research method & data gathering 

1. Research method 

2. Data gathering  

3. Data overview 

A defining characteristic of this dissertation is the extensive immersion of the author. As 

a researcher I have not been standing on the sidelines and observed from the outside. It 

has not simply been a matter of observing practitioners doing their jobs and 

subsequently attempts to deciphering it. Rather I have been an active members of the 

organization and participated in the development of Sundhedsplatformen. On one hand 

this has offered unique advantages in terms of access and inside understanding, but at 

the same time presents potential methodical issues of ‘going native’ and the risk of 

developing blind spots with regards to aspects being taken for granted. This is one of the 

dilemmas dealt with in this chapter. 

The chapter is structured as a gradual move from overall methodical considerations of 

how to study pending organizational change and the anticipation of pending change in 

an organization, towards considerations of the role of the researcher. A pertinent 

question is e.g. how my presence in project may have co-created the field of research. 

Both in quite direct ways as author of ‘official documents’ from Sundhedsplatformen on 

behalf of the program and in subtler ways acting as the curious (and trusting) researcher 

asking questions behind closed doors. This is followed by considerations about collection 

of data.  

The final section of the chapter offers an overview of the data and the types of data that 

makes up the empirical foundation of the dissertation. The data both consists of formal 

data, in the form of transcribed interview and ‘official’ documents and more informal or 

unstructured data gathered or perhaps even absorbed while being part of the 

organization. By the end of the chapter the reader should have an appreciation of the 

challenges meet and solution found in what is best described as a constructivist research 

journey guided by data and a continued refinement of the analytical approach.  
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3.1 – Research method 
As hinted to in the last sentence above and in the introduction, one an important source 

of inspirations in terms of overall approach to the research has been Grounded Theory 

as developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and subsequent refinements and 

operationalization of the method by Silverman (2011a) and Charmaz (2014). At the heart 

of the thinking of grounded theory is the idea that rather than having a fixed research 

question upfront guiding the research endeavors, one should let the data drive the 

research. As such I have experienced and agree with Silverman in saying that “in 

qualitative research, it often makes sense to begin without a clearly defined problem and 

to gradually work towards a topic by confronting data with the simple question ‘what is 

going on here?’” (Silverman, 2011a, p. xiv) By working this way the research question 

will be analytically defined rather than picked at random in a given setting. In the 

particular context of this dissertation it would have been relatively easy to pick some 

“corner” of the pending large scale IT implementation and start analysis from some 

predefined theoretical perspective. Numerous theoretical angles could be chosen to 

investigate as many empirical problems. The timescale and size in terms of budget, 

organizations involved, people, professions and management levels presents a variety of 

possible research angles on the case of Sundhedsplatformen. While this quite likely 

would have rendered something that could confirm an existing theory, it is less likely 

that it would allow access to issues identified as pertinent in this dissertation.  

The dissertation is not an attempt to develop a full blown grounded theory. With the 

literature review of the previous chapter in mind, and the theoretical framework 

consisting of existing theoretical perspectives, the method prescribed by grounded 

theory has not been followed strictly. The methods suggested by the grounded theorists 

has however served as an inspiration in the continued work with data and theory and 

the interaction between the two, which is also why the following section is included to 

outline the methodical influence of the grounded theory. 

Types of grounded theory 
Grounded theory is defined as “a method of qualitative inquiry in which researchers 

develop inductive theoretical analyses. The purpose of grounded theory is theory 

construction, rather than description or application of existing theories”, (Charmaz and 

Bryant in Silverman, 2011a, p. 67). 
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Grounded theory comes in three overall flavors; Constructivist, objectivist and 

postpositivist.  

One of the defining characteristics of the constructivist grounded theory is the 

acceptance and recognition of the role of the researcher. The researcher is not 

perceived as an objective entity external to the observed. The role and the actions of the 

researcher plays an active role forming the data generated, e.g. in connection with 

interviews.  

The objectivist grounded theorist in contrast emphasizes positivist empiricism with 

researcher neutrality while aiming for abstract generalizations independent of time, 

place, and specific people (Glaser in Charmaz, 2011, p. 365). Inherent in this view of the 

world is the classical positivist notion of a reality residing in what is observed, as if the 

observed data contains Truth irrespective of the observer. I agree with Charmaz (2011) 

in saying that we cannot assume that participants overt statements represent the most 

significant data and that most, if not all people makes use of strategic rhetoric in order 

to manage an impression. (Charmaz, 2011, p. 365) 

The postpositivt version of grounded theory is characterized by the hallmarks of 

postpositivism which include an understanding of reality as fluid, evolving, and open to 

change (Charmaz, 2011, p. 365) 

Uniting the three and spanning across epistemological differences is a shared 

commitment to “conceptualizing qualitative data through analyzing these data, 

constructing theoretical analyses, and adopting key grounded theory strategies” 

(Charmaz, 2011, p. 365). Kathy Charmaz concludes her chapter in the Sage Handbook of 

Qualitative Research by saying that “Constructivist grounded theory is and will be a 

method for the 21st century”, (Charmaz, 2011, p. 374).  

Working with Grounded Theory 
Silverman (2011a) identifies three aspects that are essential to working with grounded 

theory; 

 Coding through memo-writing  

 Theoretical sampling 

 Generating theories grounded in your data 
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In the following section I will go through these three aspects and illustrate how this 

method has informed my own work with data and literature. 

Coding through memo-writing 

Coding is essentially about separating, sorting and synthesizing of data. Charmaz (2006 

in Silverman, 2011a) says that through coding “we attach labels to bits of data to distil it 

and give us a handle for comparing data”. This is important, or even necessary, in order 

to work with qualitative data because of the often intangible nature of the data. 

Qualitative data does not have the inherent order of quantitative data, which offers 

readymade ‘handles’ to structure an analysis around. These handles have to be made 

and this is where memo-writing comes into play.  

The coding through memo-writing as presented by Silverman and Charmaz takes it 

starting point in the data. This might be field notes or transcriptions of interviews. My 

own memo-writing has taken me on a slight detour compared to this method, in that 

memo-writing usually started from the literature and was used that as steppingstone 

moving into the data. Using the image of Charmaz coding started by using the handles 

offered by the literature to structure the initial sorting and synthesizing of data. As such 

the work has been a truly hermeneutic process with ongoing dialogue between details 

and totality and between theory and practice. 

In parallel with this literature based memo-writing I have conducted the actual coding of 

the interviews. This coding has followed the recommendations of Silverman/Charmaz to 

strike a balance between mere repetition of the explicit content and categories used by 

the participants and on the other hand coding based on concepts drawn from the 

literature. The ‘trick’ is to find a middle ground and start moving towards the theoretical 

end of the spectrum and thus towards the theory development which is the ultimate 

goal of the grounded analysis.  

Theoretical sampling 

Theoretical sampling is the second of the defining strategies of grounded theory as 

defined by Silverman (Silverman, 2011a, p. 70). Theoretical sampling involves “gathering 

new data to check hunches and to confirm that the properties of the grounded theorists’ 

theoretical category are filled out.” (Charmaz and Bryant in Silverman, 2011a, p. 71)  

It is in other words the step following the initial sorting, structuring and coding of the 

data. By saturating the categories identified as conceived in the memo-writing the 
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researcher is building a case for the actual theory construction. Charmaz e.g. is using 

initial memo-writing describing account of an interviewee “to build a grounded theory 

based on Erving Goffman’s idea about how we present ourselves […] Using Goffman, we 

might theoretically sample from among the many situations in which people present 

versions of who they are, for example job selection interviews.” (Silverman, 2011a, p. 71) 

Developing grounded theory 

The final aspect of grounded theory is the actual theory development. The theory 

development is in essence the continued and iterative process of refinement and 

comparison of data, codes, categories and theoretical concepts. “Through comparing 

data with codes and codes with codes, grounded theorists can decide which codes to 

treat and test as tentative theoretical categories”. (Charmaz and Bryant in Silverman, 

2011a, p. 72)  

Now, this process of back and forth and continued comparison does not offer a finite 

ending point. The data gathering and theory development should however stop when 

adding new data and developing new categories does not add to the picture or produces 

new insights. This is the point of theoretical saturation. (Silverman, 2011a, p. 72)  

The overall goal is to be able to move from grounded substantive theory, which is 

specific to the concrete study towards a grounded formal theory which is saturated to a 

point where it can be applied to other settings.  

Initial hypothesis 
In contrast to the method described above this dissertation started with a clear idea of 

what the interesting problem was. The dissertation in fact started in a most un-

grounded manner with a predetermined theoretical direction and an anticipation of 

what might be found in the organization. Quickly however, it became clear that the 

expected findings did not materialize. Prior work as consultant / practitioner had let me 

to expect to find narratives, structuralist patterns and actantial roles, in organizational 

interactions, but I was disappointed. They were nowhere to be found.  

Despite the open-interview-approach, intended to encouraging the interviewees to 

share experiences and essentially to tell stories, the transcripts at best contains 

fragments of stories. Very little of the elaborate narratives that are neatly structured 

with a beginning, middle and an end characteristic of a ‘traditional’ narrative. Following 

the logic of Gabriel (and Boje) a great number of stories could otherwise be expected, 
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because of the amounts of information that clinical staff are expected to navigate in. 

"The more people are buried in a mind-numbing avalanche of information, the greater 

the importance of stories: Stories make experience meaningful, stories connects us with 

one and other" (Boje and Dennehey 1993 in Gabriel, 2000, p. 18).  

The interviews of this dissertation are more akin to what Boje (1991) observed in his 

classic study of an office-supply firm where “ stories hardly ever feature as integrated 

pieces of narrative with plot and complete cast of characters; instead, they exist in a 

state of continuous flux, fragments, allusions, as people contribute bits, often talking 

together" (Gabriel, 2000, p. 20). 

Gabriel (2000) argues that organizational stories requires a different kind of reading than 

mythological stories. “The stories lack the sweeping grandeur, narrative complexity, or 

overwhelming emotional charge of ancient Greek, native American, and other myths" 

(Gabriel, 2000, p. 23), which is exactly what I have observed in the interviews from 

hospitals with clinical staff. Gabriel continues; “Their characters can be interesting, 

unusual, or even brilliant, but they lack the towering presence of true heroes” (Gabriel, 

2000, p. 23).   

On the one hand it might be that organizational members (at hospitals) have simply 

become able to better navigate the ‘mind-numbing avalanche of information’. It could 

be that in the present day it is simply the world they and we live in. On the other hand, it 

could be argued that hospitals may be a unique kind of organization, where narratives 

only unfold sparsely. It would seem that there are not entirely surprising commonalities 

between the research organizations observed by Gabriel and the hospitals of this study. 

"Factual accounts were common in the research organizations I studied, where members 

prized the factual accuracy of their work and appeared generally reluctant to deviate 

from facts," (Gabriel, 2000, p. 27).  

In hindsight it is clear that I had preconceived idea of what problems might be found in 

the research setting. It was based on personal prior interest and experience. In principle 

preconceptions could also have been based on stories circulating in the public arena. 

Silverman is refereeing to later as the problem of common-sense assumptions 

(Silverman, 2011a, p. 30), which is the potential mistake made by researchers when 

taking e.g. the common-sense in the public debate at face value and set out to 
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investigate a phenomenon which at closer inspection may in fact be misguided 

diagnosis.  

Silverman observes that “it is usually necessary to refuse to allow our research topics to 

be totally defined in terms of the conception of ‘social problems’ as recognized by either 

professional or community groups” (Silverman, 2011a, p. 32). Even though I had the 

good fortune of not having the topic for my dissertation dictated by the funding 

organization, it was only after a period of doubt and hesitation that I allowed to let the 

data speak for it-self. Rather than trying to fit data into a predefined framework I 

followed the guiding principles of the grounded approach, which is essentially what 

Silverman is suggesting. 

3.2 – Data Collection 
Before proceeding to the actual overview of the data of the dissertation, the following 

sections goes into additional methodical aspects of gathering empirical data. Where the 

section above focused on grounded theory as a general approach to gathering and 

working with data, the following is more hands-on and focused on getting access to 

people to interview and other practical aspects.   

As briefly described on the introduction the dissertation is to a wide extend based on 

interview data, which takes us into the realm of qualitative data, and I will start this 

section by briefly touching on the feud between qualitative / quantitative researchers.  

Qualitative vs. Quantitative   
When designing research method, the starting point must be the intention and purpose 

of the particular piece of research. One will have to interrogate the research question 

and through this determine the best way to proceed. In this case the purpose is to come 

to a better understanding of the implications of pending implementation of HIT amongst 

the clinical staff.  

To a researcher with quantitative preferences an obvious approach would be to conduct 

a study based on data gathered in questionnaires asking people for their attitudes about 

what has happened and what is to come. Provided the questionnaires were properly 

designed it could result in quantifiable and statistically valid results about the attitudes 

of doctors, nurses and secretaries. These are the type of quantitative results that make 

headlines in news media because the traditional positivist grounding is perceived as 
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proper science. It makes for better news stories to be able to say that “78 % of Danish 

doctors think…” It is perceived as objective, generalizable and it can be replicated. 

“Positivist methods assumed an unbiased and passive observer who collected facts but 

did not participate in creating them, the separation of facts from values, the existence of 

an external world separate from scientific observers and their methods” (Charmaz 2014, 

p.6) 

While the positivist thinking underlying quantitative research including questionnaire 

surveys is useful for many purposes, it has clear limitations with regards to people’s 

attitudes. I agree with Knorr-Cetina whom observes that “survey research based on 

attitude data generally rests on the assumption that human conducts can be described 

and predicted from variables which characterize individual actors” (Knorr-Cetina, 1981, 

p. 9). I do not believe this to be the case and rather subscribe to the constructivist 

perspective outlined by Chamaz (2014), “The constructivist approach perspective shreds 

notions of neutral observer and value-free expert. Not only does that mean that 

researchers must examine rather than erase how their privileges and preconceptions 

may shape the analysis, but it also means that their values shape the very fact that they 

can identify”, (Charmaz 2014, p.13). This raises the question of my presence in the very 

project I am studying. 

Getting access 
An ever existing issue in relation to conducting (good) qualitative research is the 

question of how to gain access. It is a question of how to get access to organizations, 

people and thus ultimately access to data. The question that is always on the 

researchers’ mind is how to get into the “engine room” and study “real” people, 

processes, interactions, practices etc. in the natural setting and preferably not to 

influence too much on the situation in question.  

Hastrup (1992) writes that in the world of science reflexivity has in term been seen as a 

problem and at times as the solution to solving scientific dilemmas, and when working in 

the field, as an anthropologist reflexivity is an unavoidable/inevitable part of the praxis. 

"It is a condition embedded in the anthropological project" (Hastrup, 1992, p. 53) Even 

though this dissertation is not officially termed an anthropological project the active 

participation of the writer and the demand for ongoing reflexivity vis-a-vis colleagues 
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and the organization as such, de-facto creates a chain of anthropological moments that 

it could well be described as such. 

The gathering of data through open interviews is by its very nature anthropological in 

approach. It is not just a matter of obtaining factual data from an informant, but rather 

an opportunity together with the interviewee to work through a slice of reality to create 

a coherent and joint understanding. In this process the reflexivity is essential. 

"Reflexivity requires attention to place of both subject and object, and in addition one’s 

own place in the communication. Reflexivity in anthropology is in other words not a 

question of examining how 'I' am, but about how the interaction between the 

anthropologist and the others influence the empirics of which both are a part.", (Hastrup, 

1992, p.54) 

My entire stay at Sundhedsplatformen has been characterized by the reflexivity 

described above. In the beginning I saw it as a problem. I asked myself how this could 

ever become proper science with myself right in the middle of things? However, by 

acknowledging the inevitability of reflexivity in scientific process it has become clear that 

the periods where I was ‘just’ working in the team - as one of the guys - in fact has 

provided me with invaluable insights and understanding of the world of clinicians that I 

could not have obtained in any other way. I have become an insider and gradually 

became one of the experienced colleagues. Someone to go to with questions that 

required an extended, historical knowledge of the project and the project organization. 

Researchers influence on the situation they study. No matter if it is the doctor’s 

consultation (Silverman) or the humble huts of North-Atlantic islanders (Goffman). The 

presence of a researcher and of any other actant influences a situation. Kirsten Hastrup 

addresses this sublimely in “Det antropologiske project”.  

Unlike many other researchers, ‘getting access’ was a negligible problem in my case. By 

the very nature of the agreement made between the researcher, CBS and the two 

regions access was de-facto granted from the start and I was given largely free hands to 

design my research while acting as communication consultant in the project.  

The agreement between CBS and the two co-funding regions identified two main areas 

of responsibility to be handled in duration of the PhD. On the one hand I was assigned as 

the in-house communication consultant for Sundhedsplatformen. This job consisted of 
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supporting the organization with all communication related tasks, including text writing, 

analysis and general communication consulting / advising in the program. Gradually this 

part of the job came to include a wide range of general organizational function including 

e.g. practicalities in connection with events and meetings. As a result of this position, 

learning about doctors, nurses and secretaries to a lesser degree became a matter of 

studying them, but rather a matter doing work with them and produce materials 

directed at them. I would not sit a distance and observe them doing their work and 

subsequently try to decipher meanings. I was colleague and work in the project as a 

communication consultant required quick development of a sensibility to characteristics 

of clinicians. An example of the required sensitivity dates back to 2013 and early 2014 

when a number documents were published from the region talking about the 

‘Production’ of the hospitals, meaning e.g. the number patients handled during a specific 

period. Many clinicians reacted negatively to the concept of ‘Production’ when 

articulating what happens at hospitals. In their view the work involved curing and caring 

for patients and it seemed like a degradation if it was simply seen and talked about as 

‘production’. In contrast to the view of the clinicians, talking about ‘production’ makes 

good sense to administrators. On higher levels of administration, hospitals are 

organization to be managed by non-clinicians like any other organization. Coming from a 

non-clinical background – perhaps a business school - talking about ‘Production’ is not 

laden with negative or inhuman connotation. It is simply what large organizations do. It 

is a good example of the importance of choosing concepts, metaphors and images of 

organizations (Morgan, 1986) carefully in order to convey messages as intended and not 

e.g. invoke negative responses. 

During the entire three years I have been an integrated member of the organization and 

in time becoming one of the ‘old’ team members with extended organizational memory. 

As such I have enjoyed the organizational status of an insider, quite similar to the 

position of full-fledged organizational member, described by Gioia and Chittipeddi in the 

classic 1991 study. My position as an insider “provided formal legitimacy as well as 

access to informants and information that enriched the ethnographic effort” (Gioia & 

Chittipeddi, 1991, p. 437). In the case of this dissertation the appointments were made 

in advance and were de-facto in effect when I stepped into the organization. While at 

the same time I have been able to venture into the field wearing the ‘researchers hat’ 

and thus only to a lesser extend been seen as the errand boy of top management. A 
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continuous effort has been made not misuse this dual position. It has been essential not 

to betray the confidence of the interviewees, which is e.g. done by never disclosing 

names of interviewees to the management of the project. While conducting interviews I 

have always informed the interviewees of the dual role and asked for permission to 

record interviews.  

The special status of Sundhedsplatformen as a strategic regional project in Capital region 

has also made it reasonable and perhaps even expectable that some kind of research is 

conducted in order to examine organizational readiness and implications of the project. 

The sheer size of the project and implication in the health sector in the region it could be 

considered negligent not to have a research dimension included. As an interviewee 

explained my participation in the project – as a researcher – was an indication of the 

significance of the project and how things were different in this project (Doctor 1 [41]).  

It was however in the role as communication specialist that many organizational 

members came to know me. I was e.g. on stage representing the communication 

strategies of Sundhedsplatformen. Many organizational members probably did not know 

of my PhD-role. To sum up I have on the one hand I have acted as the researcher from 

CBS. There has been no secrecy about this but it has on the other hand not been 

advertised widely. On the other hand, I have been the in-house communication 

specialist.  

An inherent ethical concern of the dissertation is related to situations where I have had 

casual conversations with colleagues and only later realized the significance of what was 

said. At the time it may just have been lunch-time talk that the time appeared to be 

irrelevant to my research. When the episode late in the research was recalled and 

documented in a memo, the ethical concerns related to using knowledge obtained 

without prior agreement was handled by anonymizing the interviewee, department and 

other aspects that might compromise the interviewee.   

Making appointments 
In order to conduct formal interviews, I have had to make appointments with the 

relevant clinical staff members. In the case of the two oncology departments included in 

this study, this involved getting approval from the relevant managers. During one such 

preliminary meeting at Herlev Hospital I was given an approval to talk to selected 

medical secretaries, nurses and doctors, but also advised that what I would get from the 
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various participants would be much of the same stuff. I should expect repetitions and I 

was warned that it quite frankly might get boring. I informed them that I considered 

repetitions interesting and the appointment was made. 

It is interesting that I am being cautioned that the dealings of a hospital clinic involved in 

the lives and deaths of patients may be considered boring repetitions. It is however 

completely in line with the observations made by Chambliss. “Sometimes routinization 

goes beyond mere commonplace into an attitude of detachment, unconcern, or sheer 

boredom – one of the more common emotions of the nurse’s life, to the surprise of 

laypersons. Indeed, one of the most frequent questions nurses asked me during my 

research was, ‘Aren’t you bored?’” (Chambliss, 1996, p. 29) 

Interviewing 
After having established contact with the departments and individuals the road was 

paved to gather data. As mentioned above a main source of data for the dissertation has 

been interviews with clinical staff in the two regions. In the section ‘Data Overview’ 

below is a detailed overview of the specific interviews that has been conducted and the 

consideration with regards to sampling including types of questions asked.  

The first two interviews were conducted after I had only been in the project a few weeks 

in Q4 of 2013. The interviewees had previously had an introduction to the possible 

future HIT-system through participation in so called ITX lab-tests in which scenarios and 

patient flows were simulated on live subjects to assess the fit of the solutions of the last 

three biding companies. The third interview was conducted after a couple of months, 

and subsequent interviews during planned trips to hospitals in the following months.  

The first interview of the research project took place at a McDonald’s restaurant north 

of Copenhagen. It was a matter of practicality. The respondent, a young doctor from 

Region Sealand, had suggested it as a convenient place to meet, because it was late in 

the afternoon and conveniently placed on the way home for both of us.  

The McDonalds restaurant was not exactly a textbook location for an interview. It was 

noisy with people constantly walking by. At the time I did not think much of it, since I 

was used to open offices spaces from past jobs. I was new to the project and thought 

that the informality was ‘refreshing’. Nothing like what might be expected from a 

doctor. The location of the interview was in hindsight interesting because it may have 
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revealed something about the respondent and his view of me (the researcher), himself 

(the doctor/respondent) and the project as such. This can be considered the first theme 

or ‘take-away’ from the interview and it resulted in a heightened awareness of the 

interview location in later interviews.  

Rather than seeing the variation in location as a methodological problem I agree with 

Mishler (1986) in saying that “Variations among interviewers and across interviews are 

not viewed here as errors but as significant data for analysis," (Mishler, 1986, p. 52). So, 

rather than pretending to be able to eliminate ‘noise’ and variations between the 

interviews through very structured interviews in a laboratory like setup, the variations 

are embraced and used as a source of information. 

The second interview took place in connection with the so-called 500-clinicians 

presentations. The respondent (Nurse 1) had previously participated in the same ITX-

test video as Doctor 1. In contrast to location of the first interview, the second interview 

was conducted on a work location. It was, however again unconventional location, 

namely in the break / lunch area in front of the auditorium where the presentations 

were held. The choice of location was at matter of opportunity. We were both at the 

location and the respondent thought it would be convenient to talk there. 

The third interview was conducted with a medical secretary. Following the interviews 

with the doctor and nurse this third interview was conducted to ensure early input from 

all three groups of clinicians in preparation of the continued work. The interview was 

conducted in a large meeting room at the hospital (in Region Sealand) with a secretary 

whom had had early involvement in Sundhedsplatformen. 

Subsequent interviews were conducted in anything from cubicle-like offices with no 

windows to large conference rooms with dark wood, dimmed lighting and a full treat of 

food and beverages. The surroundings in which the interviews take place can be seen as 

a way for respondents to stage the interview and thus to frame them self to the 

interviewer.  Does the respondent want to present her/himself as informal, important, 

in control, unconcerned, and what does this allude to in relation to the question 

addressed in this dissertation – how organizational members are affected by the 

looming introduction of new HIT? 
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In some cases, the location of an interview may be considered a coincidence rather than 

a matter of active and conscious choice. It may be, as in later interviews that I just sat 

next to the respondents’ desk because it was more practical to talk with them there.  

However, the fact that I never choose or dictated a location, and that alternatives were 

possible it is a factor to be taken into consideration.  

The interviews of the dissertation can be described as intensive interviews, described by 

Charmaz (2014) as “a gently-guided one-sided conversation that explores research 

participants’ perspective  on their personal  experience with the research topic” 

(Charmaz, 2014, p. 56). The extended interview sample below, taken from the Nvivo 

transcription illustrates exactly how the interview often resembles a monologue more 

than an actual interview. The interviewer starts with a simple and open ended question, 

and asks a clarifying question halfway encouraging the interviewee to continue talking. 

Nvivo 
section 

Time Quote  Speaker 

8 3:54,7 - 
4:06,0 

But, how is it? GS and OPUS are, if I have understood you 
correctly, the systems from where you get information? 
 

Interviewer 

9 4:06,0 - 
4:52,8 

Exactly. We use GS a lot as mentioned, and they have probably 
already shown you parts of it in the ambulatory. But is it correct 
that we use GS for viewing – we get many pre-bookings, as they 
are called, where the patient has not been informed what they 
are being offered yet. Then it is important that we go in a see 
when the patient is informed about it, so we can prepare letters 
to handed out in the wards. So we use GS. We also use it to enter 
new appointments for controls after treatments and other things. 
It is a system that we use a lot and we obviously also use OPUS a 
lot. We kind of have to go in and check the patients. Is all the 
information correct in the system? 
 

Nurse 4 

10 4:52,8 - 
5:06,7 

In GS you also get the information about when the HA-treatment 
course is open. This is where the ’meter’ starts running in relation 
to cancer treatment packages starts ticking. So this is quite 
important information. 
 

Nurse 4 

11 5:06,7 - 
5:40,6 

But, this thing about throats just came at one point and it is very, 
very important, because just one day past due is not good 
enough. It is really... And, you can say it is not a disadvantage, but 
we are kind of last. We are the last step, or what you might call it. 
So if the treatment course end in two days, well, then we have 
two days, and that is just too bad. Then we have to hurry a lot, 
but we are kind of the once pulling the last threats and make sure 
that appointments are kept. 
 

Nurse 4 

12 5:40,6 - 
5:43,2 

And this is regardless of how much time everybody else have 
used?  
 

Interviewer 
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13 5:43,2 - 
5:59,5 

Exactly. A deadline is a deadline. So we use our phone a lot and 
’Now, we need to get some dates in’, but that is just how it is and 
we are the ones that need to hurry a lot.  
 

Nurse 4 

14 5:59,5 - 
6:46,7 

This is one of the reasons why this has been chosen. Our 
department is the only one using nurses to booking appointments 
for cancer treatment. That is with actual radio-therapy education. 
It requires that you have background knowledge. There might be 
details that makes it possible to put the treatment on hold, but it 
requires professional knowledge to asses this. We cannot involve 
a doctor each time a lab-result is not there on time or something. 
We would have time for nothing else. So it is actually one of our 
core service, is to be able to asses this. Can it be on standby for 
two days and still do all that is needed and make the relevant 
notes about it. 
 

Nurse 4 

15 6:46,7 - 
7:06,4 

You might say that, that you need to know, and this is going to 
sound very eeehmm… not childish, but you really need to 
understand what you read in OPUS. What exactly does it mean 
when the biopsy result has not arrived, or - you really need to 
understand what you are reading, because it can have a huge 
influence on the patient’s treatment.  
 

Nurse 4 

 

In other examples the interviewer more directly guides the interview and sets the 

agenda and explores specific topics. This depends on the specific interview, situation, 

sentiment and number in the sequence of interviews. Was it e.g. conducted early or 

later in the data gathering process. In the example below it is e.g. also evident that 

having a prior experience from the IT industry and conceptual understanding of the 

software enables me to be conversant even with limited clinical insight.  

Nvivo 
section 

Time Quote  Speaker 

14 5:26,6 - 
5:33,9 

And the X-ray image and the notes about image, how do they 
fit together? 
 

Interviewer 

15 5:33,9 - 
6:19,6 

Well, you know, this machine just crashed, so it does not run 
OPUS-images in OPUS. There is something wrong with the 
memory in it. I have to run it through what is called ‘Eyesight’ 
– do you know what that is? (Interviewer: No) Well, Eyesight is 
the module inside OPUS, a Philips-module for images and 
image descriptions are stored in Eyesight. That module is a 
part of OPUS at the moment, and this machine for some 
strange reason is not able to handle it. This means that I have 
to all the time…  I have asked for a new machine, because how 
much time can you waist one something like this!? 
 

Doctor 4 

16 6:19,6 - 
6:29,1 

And typically you would then take a look through OPUS down 
into Eyesight and pull it out that way, but now you have to 
push OPUS out of the way and do it directly? 
 

Interviewer 
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17 6:29,1 - 
7:09,9 

I have to do it directly, because – and then it shuts down every 
second time, so therefor I have to, because it is only open for 
a certain amount of time, then I have to sit nicely and wait 
each time it opens. Well, that is a detail.  
 

Doctor 4 

 

It is important to reiterate that the first interviews were all conducted prior to the final 

selection of Epic. It was in other words at a time when very little had been decided and 

only the overall strategic ambitions had been communicated. Never the less the 

interviewees relate to the possible futures that they are themselves describing as if it 

was already there. The fact that very little has actually been decided does not change 

anything. The anticipated future appears to be as real as the present and its ability to 

shape attitudes and call for positioning of self and others is strong. 

Early data analysis 
In keeping with the recommendation of Silverman the early phases of data collection 

consisted of both formal interview and a more general exploration of the field 

(Silverman, 2011a, p. 61). The purpose of this initial exploration is to form an 

understanding of what elements or aspects of the empirical landscape are most relevant 

and how they are related. This in term will prevent a premature speculative generation 

of hypothesis to be tested.  

The analysis of interviews has been conducted initially as an intensive analysis on a 

limited data set. Specifically, the initial analysis is focused on the interviews conducted 

during Q4 2013. This is followed by a broader analysis of the entire data set (extensive 

analysis) looking for additional themes to be explored. One of the pitfalls to be avoided 

when conducting a qualitative study is anecdotalism, which is what happens e.g. when 

snippets of interviews are be extracted as evidence of the points one is trying to make. 

Anecdotal examples make for poor evidence if it is not supported by or based on 

‘proper’ or more systematic analysis of a wider body of data. Anecdotalism can seriously 

undermine sense of reliability of a qualitative study and the antidote according to 

Silverman is to deal with contrary cases. (Silverman, 2011a, p. 21). 

All interviews have been transcribed in their entirety similarly to the examples above. 

False starts, ‘Freudian slips’ and pauses have been included in the transcriptions to the 

extent they have be determined to carry some kind of meaning, such as hesitation or 

doubt. It can obviously be discussed to what extent a false start is to be interpreted in 
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one way or another or if an additional meaning should be read into it at all, there for the 

analysis will follow the advice given by David Silverman with regards to including the 

questions asked when presenting answers/quotes by respondents. (Silverman, 2011a, p. 

63)  

3.3 - Data overview 
The data of this dissertation can be split in two overall categories. The formal data 

primarily consists of interviews conducted with clinical staff members, but also ‘official’ 

documents e.g. about strategic direction and purpose of Sundhedsplatformen. The 

informal data is essentially everything else, including conversations at lunch, 

atmosphere at events, remarks made at the coffee machine, or what Becker (1998) calls 

all the quick exchanges made while participating and observing ordinary activities. It is 

essentially all the stuff that make up everyday life in the organization. In the following an 

overview of the two main categories of data is presented.  

Formal data – Interviews 
As described earlier the dissertation is distinctly qualitative. The main data of the 

dissertation are the interviews conducted from the start of the project in September 

2013 until the first ‘go-live’ of Sundhedsplatformen at Herlev Hospital in May 2016. In 

the early days of the research project the interviews were conducted in opportunistic 

way. Opportunities arose to meet and talk and interviews were conducted in order to 

gain knowledge and give the research project direction. Once the initial interviews had 

been conducted and early work on analysis had been conducted the approach to 

interviewing got more structured. Interview trips were planned and appointments were 

made with relevant clinical staff members in the two regions. 

Sampling  

Selection of whom to interview and what aspects of organizational reality to examine is 

essential and the sampling plays an important role. Sampling is essentially a question of 

how to choose and what to choose in pursuit of pieces to the puzzle that will eventually 

offer answers to question of the dissertation. Selection of interviews for the dissertation 

was done taking into consideration four defining aspects of the case of 

Sundhedsplatformen.  
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Sundhedsplatformen is implemented in (1) two regions. Region Sealand and Capital 

Region. In the two regions are (2) 19 hospitals. The implementation will have a direct 

effect on three major groups of employees at the hospitals; (3) Doctors, Nurses and 

Secretaries. And Sundhedsplatformen will affect (4) all clinical areas. These are the four 

dimensions taken into consideration in the research generally and specifically in relation 

to the sampling of interviewees.  

In the model below the main categories are presented as circles. Interviews are planned 

in order to ensure coverage across all dimension. The interviews are conducted in both 

regions and with all three groups of clinicians. For practical reasons it has not been 

possible to gather data at all hospitals, which is why three hospitals has been selected; 

two in Capital Region (Herlev and Hillerød) and one from Region Sealand (Næstved). 

Also for practical reasons not all clinical areas have been covered. Therefore, sampling 

has been done in a way to ensure both coverage of one clinical area (Oncology) across 

hospitals and region and to ensure representation of several clinical areas in one 

hospital (Hillerød). Oncology was selected as a suitable clinical area to focus on across 

hospitals/regions. One of the characteristics of cancer treatment (Oncology) is the 

extensive use of technology. Almost all aspects of the treatment course involve 

technology and the oncology staff is used to using technology when dealing with 

patients and colleagues. The model below gives a visual representation of the sampling 

and the overlapping areas in which the variations are found;  

 

Figure 3.1: Interview sampling  
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Interviews 

The interviews of the dissertation were conducted in four overall rounds. First round 

consisted of interviews were conducted in 2013. These interviews were open and 

explorative in nature and made possible from opportunity rather than deliberate 

planning. The main consideration was to ensure an interview with each of the three 

groups of clinicians. Three subsequent interview trips were completed offering more 

formalized data and to explore the themes identified in the pilot interviews. All 

interviews were recorded as audio files and subsequently transcribed in Nvivo.  

Overview of interviews: 

Alias Profession Dep. Location Date 

D1 Doctor  Reg. Sea. 2013 Sep. 09 

N1 Nurse   Riget 2013 Sep. 10 

D2 Doctor  Herlev 2013 Dec. 5 

S1 Secretary  Roskilde 2013 dec. 17 

     

S2 Secretary Onkologi Næstved 2014 aug. 21 

N2 Nurse  Onkologi Næstved 2014 aug. 21 

N3 Nurse  Onkologi Næstved 2014 aug. 21 

D3 Doctor Onkologi Næstved 2014 aug. 21 

     

S3 Secretary Onkologi Herlev 2014 sep. 15 

S4 Secretary Onkologi Herlev 2014 sep. 16 

D4 Doctor Onkologi Herlev 2014 sep. 16 

N4 Nurse  Onkologi  Herlev 2014 sep. 17 

S5 Secretary Onkologi Herlev 2014 sep. 18 

D4 Doctor Onkologi Herlev 2014 sep.24 

     

S6 Secretary  Hillerød 2014 okt. 29 

D5 Doctor Obstetrik Hillerød 2014 nov. 20 

D6 Doctor Akut Hillerød 2014 nov. 27 

N5 Nurse  Fysioterapi Hillerød 2014 nov. 27 

N6 Nurse  Intensiv Hillerød 2014 nov. 27 

 

Additional interviews have been conducted to increase understanding of 

Sundhedsplatformen. Additional early interviews were conducted as open and 
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exploratory conversations. An Interview was conducted in June 2014, in order to secure 

the historical details and origins of Sundhedsplatformen.  

In total 21 formal interviews was conducted prior to the implementation of 

Sundhedsplatformen. The interviews varied in length between 20 minutes and 1½ hour 

and were all conducted as open interviews consisting of two elements. First parts of the 

interview were focused on past experiences with HIT and technology implementations. 

Second part of the interview focused on expectations about the coming 

Sundhedsplatformen. As such the interviews were deliberately loosely structured 

allowing the interview to take the direction that manifested itself strongest in the 

situation. Interviews were initiated with an invitation to tell about current job and the 

role of Health IT. During the interviews interviewees were asked to elaborate on issues 

relating to past implementations of HIT and concerns about the pending implementation 

of Sundhedsplatformen. Another guiding principle in the interviews was to pursue 

relational aspects of technology and technology implementations. During interviews the 

interviewees were encouraged to elaborate on relational aspects of technology use and 

implementations. This included questions about the involvement of other clinicians and 

causes of identified issues. 

Formal data – Documents 
A second source of formal data for the dissertation are documents relating to 

Sundhedsplatformen including; 

 Recommendations from early investigations into collaboration between the two 

region 

 Functional requirement specifications  

 Final contract between the two regions and EPIC Software (including Appendix)  

 Strategies descriptions and Vision statements at various stages of the project 

In addition to the formal documents above the ongoing correspondence within the 

program and to external stakeholders, including clinicians at hospitals, politicians and 

administrators in the two regions and the public. 

Informal data - Everyday observations  
Due to the terms of the contract under which the dissertation has been written, I 

enjoyed a status as organizational member and ordinary colleague at 

Sundhedsplatformen. I was part of the everyday organizational life. The stay at 

Sundhedsplatformen started on September 1st 2013. It was in the very early days of the 
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program prior to signing of the contract with EPIC. At the time the organization 

consisted of approximately 15 people in the Copenhagen office and fewer than that in 

Ringsted. I entered the organization at a time when focus was on reviewing and 

evaluating 5 bids from vendors to provide the solution.  

The first activity I was asked to perform was to develop a stakeholder analysis, which 

could help the program in forming an overview of who to take into account in relation to 

the continued work on Sundhedsplatformen. The stakeholder analysis was based partly 

on previous overviews of stakeholders and partly on a new round of interviews and 

reviews and organizational documents. Apart from generating an overview of all the 

potential stakeholders, a main feat of this first work was to structure stakeholders in 

major groups according to influence and proximity to the Sundhedsplatformen project. 

This structure has informed the thinking about stakeholders through-out the project.  

I was in other words not an external observer but participated in department meeting 

representing communication and worked together with the other organizational 

members on equal terms. On weekly department meetings ‘communication’ was a fixed 

item on the agenda and in step with the general progress of the program the tasks and 

responsibilities changed. The phased implementation model of Epic (introduced in the 

next chapter) is a good indication of the major phases the job of internal communication 

consultant has gone through.  

As a researcher the status of insider is privileged. Rather than being an outsider trying to 

understand the inner workings of an organization I was part of the group. As such a 

significant source of knowledge about the health sector and Sundhedsplatformen stems 

from simply being part of the team. The everyday observations made by being there 

with doctors, nurses and medical secretaries and by performing tasks on 

Sundhedsplatformen may at the time have seemed of little or no significance. 

Conversations during lunch, remarks made at the coffee machine, research made to 

solve a task and casual talk at social events. In addition to the field notes about events 

and observations the continues stream of meeting minutes has served as valuable 

sources of insight. During the course of everyday life in the organization colleagues also 

shared experiences and told more elaborate stories from past jobs.  
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Informal data - Hospital war stories  
In the following I will recap some of the more memorable stories as told by colleagues in 

the organization and as examples of informal data that has informed the dissertation. 

Story 1 - Helicopter: 

This is a story told by a nurse during everyday conversation at the first offices of 

Sundhedsplatformen on Blegdamsvej in Copenhagen. From the office it was possible to 

look across the street to Rigshospitalet which is the largest hospital in Denmark. On the 

roof of Rigshospitalet is a helipad, which was established and taken into use in 2007 

following a donation from the A.P. Møller foundation. (A.P. Møller Fonden, n.d.) Prior to 

establishing the helipad helicopters were, as today, used to transfer trauma patients and 

other acute cases to Rigshospitalet for specialized treatment. In the past landing had to 

take place in Fælledparken which is a public park, just next to the hospital. Fælledparken 

has large open grass areas which made it suitable as a landing site, once it had been 

cleared and secured by police.  

In the story the young nurse explains how she and her colleagues could stand on an 

upper floor of Rigshospitalet and prepare for reception and surgery of the patient. From 

the windows it was possible to observe how things progressed on the ground and to 

follow the transfer of the patient from the helicopter to the ambulance and onwards to 

the hospital. While the helicopter was in-bound with the patient, the crew at the 

hospital would get information and updates on the condition of the patient in order to 

prepare. However, this information combined with experience about survival also 

enabled the hospital crew to determine the likelihood of the patient making it all the 

way to them. The nurse thus explained that sometimes they could stand and look at the 

park in the distance and determine that the patient was not going to make it. Because of 

their experience with injuries, time and progress, the inbound patient was likely to be 

dead on arrival and therefor no rush to break open all the sterile equipment, since it 

would probably not be needed after all.  

Story 2 - Bleeding:  

This story is told by a nurse with several years of experience from trauma and acute 

care. She told the story, in a very light hearted manner, during a lunchbreak in the small 

kitchen-like cafeteria at Blegdamsvej. 
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It is in all its simplicity the story is about how she aided a patient to the bathroom. The 

patient had had surgery performed and this was the first time out of bed after surgery. 

While at the bathroom the surgical wounds break up, which causes a severe bleeding. As 

the story goes, the nurse sat on top of the patient whom was by now laying on the floor 

in the bathroom, blood pouring out. The nurse explains how she tries to stop the 

bleeding by putting literally all her weight on, while at the same time trying to call for 

help. This story was told not just to me, but to a group of colleagues.  

Story 3 – Suicide: 

This story is told by a nurse whom had previously worked at Rigshospitalet. Since 

Rigshospitalet is the hospital with the most advanced clinical specialties it is also a 

hospital where patients are sent to as a last resort. As a consequence, it is also at 

hospital that people are told that further treatment will be of no use. It is a place where 

some patients are told that they are dying. 

This story is about an in-patient who has reached a state where no further treatment is 

available. The patient has been informed of this by the physician. The patient is 

essentially dying and is aware that during the final stages the body will essentially 

deteriorate. Later on that same day, the nurse explains, the patient commits suicide by 

throwing him-self from the top floor of the hospital and landing right in front of the 

entrance to the hospital. She elaborated that sometimes people do get very bad news 

from the doctors and, even though there is a risk of suicides, it is not really an option to 

lock people up and put bars on the windows to prevent it. 

Story 4 – Skyllemarie 

A very experienced nurse, whom had worked in many different locations one day told 

me the story of Skylle-marie – Washroom Marie – from a dark corner of the health 

sector. The outline of the story is similar to the one find in the excerpt from the journal 

of nurses in Denmark - Sygeplejersken (1999). 

“I sat down and put my hand on her stomach to find out, if her misery was related to 

contractions. It was, but I got a shock, when I felt how big her stomach was. I had been 

told that the patient was believed to be in week 21-22, but when I touched her I assessed 

that she was at least in week 24-25 and that the baby had to weigh about 7-800 grams. 

It was a very slime woman, and the child in her stomach was very much alive. It started 
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spinning for me. What should I do if the child comes out alive? The woman gave birth to 

a child at 800 grams. It was alive. It had a heart beat and breathed and moved. 

I hurried and wrapped the child in cloth and went to the washing room and left it 

between a couple of trays. It is an old procedure, that we used in the past when women 

gave birth to a baby already dead or had early spontaneous abortion. The dead baby 

was found by someone else a couple of hours later. By then I had gone home because I 

could not stand it” (Vesterdal, 1999) 

The story above is not the one I was told, but contains similar elements and similar 

ethical dilemmas. So even though the story is unusually disturbing it is by no means 

unheard of. 

Story 5 - Anesthesia:  

During lunch one day 3-4 people came to talk about the use of morphine. I was sparked 

by one of the participant’s story of knee surgery and how he had been administered a 

small dose of morphine like drug to relax during the surgery which was performed under 

local anesthesia. It was a playful comment about how great it felt and that would be the 

drug of choice if it came down to it. But, nothing serious. In itself this was just casual 

boyish lunch-time-talk – however, after this comment a couple of the nurses talked 

about administering morphine in the clinical setting. This was more serious and in 

peculiar unfinished sentences. “have you tried…?”. I the situation there was something 

unsaid going on. It was not about own use. It was rather about the knifes-edge that 

anesthesiology is sometimes on. At the time I did not think of it, but subsequently 

recalled it when hearing about how anesthesiologists are the ones suspending people 

between life and death.  

Recap of warstories 
The five examples of war stories retold above are very different. They are told by 

different people and have taken place at different hospitals. They do however have one 

thing in common – death. The knowledge of and familiarity with death and near death 

experiences seems to be like an unspoken and perhaps unconscious bond tying clinical 

staff together. It is not something that needs to be talked about, but it is there or it is 

absent either in flesh and blood or in notes of a medical record. It is always there in 

some way or form, but not in a tragic or dramatic way as observed by Chambliss, “The 

ambience of nursing units is not tragic, but mundane and businesslike. The work of 
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nurses and aides is largely repetitive and is carried on largely in a habitual manner … For 

the most part, nursing personnel seem to be hardly perturbed at the graphic conditions 

of their patients … When they enter the presence of a sorely afflicted patient, their 

countenance are not likely to betray more than a flicker of emotion" (Chambliss, 1996, p. 

30). 

All the stories - and story 5 ‘anesthesia’ in particular exhibits the same kind of economic, 

almost code-like language used by close knitted groups. Orr (1996) observed this 

amongst photocopy repairmen, and despite operating in entirely different spheres, the 

similarities are striking. “The conversation of a closely cooperating group can be quite 

cryptic when members are sharing information about work; They are considering a well-

defined field which can be discussed with considerable economy, verging on code.” (Orr, 

1996, p. 70).  

The war stories, the casual talk at the coffee machine, the formal documents and 

intensive interviews have all added to the understanding that allows for the detailed 

analysis of interviews in the next chapter.  
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4 – About Sundhedsplatformen 
- Context and content 

1. On context and content 

2. Strategies for digitization of the health sector 

3. The road to Sundhedsplatformen 

4. What is Sundhedsplatformen 

5. Anticipated benefits 

4.1 - On context and content 
This chapter contains a description of the development leading up to the 

implementation of Sundhedsplatformen and a summary of the content of 

Sundhedsplatformen. The purpose of the chapter is to provide an overview of the 

political and functional decisions that has formed Sundhedsplatformen and outlined 

direction and goals of the project, and even though the focus of the dissertation is on 

anticipation amongst organizational members, there are good reasons to maintain 

historical and political sensitivity (Silverman, 2011b, p. 35). On the one hand it is 

important because lessons can be learned from it. It has been said, that if we forget our 

past we are destined to re-live it, which in the case of large complex IT projects seems 

more like the rule then the exception. EFI, PolSag, Amanda are all examples of large 

public sector IT projects marred by exploding budgets, missed deadlines and inadequate 

functionality. Ample lessons are ready to be learned.  

On the other hand, history is important in order to get a proper understanding of how 

the field of Health IT has evolved. All interviewees of the dissertation have some 

firsthand experience with new technologies being implemented in their organizations, 

and it has as such contributed to forming their view of the field and primed them for 

what is coming. Sundhedsplatformen is not created in a vacuum. Neither in terms of 

history, technology or social relations and all these aspects factor in to the equation of 

the anticipation of Sundhedsplatformen.  

The chapter consists of two main elements that contributes to a more nuanced 

understanding of how decisions of the past and views of development has lead up to the 

present day status of Sundhedsplatformen; 
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- Public/governmental reports, strategies and visions for the Danish health sector 

- Internal documents containing the reasoning behind and decisions regarding the 

development and management of Sundhedsplatformen  

In combination these two elements offer an overview of the context and the content, 

which in term has aided in forming a preconception of what is to come with 

Sundhedsplatformen. 

4.2 - Strategies for digitization of the health sector 
Not a year has passed without a new strategy or vision for the health sector. Shifting 

governments, governing bodies and administrative units have produced a steady stream 

of reports containing visions for the health sector and the role of IT. It is however 

remarkable how similar these reports are despite the explosive development in 

technology. One might think that in step with technological development and 

implementation of new technology in hospitals things would change significantly. 

Increases in computer power, network speed and storage capacity ought to alleviate ails 

of the past. Developments in software, the ability to make systems ‘talk’ together and 

public access to the internet ought to improve things. It seems however that very little 

has changed in terms of the role intended for technology in the health sector. 

Restructuring of the regions 
The recent history of the Danish health sector can be split into the time before and after 

January 1st, 2007. In 2007 the governmental structure went through a significant 

transformation in which 14 counties were merged into 5 Regions and the 270 

municipalities were merged into 98 new and larger municipalities. The focus of this 

dissertation are the two regions of eastern Denmark, Capital Region and Region Sealand, 

which constitutes 2,6 million people or approximately half of the Danish population. A 

main responsibility of the 5 regions is to operate and manage the hospitals based on the 

regulations and within the financial boundaries issued by the national authorities. Part 

of this task includes maintaining and developing IT-infrastructures supporting the needs 

of the hospitals.  

On a national level the development in HIT entered a new phase in 1996, when the 

Ministry of Health and hospital owners / management initiated formal cooperation to 

stimulate the use of EHR (Høstgaard & Nøhr, 2004, p. 7). As a result of this work the so 
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called EPJ-Observatoriet (EHR observatory) was established in 1998 by the Danish 

Ministry of Health as one of 14 programs to be granted financial support under the HEP-

program. The HEP-program (Handlingsplan for Elektroniske Patientjournaler / Plan of 

action for Electronic Health Records) was initiated to “optimize the quality, service and 

cooperation within the Danish health sector through the promotion of development, 

implementation and use of EHR”, (Høstgaard & Nøhr, 2004, p. 10).  

The main activity of the EHR-Observatory from 1998 and onwards has been to review 

existing EHR related projects (including projects at hospitals in Hvidovre, Gentofte, 

Herlev and Roskilde) and the findings has been published in annual reports (e.g. 

Andersen, Nøhr, Vingtoft, Bernstein, & Bruun-Rasmussen, 2002; Vingtoft et al., 2000).   

In 1999 the Ministry of Health published ”National strategi for IT i sygehusvæsenet 2000 

– 2002” (National Strategy for IT in hospital / health sector 2000 – 2002) 

(Sundhedsministeriet, 1999). This strategy replaced the HEP-program and was tasked 

with identifying IT initiatives at the national level that could serve to realize the overall 

goals of the health sector, which included securing; 

 High quality in the medical professions 

 Clear communication and short waiting lists 

 High satisfaction amongst users 

 Better information about service and quality 

 Efficient use of resources  

 (Sundhedsministeriet, 1999) 

The list of goals above resembles an echo of today’s Health IT strategies and the 1999 

document continues to state that “in order for EHR to contributing to reach the overall 

targets, one of the determining factors, is some level of standardization. Standardization 

is important, because a uniform structure in the data content is a prerequisite for sharing 

and exchange of data between IT systems, integration of systems and in order for data 

to be useable for all relevant purposes, including clinical research and development of 

quality” (Sundhedsministeriet, 1999, p. 6). 

Analogous to the observation in the literature review on OCD, that standardization is 

fundamental in many organizational change and development initiatives, 

standardization plays an essential role in the effort to create an efficient health sector. 

The 1999 strategy also contains a section on IT and organizational change and below is a 
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lengthy exert from the strategy, which again goes to illustrates that many of the 

thoughts that are found to guide the work on Sundhedsplatformen are in fact not really 

new. 

“The health sector and hospitals are organizations in constant states of change. IT plays 

and crucial role in this change process on several levels. […] IT both prerequisites and 

results in change. Optimal IT utilization thus requires that the implementation is taking 

into consideration organizational aspects. If this does not happen, it is unlikely that the 

benefits of IT can be achieved. Workflow analysis, which maps current routines and 

examines what should be maintained and what should be changed, ought to be central 

in connection with the implementation of new IT solutions. Experience from existing EHR 

projects shows that the successful introduction of EHR requires a strong and well 

organized involvement of employees, which e.g. involves thorough information. 

Involvement is crucial for ‘change readiness’ of the employees.“  (Sundhedsministeriet, 

1999, p. 35)  

In 2003 the National Board of Health (Sundhedsstyrelsen) working under the Ministry of 

the Interior and Health (Indenrigs- og Sundhedsministeriet) published “National IT 

Strategy 2003-2007 for the Danish Health Care Service” (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2003) in 

which it says that “A targeted and efficient use of modern information technology in the 

Danish health care service is essential in order to meet society’s increasing demands as 

well as the political objectives of high quality, information, influence and participation in 

the health care service.”, (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2003, p. 5). In addition to the standard 

focus of increased efficiency and quality, it is particularly interesting to note the 

emphasis on influence and participation, implicitly referring to the involvement of 

patients. This is an early pointer to the present day emphasis of patient empowerment.  

The overall purpose of the 2003 National IT Strategy is described as an effort to establish 

a common framework for the digitization of the health care service during the period 

2003–2007. The strategy emphasizes that “It is essential to the application of 

information technology in the health care service that correct information is available at 

the right time and place to health care professionals, citizens and authorities alike.” 

(Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2003, p. 8) It is thus clearly emphasized that paper based records 

are out and electronic records are in. Even though Denmark already at the time was one 
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of the presumably most digitized countries in the world the reality is that paper based 

patient records back then and still are being used and necessary in various clinical areas.  

To sum up the 2003 strategy was developed in order to;  

• Contribute directly to the improvement of quality, service and coherence in 

patient care. 

• Ensure better communication between all parties in the health care service. 

• Contribute to the fast and safe access of the individual citizen and/or patient to 

his own health record as well as to information concerning service and quality of 

health care. 

• Be instrumental to better administration and management of the health care 

service. 

• Ensure coordination with the political goals concerning digitization of the public 

sector in Denmark. 

Once again the list of aims is strikingly similar to the objectives defined for 

Sundhedsplatformen in 2013. In other words – 10 years on and we are merely looking at 

adjustments. One remarkable difference, however is the addition of ‘decision support’, 

which potentially will play a significant role in the future Sundhedsplatformen. 

In 2012 the Ministry of Health published yet another document (officially labelled a 

‘Brochure’) – “eHealth in Denmark” (Sundhedsministeriet, 2012) – and on the surface 

there are virtually no changes. “The vision for the health care system in Denmark is to 

provide coherent clinical pathways through the various parts of the health care system, 

focusing on the needs of patients and high quality of treatment. One of the main 

prerequisites for establishing a coherent and cooperating health care system is to ensure 

that all health care professionals dealing with a patient have easy access to relevant 

patient information where and when it is needed. This strengthens the base for decision 

making and enhances patient safety.” (Sundhedsministeriet, 2012, p. 3) 

The purpose of the 40-page document is to “illustrate, Denmark has come a long way 

already. Several international studies rank Denmark among the leading countries when it 

comes to uptake of ICT solutions in the health care sector.” (Sundhedsministeriet, 2012, 

p. 3). The document points out three ways in which well-functioning eHealth may offer 

benefits to the people involved;  

• Improved flexibility and effective ways of organizing treatment, leading to 

improved quality and safety in treatment and care. 
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• Enabling more individualized treatment by empowering patients and involving 

them in their own treatment. 

• Better working conditions for employees in the health and welfare sectors by 

improving workflows and reducing time spent on gathering information about a 

patient from other parts of the health care sector. This allows doctors and nurses 

to devote more time to patients. 

While the first two bullets are repetitions of previous priorities (Quality, safety, 

empowerment) the third point is new in that it emphasizes the importance of the clinical 

staff. New technology is no longer just about economy and patients, but also about the 

staff using the tools. With this last emphasis on the staff, HIT strategies have in a sense 

reached the present day level of detail and scope which includes attention to working 

conditions of clinical staff. In short – the proper use of technology should result in 

increased efficiency, better use of resources, allowing staff to spend more time with 

patients etc., and while most of this has been the ambition for decades the question 

remains, if anything has changed with the pending introduction of Sundhedsplatformen? 

Is anything different this time around? 

4.3 – The road to Sundhedsplatformen  
The implementation of Sundhedsplatformen takes place in the eastern part of Denmark, 

consisting of the Capital Region of greater Copenhagen (Region Hovedstaden) and 

Region Sealand (Region Sjælland). The two regions are serviced by 17 hospitals and an 

additional 54 health related institutions. The primary implementation of 

Sundhedsplatformen is initially covering hospitals with a possibility e.g. to include GP’s 

at a later stage. The two regions employ 44,000 people in the health sector including 

doctors, nurses, secretaries and other clinical and administrative staff and an additional 

9000 people in other non-health related areas.  

The origins of Sundhedsplatformen can be traced back to a series of meetings and 

associated soundings and consultations during the second half of 2011 and beginning of 

2012. The formal reason for initiating the work to update HIT in the two regions, was the 

pending expiration of existing contracts on core elements of the HIT infrastructure with 

IT solution providers. Action was required in both regions. The initial and formal 

discussion of a possible joint HIT project can be traced to a videoconference between 

the two regions on June 16th 2011. At the conference participated clinicians and 

representatives from IT departments in the two regions and the purpose of the video 
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conference was to give a mutual briefing on the status and plans going forward with 

regards to ‘Clinical Information’. At the meeting it was decided to recommend to initiate 

the work for a tender for EHR modules (110616 – møde ml RH og RS vedr. Klinisk 

Information). This was in other words prior to any decision to opt for an integrated HIT 

suite.  

Work on the pre-analysis into the possibilities to update the HIT was started in July 2011 

and included presentations made by major Danish and international solution providers, 

site visits in Denmark, Europe and the USA. On December 8th 2011 the initial work was 

concluded with a 24-page report, which was presented to the steering committee and 

essentially outlining the scope of Sundhedsplatformen as it is being implemented today.  

On the joint steering committee meeting on January 24th 2012, at which leaders from 

both regions were represented the conditional agreement was made to complete a joint 

call for tender for what was later to become Sundhedsplatformen. (Styregruppemøde, 

Referat, January 24th 2012). The conditional agreement was based on a pre-analysis of 

main clinical and technical requirements in the two regions, status of various solutions 

available in the market, international research into the field of Health IT 

(Anbefaling_foranalyse _Sundhedsplatform_1.0.pdf).  

A combination of factors has made the joint project feasible. On the one hand both 

regions were, as mentioned above, faced with an immediate requirement to renegotiate 

contracts on core elements of the Health IT infrastructure. By joining forces, the two 

regions would have greater purchasing power thereby a possibility to get improved 

price/quality. On the other hand, the two regions have a history of offering treatment 

across regional borders. The oncology department in Næstved in Region Sealand e.g.  

sends patients for treatment at Rigshospitalet in the Capital Region. The proximity and 

specializations at the major hospitals in the Capital Region makes it reasonable for 

Region Sealand hospitals to be closely aligned with hospitals in the Capital Region.  

One of the questions frequently asked in connection with presentations of 

Sundhedsplatformen to external audiences, is why it has not just implement it in the 

entire country at once? Denmark is a small country, so why only two regions? While this 

might be good idea, the counter question is - who should decide? It should be kept in 

mind that in the political landscape of Denmark the regions are relative sovereign 

entities, used to running their own ‘business’ with own budgets etc.  As mentioned 
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earlier Denmark is split five regions whom has responsibility for administrating the 

Danish hospitals. The three other Danish region (North, Mid and South) have already 

performed some modernization of the local HIT infrastructure, and implemented some 

level of second generation HIT. This has however been done on an individual regional 

level. Sundhedsplatformen is as such the first large scale cross-regional EHR 

implementation in Denmark, which is less trivial then it appears.   

The cross-regional character of Sundhedsplatformen also underlines the importance of 

standardization. In order to be able to work in one system across regional boundaries, 

working procedures etc. must be standardized. From a clinical point of view, 

Sundhedsplatformen can be seen as an extension of the cross-regional cooperation 

through introduction of standardized clinical content and work flows, which in term 

might facility employee mobility. 

Procurement phase of Sundhedsplatformen 
Following the formal decision to proceed with the joint project in January 2012, came a 

two-year intensive tendering process. Through a process of dialogue meetings and 

software risk assessments, the initial eight candidates to deliver the new HIT– 

  

      Figure 4.1: Procurement phase of Sundhedsplatformen 

infrastructure was reduced to five pre-qualified candidates. In the next phase the 

remaining five candidates were reduced to three tenders through evaluation against the 
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functional requirements specification of Sundhedsplatformen. The three remaining 

vendors were tested at the Danish IT experimentarium (ITX) by clinicians during Q3-Q4 

2013. During the ITX simulations the offered solutions were assessed by health care 

professionals in selected clinical scenarios. Prior to the simulation, the supplier had time 

to introduce the participants to the relevant parts of the solution, after which the 

simulation was carried out during a number of days and concluded with questionnaires 

and interviews. 

The systems of the last three bidders were also evaluated by approximately 500 

clinicians at hospitals in the two regions. The ‘500-clinician-evaluation’ as they were 

called, consisted of initial presentations and walkthrough of predefined scenarios by 

each vendor. This was followed by Q&A session during which the clinicians could ask 

detailed questions relating to their specific area. The 500 clinicians represented a broad 

spectrum clinical and professional areas, with participants from both regions. In the 

subsequent questionnaire based evaluation of the presented solutions, clinicians could 

rank the solution in relation to how well it would satisfy the needs of their clinical area.  

The evaluation forms of the 500 clinicians were included as a component in the final 

evaluation of incoming bids.  

Summing up the schedule of the procurement phase can be split in an initial 

prequalification phase during the Q3 and Q4 of 2012. This was followed by a dialogue 

phase in two stages from Q1 2012 through Q2 2013. This leads up to the actual 

Photo 1: Grand auditorium at Rigshospitalet during the 500-clinician evaluation, October 2013 
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tendering phase in Q3-Q4 of 2013. The diagram below illustrates the progression of 

selection process leading to the selection of EPIC as the provider of 

Sundhedsplatformen. The contract was signed by EPIC, Region Sealand and Capital 

Region on the topfloor of Herlev Hospital, which would later turn out to be the first 

hospital to go live with the solution. 

About EPIC 

EPIC is a US-based software company specialized in integrated health IT solutions. EPIC 

has implemented and supports more than 350 healthcare systems, mainly in the USA. 

EPIC based solutions have 250.000 users worldwide and approximately 68 percent of all 

hospitals that have achieved HIMSS Stage 7. EPIC is an unusual company described by 

Forbes Magazine (Moukheiber, 2012) as a company that does not need marketing. The 

customers come to them and are selected. “At the beginning of each year, Faulkner 

commands her tiny salesforce to select customers based on whether they are fit to work 

with Epic—making it a privilege” and the article continues “Epic has accomplished this 

[success] in a decidedly old-fashioned way. Its electronic health record is based on a 44-

year-old programming language called MUMPS (Massachusetts General Hospital Utility 

Multi-Programming System). It is essentially a closed platform, which makes it 

challenging and costly for hospitals to interface Epic with clinical or billing software from 

other companies for the purpose of merging patient information […] But this is the 

stodgy world of health care. The health care industry likes tried and tested systems” 

(Moukheiber, 2012).  

The scope and final design of Sundhedsplatformen has undergone several iterations 

since the signing of the contract. A main reason for the change in scope is the 

implementation methodology of Epic. Rather than presenting a final and fixed solution 

in advance Epic offers a framework of integrated modules that makes up the complete 

solution. The specifics of the solution are worked out in collaboration between Epic and 

the customer based on site visits at hospitals and validation workshops with clinicians. 

Site visits consists of Epic visiting selected hospitals to observe the procedures and note 

differences between the local clinical practice and in their basic setup. Then Epic adjusts 

the basic setup of the system to be aligned with the observed differences. The adjusted 

basic system configuration is validated in subsequent validation sessions at which 250 

clinicians from all clinical areas and professions participate. In total the EPIC 
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implementation methodology consists of the seven phases illustrated in the model 

below. 

 

Figure 4.2: Phased development methodology of Sundhedsplatformen 

One of the notable aspects of ‘the road to Sundhedsplatformen’ considering the primary 

research question of the dissertation is the extended period that has gone before the 

systems is actually put into production. From January 2012 to May 2016 it has been 4½ 

years during which organizational members have had plenty of time to talk about, 

thinking about and anticipate what was coming. Several hundreds of secretaries, nurses 

and doctors have been directly involved, and those who have not been part of the 

project all know someone, who knows someone whom has been part of it.  

4.4 – What is Sundhedsplatformen? 
This section contains an overview of the content of the future Sundhedsplatformen. The 

overview is based on the description from the formal contract signed by Capital Region, 

Region Sealand and EPIC, and the associated functional requirement specification. The 

contract is located in Sundhedsplatformens Sharepoint based document repository 

(Accessed Dec. 1st 2015). Several adjustments have been made to the contract since 
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January 1st 2014, but none that are of consequence to this dissertation. The overview 

focuses on the following aspects; 

 Strategic goals of Sundhedsplatformen (Bilag 0, Forretningsbehov og strategiske 

mål) 

 Functional requirements specification for Sundhedsplatformen (Underbilag 3-1, 

Kravspecifikation) 

 Solution description by EPIC (Underbilag 3-3, Løsningsbeskrivelse) 

 Standardization and organizational implications 

Before moving on to the overview however, it is necessary to consider the status of the 

contract in relation to the main interest of the dissertation. The research question is; 

How do organizational members react to an extended anticipatory phase prior to 

pending major organizational change? The obvious question is whether the contents of 

the contract is known to organizational members and it is obviously not. Not directly at 

least. The specific content of the contract will largely be unknown to the future users. 

Only a limited number people will have had access to reading the contract. This does 

however not remove the need to go further into the contract. The contract can be seen 

as the source of all subsequent communication. It represents as condensed version of 

the messages later transmitted to both internal and external audiences.  

An overview of the contract is vital because it serves as the foundation of cooperation 

and subsequent formal and informal communication between the involved parties. The 

future users of Sundhedsplatformen will have generalized knowledge or insights into the 

implications of Sundhedsplatformen deriving from the department meetings, 

newsletters, regional websites, conversations with colleagues which can all be traced 

back to the principles set forth in the contract. 

Strategic goals of Sundhedsplatformen 
The formal strategic goals of Sundhedsplatformen are described in Appendix 0 (Bilag 0). 

On the overall level the two regions require “a standard framework solution with broad 

functionality meant to support the clinical and administrative core processes and 

workflows in healthcare. The solution must be based on a flexible and user-friendly 

framework of one or more tools for creating standardized configuration of Clinical and 

Administrative content” (Sundhedsplatformen, Bilag 0, p.3).  In order to ensure the 

required efficiency in patient treatment and higher quality in treatment the solution 

must provide the following; 
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• One record for patients across hospitals, regions and sectors 

• Allowing the patient to actively participate in their own treatment - Patient 

Empowerment 

• To support paperless workflow with a powerful tool for e.g. structured clinical 

documentation, process support and clinical quality support 

• To gather information about each patient, in order to ease the access to patient 

health data for all health professional personnel across sectors 

• To reuse the information about patients and their treatment to the continuous 

improvement of quality and resource utilization in relation to treatments 

• To ensure easy access to all information on Sundhedsplatformen relative to the 

need for information in the broad sense 

• To improve the support of complicated and lengthy treatments, including chronic 

patient 

 (Sundhedsplatformen, Bilag 0, p.3) 

The two regions require an IT solution that supports the above listed objectives and 

provide opportunity to bring hospitals in both regions to level 7 on the EMR Adoption 

Model of HIMSS (HIMSS Europe, 2016). It is estimated that the current IT solution places 

hospitals in both regions at level 5. The two regions expect that Sundhedsplatformen 

will be used for many years, and therefore wants a strategic partnership with the 

vendor, ensuring that the solution for Sundhedsplatformen continues to develop in line 

with the needs in general in health care. This means that rather than just buying 

software and hardware to be installed it is the intention to maintain a relationship with 

the vendor. This in term also reflects the strategy of EPIC. 

The strategy is inspired by Gartner Group’s distinction between ‘Five Generations of 

EHR’, and it is the stated ambitions of the two regions in time to develop towards an 

EHR functioning as an intelligent mentor (Generation 5) for the clinical staff 

(Sundhedsplatformen, Bilag 0, p.4). 
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Figure 4.3: Gartner Group, five generations of EHR. 

In order to achieve the level of functionality through digitization the solution is required 

to be closely tied together with a wide variety of clinical processes rather than just 

digitizing the existing processes consisting of unstructured documentation in stand-

alone-systems. Overall the system is required to handle the following processes in 

relation to treatment of patients; 

 Start patient course 

 Diagnostic considerations 

 Planning of treatment 

 Treatment and documentation 

 End patient course 

 Cross area processes 

(Sundhedsplatformen, Bilag 0, p.6) 

In effect this list of areas to be covered by Sundhedsplatformen involves the main actors 

of this dissertation (Doctors, Nurses and Secretaries) at all stages. 

Second generation Health IT 
Sundhedsplatformen can be considered a second generation Health IT infrastructure. 

Where first generation infrastructures largely consisted of isles of IT mirroring existing 

paper-based workflows, Sundhedsplatformen is essentially an attempt to update / 

transform the health sector through introduction of an integrated new technology 

platform. The new Healthcare platform will replace major systems including Opus 
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Workplace, GS!Open, Digital Dictation, systems for medication and booking and several 

other specialty-specific IT systems.  

From a clinical point of view one of the major aims of Sundhedsplatformen is to improve 

patient safety. In a way patient safety is the holy grail of the health sector. Discussion of 

functionality, economy, administration and other areas of the health sector are guided 

by an underlying interest in ensuring and defending patient safety. New technological 

initiatives must pass the implicit or explicit patient safety bar in order to be approved. 

Increased standardization is one of the ways in which patient safety is pursued. In 

Sundhedsplatformen the electronic documentation will support the standardization of 

clinical practice, process and increase the quality of documentation by striving to 

increase the completeness, accuracy, readability and accessibility of patient records. 

Ultimately Sundhedsplatformen is aiming at ensuring that the patient course is 

coordinated with all dependencies between the current activities of patient care in 

relation to time, resources and necessary results from other initiated treatment. This 

should according to the plans lead to better planning and utilization of resources, 

including personnel. 

Another of the leading motives in the development of Sundhedsplatformen is an 

ambition to improve patient satisfaction and satisfaction amongst employees. One way 

of doing this is to offer a better overview of treatments. Standardization of what is 

shown in the IT system, when a patient is in treatment, is expected not only to improve 

the quality of the documentation supplied, but will also enhance the experience of 

overview and quality of the clinical work of doctors, nurses and other clinical staff.  

One of the main ways to improve satisfaction amongst patients is to increase the so 

called patient empowerment in the form of possibilities for greater involvement of 

patients in their own treatment and health as such. This is sought through allowing 

access to updated information on their own patient record, increased possibility for 

booking times for treatment and the ability to enter personal/health related information 

on their own.  

One of the main ways Sundhedsplatformen is intended to improved satisfaction 

amongst clinical staff is by eliminating double entry of information, through streamlined 

workflows and improved overview and real-time access to information on the patient as 
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well as recommended treatment. All of this is expected to result in clinical staff having 

more time with patients, which is thought to help both patient and employee 

satisfaction. 

In summary the major gains of Sundhedsplatformen can be presented as below, with a 

split between economic and non-economic gains  

 

Figure 4.4: Gains of Sundhedsplatformen 

 Fully implemented Sundhedsplatformen aims to;  

 Support paperless workflows with tools that support structured, clinical 

documentation, processes and quality control 

 Increased productivity through improved options for planning and use of 

resources 

 Improved treatment quality due to improved clinical overviews and decision 

support 

 Improved management due to improved overviews and reporting tools 

 Easy access to patient health data for all medical actors across the health sectors 

 Reuse of patient health data as well as treatment data for continuous optimization 

of quality and use of treatment resources 

 Improved support of complicated and lengthy treatment flows 
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Standardization 
A keyword in the description of strategic goals of Sundhedsplatformen is 

standardization. Standardization is seen as an essential way to ensure a persistent high 

quality of care and treatment. 

“To ensure a persistent high quality of treatment for all patients, the patient course must 

be planned and completed based on standardized workflows and documentation. The 

solution must support health personnel in; 

 Choosing the right treatment course for each patient 

 Supporting in optimizing the planning of the treatment course 

 Supporting the correct documentation of the completed treatment” 

(Sundhedsplatformen, Bilag 0, p.7). 

Treatment, planning and documentation, which constitutes the essence of clinical work 

is essentially being standardized. The strategic ambition also explicitly extends to the 

decision-making of the clinical staff. “With intelligent knowledge based functionality the 

solution must support the health professionals in making the right decisions at the right 

time and to ensure that health personnel are continually notified about the need for 

corrective actions based on incoming results” (Sundhedsplatformen, Bilag 0, p.7). 

The essence of the strategy can be summed up in saying that both decisions and 

activities following the implementation to a wide extend will be 

supported/guided/dictated by standards in Sundhedsplatformen. Sundhedsplatformen 

will prompt personnel to initiate certain actions and the subsequent documentation is 

also standardized and required to complete an activity 

Content of Sundhedsplatformen 
The chart below offers an overview of the content of Sundhedsplatformen. Marked with 

green color (to the left) are elements included in Sundhedsplatformen. Marked with 

yellow color (top right) are existing regional systems that are not included in 

Sundhedsplatformen, but integrated with Sundhedsplatformen. Marked with red(ish) 

color (bottom right) are national registers and national infrastructure with which 

Sundhedsplatformen exchange data  
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Figure 4.5: Schematic overview of content of Sundhedsplatformen 

It is not the purpose of the present dissertation to go into detail of the various elements 

of Sundhedsplatformen. The overview merely serves to illustrate the all-encompassing 

reach of the new HIT, which again underlines the importance of standards and potential 

to alter the working conditions for organizational members. 

4.5 - Anticipated benefits  
In addition to a strategic intents described above and in addition to the methodology 

developed by Epic and the program management of Sundhedsplatformen, an additional 

measure has been put in place to ensure the realization of the potential and the benefits 

promised by the new HIT.  

This section reviews so-called ‘benefit realization concept’ (Implementering i bund - 

Koncept for Gevinstrealisering i Sundhedsplatformen Bilagssamling), which contains a 

detailed analysis of the expected results of the implementation. The analysis is done 

approximately halfway between the project initiation in January 2014 and the first go-

live at Herlev Hospital in May 2016.  

“The Benefit-realization-concept is dealing with the combined realization of economical, 

qualitative and patient-experienced benefits in treatment following implementation and 
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use of Sundhedsplatformen. The concept defines the overall frame and principles for how 

the benefit realization is to be conducted and in appendixes it lists the initiatives that are 

to operationalize the concept.” (p.3) 

The need to focus on benefit realization in broad terms is based on the conviction that it 

is inadequate to ensure the outcome of the program merely in financial terms. In order 

to be a success the benefits realized in the program must include workflows and 

processes, which is only possible through concrete changes in hospitals and hospital 

departments. “Only when employees work in a different way, will changes happen.” (p.4) 

The responsibility of changes is placed with two primary groups. Department managers 

and middle-managers are responsible for implementing the actual changes and hospital 

management and regional leadership (Koncernledelse) is identified as responsible for 

managing the processes. The benefit realization is essentially a question of leadership.  

In order to support the change process driving the benefit realization four areas are 

identified; 

 Introduction: A solid introduction to the ideas [of Sundhedsplatformen]  

 Clear goals and plans: Determination of clear goals, communication, plans and 

deadlines  

 Help / tools: Establishing data based help (it-based tools), enabling measurement 

of individual indicators 

 Education:  Education of department- and middle-managers 

Tying the various elements together is the focus on data-driven management, though 

which it should e.g. be possible to determine / measure if initiatives have the desired 

effect. In the model below taken from the ‘benefit realization concept’ it is clear how a 

strict hierarchical structure and increasing levels of detail in data is seen as the way to 

ensure success.  
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Figure 4.6: Benefit realization of Sundhedsplatformen 

The model illustrates the use of indicators at various management levels. In the ‘benefit 

realization concept’ it is emphasized that feedback should be possible between the 

levels in the hierarchy. The model however is clearly structured in a traditional 

hierarchy, characterized by command and control and scientific management thinking. 

While this is not entirely surprising, considering it is a public sector organization and as 

such logically rounded by the bureaucratic structures in the public sector, it is in stark 

contrast to the practice of intensive involvement of clinical staff e.g. though the 500-

clinician meeting and the ITX lab-tests. It would seem that the concept assumes that 

successful implementation is merely a question of describing, instructing and monitoring 

well enough and then to allow for feedback, mostly in order for it to appear to be 

trustworthy.  

Summary 

As mentioned above one of the characteristics of the case of Sundhedsplatformen is the 

enormity of the project. The number of people involved. The timespan involved. The 

scope of the change and the potential implications to the future users. In the most 

hectic phases, program director Gitte Fangel, described the project as resembling 

whitewater rafting, leaving only room for crude maneuvering once things have been set 

in motion, because of the complexity and scale of internal and external forces causing 

the project to move forward or downstream. It is notable how the distinction between 

Regional leadership level 

Monthly measurement of progress and status 

overview, used for overall controlling and follow-up 

vis-à-vis hospital direction and IT organization 

Hospital management  

Monthly / weekly measurement of progress and 

status overview, used for overall controlling and 

follow-up on department management 

Department management  

Weekly measurement of progress and analysis to be 

used as development and change tool in the actual 

change management and benefit realization overview, 

used for overall controlling and follow-up on 

department management 

Data driven change 

management and 

realization of benefits 
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the episodic or continuous organizational change to a wide extent has dissolved. 

Distinctions between planned and unplanned and between episodic and continuous 

blurs as the project progresses. As noted in the literature review the umbrella construct 

of Organizational Change and Development (OCD) appears better suited to describe the 

ongoing situation. One of the consequences of the scale of the project has been that it 

has been virtually impossible for any individual to get a detailed understanding of the 

project. Some have had significant knowledge about details and other an overview at a 

higher level. Messages to stakeholders from Sundhedsplatformen have by necessity 

been at certain level of abstraction, in order to be understandable to a wider audience. 

And if the devil is in the detail, this has due to the complexity rarely if ever been brought 

to the attention of the wider organization.  

The perhaps most important conclusion to be drawn from the overview of context and 

content of Sundhedsplatformen is that the pre-history of Sundhedsplatformen does not 

just goes back to the signing of the contract in 2013 or even to the first meeting 

between the regions about the project in 2011. For clinical staff at the hospitals the 

history of organizational change extents decades back influenced by a steady flow of 

strategies and visions for the area. Anybody working in hospitals will have been exposed 

to local hospital realization of visions from authorities. While it might be thought, that 

this would have caused a ‘change fatigue’ in the organization, causing upfront resistance 

to Sundhedsplatformen, the analysis in the next chapter illustrates the reaction to 

pending change is not that simple. As explained in several interviews – this time it is 

different. 

The case however also reveals what appears to be an inherent conflict between open 

and involving approach to work on the project and the demand to demonstrate 

accountability. On the one hand clinicians have been invited in, at virtually all stages in 

the project to test, give feedback and validate content and processes. The core team 

working to transform the generic core system of EPIC into a solution specifically 

designed to the Danish condition all have clinical background, which e.g. means that the 

people working on the anesthetics module of Sundhedsplatformen actually had clinical 

experience from anesthetics. This is in contrast to the command and control approach 

introduced in the ‘benefit realization concept’ which to a wide extent foresees the post 

implementation reality of hospitals being required to been run within tight budgets and 

being able to continuously to account for status on key measuring points. 
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5 - Analysis 

1. Introduction to analysis 

2. Categorization of themes  

3. Thematic analysis 

a. Sensemaking  

b. Positioning  

c. Scripting the future 

d. Culture   

4. Recurring patterns – the Anticipation Cycle 

5. Anticipating organizational change  

5.1 - Introduction to analysis 
Following the presentation of theories and concepts relating to anticipation and 

organizational change in chapter two and following the presentation of the case of 

Sundhedsplatformen in chapter 4, the elements required to perform the analysis are 

ready. Theory, data and background. This chapter contains the main analysis of the 

dissertation.  

The main question of the dissertation is How do organizational members react to an 

extended anticipatory phase prior to pending major organizational change? This 

question can be answered by examining the views presented in the interviews and 

observations made in the organization with theories and taking into consideration the 

background of the pending implementation of Sundhedsplatformen. By doing this it is 

also possible gradually to approach the second question of the dissertation; Does 

anticipation amongst organizational members facilitate or obstruct pending 

organizational change? 

The analysis is broken into parts, corresponding with the three proposed analytical 

components making up anticipation, as presented in the literature review. Sensemaking, 

Positioning and Scripting of the future. This analytical structure allows for the detailed 

analysis of anticipation. In addition to the three concepts/theories the interviews also 

contain a fourth category containing meta-themes which is indirectly explicating the 

otherwise taken-for-granted understandings of the institutionalized organization with 

highly resilient basic underlying assumptions (Schein, 2010) acting as an invisible hand 

on everyday practice at hospitals where Sundhedsplatformen will be implemented. 
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The chapter starts with an overview of the themes and sub-themes identified in the 

data. The themes are categorized and fitted into the anticipation themes and the 

distribution is presented in matrixes – one per profession – to further clarify patterns in 

the data. This is followed by what can be seen as a horizontal analysis which is also 

structured in accordance with the theoretical /conceptual framework of anticipation. 

This means that the analysis cuts across all of the data of the dissertation focused 

respectively on sensemaking, positioning and scripting.  

Following the analysis, the chapter takes a closer look at what can be described as 

underlying cultural/organization assumptions expressed during the interviews. These are 

themes that are not directly related to the pending implementation of 

Sundhedsplatformen, but rather aspects relating specifically to hospitals as institutions 

and organizations and as such addressing the second proposition as presented in the 

introduction. 

The last part of the chapter gradually moves towards a synthesis of the findings into a 

single theoretical model that accounts for the relationships between the themes, micro-

narratives and anticipatory actions of professions and relational changes resulting from 

the pending implementation. 

5.2 – Categorization of themes 
In the following section the themes identified in the interviews are categorized in an 

order to identify patterns. The purpose of the detailed presentation is to get analytical 

‘handles’ (Charmaz, 2006) on the data as described in the method chapter. At first 

glance the thematic codes from the interviews appear to be a mixed bag of individual 

and organizational concerns. The open interviews have been conducted with three 

different professions and are focused on past experience with technology and 

anticipation of the future. A mixed bag is to be expected. On closer inspection however a 

pattern emerges. In the following section an overview and description of the codes 

applied to the interview data is presented. The interviews have all been transcribed 

verbatim and coded in Nvivo. The codes have subsequently been clustered in 

anticipatory themes. Three themes are relating specifically to the anticipation of the 

pending implementation and a fourth category containing meta-themes relating to the 

hospital as institutions and organizational setting.          
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Sensemaking 
The first group of responses can be seen as attempts to make sense of what is 

happening. The interviewees are making sense of pending changes based on their 

experiences, knowledge of the current organizational practice. It is worth noting that 

even though the actual implementation of Sundhedsplatformen is still in the future, the 

sensemaking relating to it is very much in the now. The sensemaking themes below are 

good examples of cues extracted by the clinicians in what Weick (1995) calls prolonged 

puzzles “that defy sensemaking, puzzles such as paradoxes, dilemmas, and inconceivable 

events” (p.49). The pre-implementation phases of Sundhedsplatformen was 

characterized by doubts about threats, possibilities and organizational implication, and 

still sense had to be made. Sensemaking is based on the experiences of the past and the 

present and relating to; 

 Past experiences: Past experiences with bad technology is the code applied in all 

the situations where interviewees talk about experiences with the 

implementation and use of bad HIT solution. It is a relatively broad code 

including both past and more resent experiences. 

 Normalization: Normalization is closely related to ‘bad technology’ but not 

exclusively. It is the code applied when interviewees ‘iron out’ identified 

problems. Normalization is used in the anticipatory phase to defuse actual or 

anticipated potential issues related to HIT, but also to other areas.  

 Standardization: The standardization code is relating to the experiences of 

organizational members to standardization of work processes. It comes in two 

variations. As part of the sensemaking, standardization is either seen to have 

negative consequences or positive consequences and it can be related to the 

level of the individual, the department or to the profession.  

 Uncertainty: During the initial anticipatory phase uncertainty concerning what 

the future might bring can be expressed in several ways. As was the case with 

standardization it can be related both to the individual level, to the level of the 

department or immediate work group or the level of the profession. 

Positioning  
The second category of themes/responses are relating to the ways in which interviewees 

are positioning self and others in anticipation of Sundhedsplatformen. It can be seen as 

efforts to bolster existing positions or identify new positions with desirable rights, duties 

and responsibilities. Positioning effort are relating to; 

 Age: On the surface age is used to position self or others as either old or young, 

and equally important it is used as a way to point to the experience or 
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inexperience and it is used to hint at the ability to adapt to the new technology 

and ‘new times’.  

 Economic rationality: Demonstrating economic sensibility is used as a way to 

demonstrate rationality. By positioning self as someone paying attention to the 

economic side of Sundhedsplatformen the interviewees are adding an extra facet 

to the image presented and supporting a desired position. 

 Uniqueness: Pointing to uniqueness as part of positioning efforts is done in three 

different ways. The interviewees either point to the uniqueness of themselves, 

their department or the profession. Uniqueness is thus covering a range of 

different ways of positioning self and others and drawing attention to the 

associated rights and responsibilities of particular positions. 

Positioning can be seen as a way for individuals to bridge the gap of uncertainty they are 

facing. The particular uncertainties faced by the interviewees are closely related to 

sensemaking that they have engaged in.  

Scripting the future 
The final category of themes/responses are about looking forward and articulating and 

scripting possible futures. Based on the sensemaking and positioning the interviewees 

articulate ‘solutions’ to a post-implementation scenario and making bets at what the 

future with Sundhedsplatformen will be like focusing on; 

 New possibilities: The bright look at the future is characterized by attention on 

the new possibilities offered by the new HIT. New possibilities are closely related 

to standardizations and the possibility of getting rid of the bad technology 

identified in the sensemaking.  

 Rebellion: Another view of the future identifies the need to rebel against the 

changes. Potential implications of the pending change are seen as 

unsatisfactorily and cause interviewees to see some kind of rebellion as a 

solution. It is not necessarily in contrast to the positive view of the new 

possibilities. The two can act in parallel. 

 Victim: The victim-code I applied where the interviewee sees nothing but a bleak 

future. The new possibilities of HIT are not seen as positive and there is no way 

to work around the problem. The interviewee is a victim in a future with 

Sundhedsplatformen.  

Institutional / Cultural themes 
The institutional / cultural themes are not directly related to the pending 

implementation of Sundhedsplatformen. They can rather be seen as meta-themes 
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relating to the institutional context within which the research is conducted. These are 

themes relating to the special organizational setting of a hospital relating to; 

 Hierarchy: Hierarchy is brought up in various contexts. Either it is used to point 

to the presence of a hierarchy in the organization of to the absence of any 

notable hierarchy. In any case it is not strictly related to pending introduction of 

Sundhedsplatformen. 

 Involving clinicians in SP: The development of Sundhedsplatformen has been 

characterized by extensive involvement of clinicians. This is noted and coded in 

the interviews.  

 Loyalty: The interviewees demonstrate their loyalty to colleagues and to the 

hospital as such in several ways, but typically by avoiding to pass blame. Loyalty 

is closely related to Normalization code in Sensemaking. 

 Sacrifice: Some interviewees express the need to make sacrifices in order to 

make everyday life in the clinic work. A primary motive is the safety and interests 

of the patients. Sacrifices are typically made in the interest of patients 

 ‘We find a solution’: The final institutional /cultural theme is related to situations 

where something is not going according to plan but ‘somehow’ a solution is 

found. Problems can both be caused by poor processes, bad technology or 

human errors, but at the end of the day - ‘we find a solution’. 

 

Summary of Codes and Themes  
In the overview above the themes are sequentially structured, not entirely unlike the 

sequential structure of sensemaking of Weick (1995) (Disruption, Bracketing, Resolution) 

and organizational change of Lewin (1947) (Unfreeze, Change, “Refreeze”). In the 

interviews however the elements more often emerge as fragments, clusters of 

arguments or short bursts of institutional logic. More on this in the analysis below. 

The chart below contains an overview of the interviews and the associated codes extract 

from Nvivo. When a cell is marked (1) it indicates that the interviewee on at least one 

occasion has been coded. No marking means indicates that the themes has not been 

observed during the interview.  

# 
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5.3 - Thematic analysis  
In this section the themes of the dissertation are analyzed and findings from the 

interviews are elaborated. The purpose of this in-depth analysis is to confirm and further 

develop the identified themes and to identify generalizable patterns of the 

organizational implications of pending technology implementations. This in term can be 

used/tested in wider organizational contexts. By applying the analytical framework of 

anticipation to the interviews it is possible to get a more detailed image of the 

mechanisms at work in the anticipatory pre-adoption phase of Sundhedsplatformen.  

Sensemaking 
The first logical or sequential step of anticipation is the initial sensemaking. In relation to 

sequence Weick makes the point that “the feeling of order, clarity, and rationality is an 

important goal of sensemaking, which means that once this feeling is achieved, further 

retrospective processing stops” (Weick, 1995, p. 29). According to Weick it should in 

other words be expected that once the clinical staff members have made satisfactorily 

sense of the past they can look ahead to the present and the future, and that it will not 

be necessary to look backwards again. The retrospective dimension engrained in 

anticipation makes it a critical phase to include in the effort to analyze organizational 

member’s attempts to look ahead. It is in other words not just a retrospective 

understanding of sensemaking but also a distinctly sequential understanding of the 

concept. 

Karl Weick describes the task of sensemaking as closely resembling the activity of 

cartography. “There is some terrain that mapmakers want to represent, and they use 

various modes of projections to make this representation” and as such we can think of 

the interviewees of this dissertation as mapmakers looking out on the landscape of IT 

use and implementation. This is what they make sense of when asked to describe past 

experiences. First theme of sensemaking has to do with ‘bad technology’. 

Past experiences (with bad technology) 

When asked to describe experiences with implementation and use of HIT the 

interviewees generally find it bad, inadequate or simply ridicules. Even though this has 

nothing to do with Sundhedsplatformen, since it has not been implemented yet, it 

constitutes an important feature in the organizational landscape they look at and make 
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sense of. Many comments are related to the (lack of) speed of the HIT systems or more 

generally to the availability of the systems;  

 ”… you cannot transfer patients found in one system to the other, so it is 
extremely slow”, Doctor 2 

 “ … and then when you add shifts between systems, then it really gets heavy”, 
Doctor 2 

 “Nobody admits that the system is running slow like hell – unstable, yes, down 
time”, Doctor 1 

 “There are so many mouse clicks in OPUS. I really hope the Sundhedsplatformen 
will save time here, because it takes a really long time”, Nurse 3 

 “We have to open many systems, and it takes time because they work slow”, 
Nurse 6 

 
A variation of the ‘bad technology’ theme is found with Doctor 1’s whom argues the 

technology is okay, if it only runs fast enough. It should be noted here that he is working 

at a hospital in Region Sealand – not Capital Region, and that the existing infrastructure 

is more up-to-date and generally considered to be better than in Capital region. This 

view of Sundhedsplatformen and the possible implications of it is alluding to another 

aspect that needs to be taken into consideration. Doctor 1 appears to be viewing 

Sundhedsplatformen as a technology project at this point. He sees it as a matter of 

better or worse response times in the system and about what facilities the software is 

offering to the user. It is a good example of the conceptualization of HIT as a physical 

object rather than a social object (Barley, 1986), and a view that to a wide extent reflects 

how Sundhedsplatformen was conceptualized in the early pre-implementation phase. 

An example of this was during an early meeting in the steering committee of 

Sundhedsplatformen in late August 2013 it was discussed whether Sundhedsplatformen 

ought to have its own mission/vision to support the work. This was rejected by leading 

members of the steering committee with reference to the fact that a hospital had just 

installed a DKK 1bn particle accelerator/canon for cancer treatment, which certainly did 

not require a mission. Implicitly, it was perceived as a piece of technology like any other 

technology in the health sector, and there for did not need a mission/vision. The social 

dimension is clearly neglected and the view of technology more resembles the 

functionalist view of change.  

Another example of the technology/software focused perception in this phase is the 

analogy that Doctor1 is making to the shift from an early text based word-processing 

application (WordPerfect 5.1) to a more modern word-processing application with 
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WYSIWYG (What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get) capabilities. “Well, you could also sit and 

write your Ph.D. in WordPerfect 5.1. That’s what I did! [about WP5.1]. And then came 

WYSIWYG and I thought ’Wow, this is smart’. I had never.. I had never actually missed it, 

but that was simply because I did not know it existed. So you just found ways around in a 

simpler system, and that is where we are now” (Doctor 1, [30]). Doctor 1 perceives the 

pending implementation of Sundhedsplatformen first and foremost as a software 

upgrade – not as a fundamental organizational transformation. It is in other words not 

something that threatens him neither personally or professionally and is again 

completely different from Barleys (1986) treatment of technology as a social rather than 

a physical object.  

During 2014 this view is completely reversed and Sundhedsplatformen is being explicitly 

positioned as an organizational transformation – not a technology project, clearly 

illustrated in the first short video update published by Sundhedsplatformen. In the 

video, head of the steering committee Svend Hartling explains “Sometimes I am being 

asked, ‘is it an IT-system?’ and I have to say no! Sundhedsplatformen is in fact an 

organizational project. It is the implementation of modern technology all the way out 

into the core service, which is the close contact to the patient” (SP Internal Video 1, 

2014). In the terms of Barley (1986) the leadership conceptualization of technological 

structure at this early stage turns from one of entity to one of process.  

Regardless of the exposure to the pending system early / anticipatory conceptualization 

of the pending technology upgrade of the clinicians appears to be focused on the 

material and practical aspect of the change rather than the organizational implications. 

This is in contrast to the official view, as well represented in visions and strategies from 

public authorities and from the program itself, which gradually turns attention and 

conceptualization to one of process and organizational implications and sociality. This 

discrepancy in sensemaking in relation to the pending change contains a significant 

potential for conflict once the reality of the change hits the organization. 

Another type of reaction to the bad technology is best described as emotional outbursts 

that appear to be evading the rational filter of the clinicians; 

 ”Then they took the concept from CSC which is running now, which can best be 
described as text editor component running on top of the patient administrative 
system, which can be used for nothing. You can’t even search the texts. It is 
completely – absurdly bad!”, Doctor 2 
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 ”So, if you transfer a patient within 5 kilometers between hospitals, they cannot 
see each other’s notes. It is completely insane!”, Secretary 1 

 “It would be so great not having to register in two different systems. It is 
completely mad!”, Secretary 2  

 “I think it is double work, and mistakes can easily happen. It requires great 
coordination between the [profession] and us each time a treatment is cancelled 
or changed. Then we need to know, because we need to update the system, and 
yes it is completely crazy (galimatias) in 2014. Completely.” Secretary 2 

 
It is interesting to observe the bursts of emotion when explaining the HIT amongst this 

group of otherwise rational and composed clinicians. Weick (1995) explains that 

“Negative emotions likely occur when an organized behavioral sequence is interrupted 

unexpectedly and the interruption is interpreted as harmful or detrimental” (p. 47). The 

emotional reactions of the clinicians when describing the bad technology can be 

explained as reactions to the interruption of the clinical practice. It is however equally 

typical that it is merely outbursts – nothing extended, which indicates ways to remove or 

circumvent the interruption. Weick (1995) explains that the negative emotion should 

become more intense, the longer the interruption lasts, and this does not seem to be 

the case. The clinical staff seems always to be able to find a solution. There seems to be 

something – an institutionalized attitude to simply sorting out things or remove or 

circumvent the problems encountered. This something, hidden in the underlying 

assumptions guiding the clinical staff, is investigated further below.  

Wrapping up the overview of the bad technology theme is the comment made by 

Secretary 4, when I left the hospital on one of my interview trips, “Already today you 

have been given insights into how absurd it is and that we are still dependent on a 

bloody fax machines. We must talk to each other across the hospitals. It just does not 

work!” Secretary 4    

It is obvious that the initial sensemaking of the interviewees is influenced by the 

experiences of bad technology. The pattern of existing IT being perceived as inadequate 

is clear, but the subsequent reaction is less obvious and more curious.  

Normalization of problems 

During most interviews (exemplified above) problematic aspects of current technology 

was a theme. When asked to give examples of specific use of the current systems 

attention quickly turned to limitations in the current technology and situations during 

which the technology had caused problems. An example of this is in the quote from 
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Secretary 2 about bad technology above, whom explains how it is necessary to enter in 

data twice because the systems are not properly connected, and concludes that it 

completely crazy. 

When describing the situation, the interviewee explains what is happening as 

completely crazy, but there is however an equally clear pattern in the interviews in that 

after having ‘let out steam’ and complained about the technology, the interviewees tend 

to downgrade problems and normalize problems.  

Weick (2012) argues that the concept of normalization is closely related to the dominant 

stories in organization that serve to “[fix] the associative connotations of some of the 

central concepts’ that are needed to label and make sense of ‘organizational events such 

as good leadership, employee, consultant or project. It is the mobilization and 

deployment of these very same associative connotations that occurs in the 

organizational practice of ‘normalization.’’ (p.144). And while resilience of dominant 

stories may have a positive effect e.g. in the form of stability, the consequences can also 

be catastrophic, as was the case in the run up to the explosion of the space shuttle 

challenger, during which “technical anomalies that deviated from design performance 

expectation were not interpreted as warning signs but became acceptable, routine and 

taken-for-granted aspects of shuttle performance” (Vaughan, 2005 in Weick, 2012, p. 

144).  

The experiences clinicians have with bad technology above are examples of 

‘organizational events’ that clinical members make sense of through normalization. The 

bad technology in a sense has become acceptable and normalized. Essentially they are 

saying that it is not really that bad. We deal with it. Using the example of the secretary 2 

above what in one sentence was described as crazy in the next it is downplayed as not 

really a problem;  

”What goes wrong… Well, nothing really goes wrong, because all that happens is that 

things are not connected. For instance, if we are not told when patients stop treatment 

early. That is an example. Then we catch it. Nothing really happens, which has 

catastrophic conse… , but things can happen that we do not know about” (Secretary 2, 

[43]) 
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It is an example of more or less un-reflected/emotional reactions (“it is crazy!”) that 

escapes rational and reflected sensemaking. This in term is followed by a more rational 

and solution oriented sensemaking focused on how to cope with the situation. Although 

on another scale there is noticeable similarity to the normalization of the extreme 

situations of death and trauma in hospitals as described by Chambliss (1996). In order to 

deal with the “insane” it must be normalized.  

The same can be observed in the following sequence where Doctor2 explains the 

process of handing out medicine in his department; 

 Doctor 2, 3 [4]: And then the nurse must go to the patient and make sure that it is 

the patient, that she has just identified and give the medicine. And it is 

completely bizarre. It makes no sense and it needs to be done because it has been 

decided that it must be done everywhere.  

 Interviewer [5]: And you laugh about it afterwards?  

 Doctor 2 [6]: Well, yes – we have to we have had to accept it after much 

resistance. We have tried to argue against it.  

 Doctor 2 [7]: It is an example of a detail. It is not like it is the norm. It is the worst 

case, but it is not the general picture.  

The doctor at first identifies something as completely bizarre and then when he is 

subsequently asked about a reaction it is immediately downplayed as quite unusual. It is 

explained as an example of a detail, but not something seen often. There seems to be an 

urge to downplay the incident.  

In addition to the explanation offered by Weick and Vaughan above, both Positioning 

Theory and the Institutional/Cultural themes later in the chapter can shed light on 

normalization, which illustrates the dynamic nature of the anticipatory phase. It is not 

governed by a simple sequential logic but appears to skip back and forth.  

Positioning theory offers a good explanation for why clinicians downgrade the 

emotionality of their response. Parrott (2003) observes that “one way of positioning 

oneself is to display the emotions that are characteristic of one’s position” (p.29). An 

exaggerated emotional response is entirely unbecoming for a clinician, from whom we 

expect rationality and coolness under pressure. The war stories in previous chapter are 

good examples of the circumstances under which the coolness was kept. Chambliss 

(1996) also contains gory examples of emotions kept in check. 
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In order to understand the normalization, we can also look ahead to the institutional / 

cultural themes of loyalty and finding a solution in the next section. The problems 

identified in the initial sensemaking are transformed during the interview as part of the 

conceptualization of the anticipatory phase. They are normalized in order to be 

contained in the institutionalized frame of the hospital, which in term appears to be 

maintained by an underlying and largely unspoken loyalty to the hospital and the 

colleagues. It seems that the clinicians generally speaking do not want to position 

anybody as blameworthy to use the concept of Parrott (2003). No wrongdoer is 

identified, which appears as a way to demonstrate loyalty to colleagues and the system. 

The emotion expressed by the clinicians are more that of irritation, which in positioning 

terms is closely connected to anger. “Irritation conveys much of the feeling and 

motivation of anger without implying the existence of an objective moral transgression” 

(Parrott, 2003, p. 35). So, where actual anger would require someone to be blamed for 

the problem the irritation indicates a personal idiosyncrasy rather than an objective 

wrongdoing by someone. (Parrott, 2003) Rather than blaming someone for problems 

there appears to be a collegial loyalty and the will to find a solution are investigated 

further later in this chapter.  

Standardization 

In addition to the ‘Past experience w. bad technology’ and the tendency to ‘Normalize’, 

a prominent theme in the initial sensemaking has to do with the consequences of 

standardization. Even though Sundhedsplatformen and the actual standardization has 

not been implemented yet, it is a good example of how the anticipation of the future 

makes it real in the now. Anderson (2010) calls it the presence of the future in the now. 

The pending standardization is as such part of the organizational landscape the clinicians 

are making sense of even if it still only lurking in the horizon.  

Perception of pending standardization are either negative or positive and e.g. has to do 

with the anticipation of how changes may affect the autonomy of the health 

professionals and limit their room to maneuver (negative) or how it may improve clinical 

work processes (positive).  

Example of positive anticipation of standardization; 

 “On the one hand, we have wishes for the new application. We would like it to fit 

into our workflow, which means that you would like to influence the design to fit 
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our needs. On the other hand, it is my experience that sometimes it is healthy go 

through your own workflow and say ‘Okay, I have this new application. It offers 

new tools. I have not had access to them before, so perhaps I should look at what 

new tools the system offers […] Could it be that things could be done in smarter 

ways by using the new tools?”  [Doctor 3, 2-3] 

This approach bares striking resemblance to the view presented by Bloomrosen et al 

(2010), in that focus is on the opportunity for re-evaluating the processes offered by the 

new technology, and the pending implementation is therefore not perceived as a threat. 

In contrast to this, the following examples illustrate the negative anticipation of 

standardization; 

 “Our doctors come down each morning, out to the secretaries. Take their 

referrals, and quickly discusses who is one todays agenda, and ‘He called in sick 

today’ or something. That little ping-pong dialogue, just makes things easier in 

case of an emergency and you really need the doctor for something. We should 

not retract from each other. Another example is since all that e-mail has come. 

Now I almost write a mail to the secretary instead of walking out there. And it is 

fine in certain situations, but we really must remember to also talk to each other” 

[Nurse 2, 30-31] 

 ” If I have to start being secretary for myself, well. That would make me sad, 

because then it would just look like the rest of central administration who sits 

with two-finger-technique and gets nowhere. […] I am just saying, I hope it is not 

going to be like that, because then my work effor.. possible work efficiency will 

radically decrease. It must not be at the expense of what I have to do. If it does 

that, then we need two of me, and that is hard to get” [Doctor 4, 49-50] 

The two examples above are illustrative with regards to the difference in concern about 

the pending standardization between professions. The Doctor is concerned as clinical 

specialist and argues that there are not many professionals like him and as such Doctor 4 

is a good example of the powerful professional described by Berg (2001), whom cannot 

simply be told to change their work pattern. The Nurse is concerned about the working 

relation in the department and how the standardization will cause distance between 

colleagues. 

One of the distinctions between the negative and the positive anticipation is that the 

positive is focused on the new technical facilities offered by the solution. The negative is 

focused on organizational implications including autonomy and collaboration. It is also 

noteworthy how a core function in Sundhedsplatformen is the assignment of patients to 
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individual nurses and almost echoing the scientific management ideals of Taylor. This is 

e.g. seen in the way that the technology dictates the rhythm of the work through alerts. 

The autonomy to arrange work amongst colleagues is reduced.  

With one exception neither positive nor negative consequences of standardization are 

mentioned by secretaries. Secretary 1, mentions it, but on behalf of the doctors who can 

expect to document more themselves and, which is likely to become a problem for them 

(Secretary 1, 37). For herself it does not appear to be an issue either way. Considering 

the nature of the work of the secretary this is however not surprising. Following 

standards, standardizing data and handling more or less standardized data in and out of 

the department is the essence of the secretarial work. This is exactly what is being 

described by the secretaries during interviews. The standardization imposed by 

Sundhedsplatformen does not appear as an issue to this profession, in contrast to the 

views expressed by doctors. Amongst doctors an even spread of positive and negative 

outlook on the coming standardizations is observed. The negative view typically has to 

do with the potential threat of standardizations threatening the professional autonomy 

of the doctor, whereas the positive outlook has to do with how standardization may 

facilitate better clinical processes. In between secretaries and doctors are the nurses 

amongst whom the negative view of the pending standardization is dominating. The 

negativity mainly has to do with how standardization has the potential to disrupt the 

existing practice amongst nurses 

Uncertainty 

The final element of sensemaking is uncertainty. Uncertainty could in fact equally well 

have been presented as the first element since sensemaking to a wide extent is about 

alleviating uncertainty. Referring to Weick, Jensen et all (2009 ) observes that “Although 

sensemaking is an ongoing process, the need to make sense is intensified in 

circumstances where organizational members face new or unexpected situations, where 

there is no predetermined way to act, and where a high degree of ambiguity or 

uncertainty is experienced” (T. B. Jensen et al., 2009, p. 345).  And while this may be the 

case in certain situation, it is noteworthy that the uncertainty in the case of the pending 

Sundhedsplatformen is not a significant theme. Two doctor express uncertainty, but as 

general remarks about the changes. They are not related specifically to themselves and 

does not indicate insecurity. A possible explanation for this absence of uncertainty may 

be that this study is focusing on the anticipation phase. Changes has not been 
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implemented yet, which is in stark contrast to the case of Jensen et al. (2009) whom 

observed that “The doctors’ enactment of the EPR system shows a high degree of 

ambiguity and uncertainty since their work responsibilities are questioned and 

challenged. The doctors’ cognitions (i.e., thoughts and interpretations about the EPR 

system) and actions (i.e., comply with the system or work-arounds) are related in 

practice. Some of the doctors’ enacted practices reinforce existing structures.” (T. B. 

Jensen et al., 2009, p. 351). This underlines the importance of distinguishing between 

reaction to pending implementations and system that are already in use. 

Amongst secretaries the sense of uncertainty is different, which is not surprising since it 

is to a wide extent are the ‘manual’ tasks performed by the secretaries that are to be 

automated. Following the implementation of Sundhedsplatformen the job associated 

with transcribing doctor’s notes from audio-files into the EHR will be made redundant. 

Doctors will be required to enter their own notes into the system through standardized 

templates. An example of this uncertainty and how it is being dealt with is found in the 

opening of interview with secretary 3.  

Secretary 3 is commenting on the modules that are included in the first wave of 

Sundhedsplatformen and which ones are optional for later phases and concludes that 

“Well, in that case we are at least not the first ones to get kicked out” (Secretary 3, [2]), 

followed by loud laughter. Implicitly in this comment is the uncertainty, but also an 

example of humor being used to defuse the immediate threat. In the spirit of the 

grounded approach of the research project this is an obvious ‘thread’ to pull in order to 

see how deep it goes and I ask; 

 Interviewer: “But is that really how you think about it?” (Secretary3, [3]) 

 Secretary 3: “Well actually – you think a lot, because you don’t know very much, 

so you think a lot of thoughts. And all along we have thought that it will be a 

really good tool. Then you start hearing that there are more … doctors will do a 

good deal themselves, administratively, and nurses will be taking some too, and 

then you start thinking ‘what is going to be left for us?’” (Secretary3, [4]) 

So despite the defusing laughter the threat and uncertainty is still there. Particularly 

interesting is how this sensemaking is taking place almost two years before the go-live 

on the hospital. This does not matter. The rumors and ‘thinking’ makes it real. Secretary 

3 continues; 
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 Secretary 3: “So of course one starts thinking. Then you start hearing øøøh, from 

different hospitals that e.g. if a leading medical secretary resigns the position is 

not filled by a new secretary. A department-nurse is put in charge of the 

secretaries. And then you start hearing about [another hospital], that lots of 

savings are being made, where they are saying ‘well, medical secretaries will be 

made redundant in time, so you can start with them …’. So you hear things, but 

when you are sitting in your own reality and look at how much we are sitting 

with, it is hard to believe it, but still some will think ‘what!?’” (Secretary3, [5]) 

The sensemaking of the secretary contains clear elements of uncertainty which needs to 

be coped with in one way or another. This brings us to the next aspect of anticipation 

and how to cope with the uncertainty through positioning.  

Positioning 
The next logical step of anticipation, but again not necessarily the actual step in a 

specific case, is the use of positioning as a way to explicate actual or desired positions in 

the organizational landscape. It should be noted that the positioning effort does not 

necessarily follows as a direct consequence of the initial sensemaking, but can be the 

starting point end point of an argument. 

The following is an example of how the anticipatory elements may connect, starting with 

a simple example of sensemaking and moving into positioning, illustrating how the 

respondent gradually appears to become clearer about his own ideas as he talks. 

Various themes materialize in his reflections which appear as a case of thinking out loud. 

(Doctor 1, [49]) 

 Quote  Sub theme  Anticipatory 

theme  

’ Well, if we are assuming that they 

are choosing the solution I hope for 

 It is a technology project Sensemaking  

’ The essence of my job will not 

change, because there are still 

patients that needs to be healed or 

done less sick, but I think it will 

become a bit more fun’ 

Uniqueness of profession. Changes are 

not going to make much difference to me 

because of the importance of my job. 

Doctors heal patients, and no ‘tool’ is 

going to change that  

Positioning 

’And I think it will change, or be 

significant in the introductory phase 

that it is young doctors who will be 

Age matters - and unlike other colleagues 

I am not old   

Positioning 
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the experts, much more than the old 

doctors. It has never been like this 

before’ 

 

In one line of thought, the respondent use one premise and idea after the other as 

stepping stones in his own clarification of what he really thinks. He starts his 

thinking/clarification process with the importance of technology and moves through 

reflections about the importance/uniqueness of his own profession and his own 

personal position in the pending changes and ends up identifying age as one of the 

aspects that will play into the equation of implementation, adoption and organizational 

implications of the new technology.   

Age 

As exemplified above a recurring theme in the interviews with clinicians is age. Age of 

self and age of others. In this analysis age is placed under positioning because it is a 

strong and illustrative example of a stereotype. Harré and Langenhove (1999) explains 

that “Stereotypes have to be treated as rhetorical devices that people use in order to 

position themselves and others” (p.137). A cultural stereotype, which is of interest in this 

connection can be defined as “generalized expectations about how others are 

motivated, behave, feel, etc. Such expectations are said to be applied called upon to 

judge others (Stewart et al., 1979:13)” (Harré & Langenhove, 1999, p. 128). In contrast 

to the self-stereotypes, which are generalizations from one’s own behavior to that of 

others, cultural stereotypes are defined by ‘generalized expectations’ which aligns it 

closely with the concepts of anticipation. Inherent in a cultural stereotype is an 

expectation / anticipation about the other.  

In the case of age this stereotype has to do with the ability to adapt depending on age. 

The stereotypical perception of the older generation is that it will have a hard time 

adapting to change, whereas the someone younger will find it easier. Whether this is 

true or not is from a positioning perspective irrelevant. There is no single true or correct 

representation. The stereotypical view of the age of self and others is real to the user, 

and it corresponds with the generational rift identified by Lluch (2011) and the potential 

clash between older generations of clinicians and the Generation Y clinicians whom may 

be the organizational change agents. 
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Age is not used extensively, but rather like subtle hints to bolster one’s own position. 

The example below is from the last part of interview with Doctor 6, which was one of 

the late interviews of the dissertation. The question is probing for specific reaction to 

the standardized processes of Sundhedsplatformen which will essentially guide users 

through the system. 

 Interviewer [19]: “Well, now we are coming to the slightly guiding questions, 

because I would think to my-self that if I am sitting with my professional expertise 

in some field, and then some system comes around and instructs me that I have 

to do A, B and C. Would I resist or would I just say that it is fine. Being guided 

through or…?” 

 Doctor 6 [20]: “I think it depends on your age. I think that those who did not 

grown up in the IT age are likely to have significant resistance. I would imagine 

that. To them it is unfamiliar. For us who has grown up in the iPhone age, we will 

probably think ‘Well, that’ fine’ and we do that as long as it tells us… Well, it 

should obviously not guide us in our profession - that makes us upset, but as long 

as it is process matters, I only see it as a help. So it all depends. It is the profession 

that will make us protest, and there will undoubtedly come mega protests 

because it introduces decision support. The suddenly if you have pneumonia and 

then the system says so and so. Believe me – it will be a drama, because each 

hospital has their own ways of doing it and now someone tells us to do it in the 

same way. There will be drama, but it is in the professional area” 

There is in other words a difference between being guided in aspects relating to process 

and in questions relating to profession. In essence Doctor 6 argues that the older 

generation will object to being guided regardless, but the younger (the iPhone 

generation) will have no problem in being guided in the processes. Both will object if 

being dictated in matters of their profession. 

Nurse 1 makes the same observation, “Specifically the older generation or those with a 

bit more experience, I think will have a problem being guided through the system that 

dictates the sequence of your activities and how to do things, and when to do them” 

(Nurse 1, [12]). 

In the case of Nurse 6, age is also mentioned as parameter to be taken into account.  

 Interviewer [23]: “You say you are optimistic regarding Sundhedsplatformen. 

Then I think, that with these rather mixed experiences, what do you base the 

optimism on?” 
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 Nurse 6 [24]: “Well, in the beginning I thought ’No, now we have just got SIS to 

work here and people are happy with it’. Personally, in our department things are 

okay at the moment. I think it is going to be tough. We are a large group of 

experienced nurses, and also a good deal getting close to retirement and it is 

going to be tough for them. It (Sundhedsplatformen) is a huge system with 

completely new work processes and ways of thinking. We are not used to this 

click-system. We are used to free-text, although within anatomical boxes, but… I 

think it is going to be really good the more I see of it”  

The issues envisioned by Nurse 6 have to do with the limitations put upon the nurses 

with regards to writing free-text. In the new system the possibility to act as autonomous 

professionals and write notes in exactly the way they want is limited. Nurses will have to 

follow standardized formats and process when entering notes, which according to Nurse 

6 will be a particular problem for the older generation. 

The reference to age found in the interview with Secretary 1 is different. Unlike the 

profession focus above the secretary focused on age as a personal characteristic. Either 

someone could be too young and thus inexperienced or too old and not able to keep up 

with the changing demands.  

The use of age to position self and others shows how a speech act establishes a storyline 

that inevitably positions one self and others as having certain competencies, rights, 

duties and responsibilities. Age could also be included in a story that would position age 

as an advantage because of the experience it entails. In the concrete cases the speech 

acts clearly establish storylines which entails the age position as a matter of more or less 

able to adjust to a future with Sundhedsplatformen. This is a good example of the 

dynamic nature of ‘Positioning’ compared to more static ‘Role’, which would not to the 

same extend be able to accommodate and explain short-term alterations to situational 

behavior. Positioning theory does this by explicating the workings of Storyline, Speech 

acts and positions in relation to age. 

Uniqueness 

Another recurring theme and probably the most important way clinical staff is dealing 

with the scenarios of their own sensemaking is through positioning as unique. There is 

as such nothing unusual in the claim to uniqueness. Martin et al. (1983) found that 

individuals prefer to think of themselves as unique beings, and in a similar vein 
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“occupational subcultures, such as doctors make claims to unique competence in order 

to justify autonomy  and freedom from oversight” (Martin et al., 1983, p. 438). 

In the case of the three profession however, the claim to uniqueness is stated in very 

different ways. On the individual level, on department level and on profession level. 

As described in the example by Martin et al. above a common way for doctors to 

position selves and thus implicitly others, is to emphasize the uniqueness of the 

profession. They are well aware of the pending changes in technology and resulting 

consequences to work processes. The standardization will require them to enter notes 

directly into EHR’s which has previously been done by secretaries. And while this may 

give rise to some concern on a practical level, it does not pose a threat to their self-

perception. As Doctor 1 explains; “The essence of my job will not change, because there 

are still patients that needs to be healed or done less sick, but I think it will become a bit 

more fun” (Interview, Doctor 1, [49]). This is an example of a Logic as an anticipatory 

action “that aims to prevent, mitigate, adapt to, prepare for or preempt specific futures” 

(Anderson, 2010) 

Several other examples of the emphasis of the profession are found in the interviews; 

 ” [The patients] expect that when they are driven across the country to get to 

someone… We have a couple of national specializations and I am responsible for 

one of them, and people obviously should not come here to be told something 

that they already knew” (Doctor 4, [23]) 

 “None of us knows exactly what our tasks will be in relation to the IT-system. But 

there are a lot of core services that remain the same, e.g. the patient still needs 

surgery and they need to give birth to a child. This is not going away! But the way 

it is documented will be different” (Doctor 5, [7]) 

 “Well I think that nurses are more oriented towards details and think it must be 

correct. I must do it right. Whereas doctors are a bit more like, ‘Well, it is the 

treatment of the patient that is in focus and then we will have to see how we can 

fit the other things in!’ I think they [nurses] are more keen on getting things filled 

out correctly and in the right ways” (Doctor 6, [27]) 

All the examples above are confirming the institutionalized view of the Doctor as the 

‘healer’, whom because of the importance of the work and the uniqueness of the 

profession perceive themselves to be less impacted by the pending change. As explained 

by Frazier in the literature review (Davies & Harré, 1990) the social identity of individuals 

is discursively constructed and in the case of the doctors above this discursive 
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construction is very robust and coherent. The position provided by the discourse has a 

strong and distinct storyline that makes it unique vis-à-vis the other professions, which is 

completely in accordance with the five step process for the development of selves as 

proposed by Davies and Harré (1990). 

Equally, to what was e.g. observed in interview with Doctor1, Secretary1 uses the 

interview situation as a gradual move from initial sensemaking, through positioning to 

describing a possible future. The interview with nurse 1 is also a good example of the 

anticipation not following a neat sequential pattern.  Immediately when the interview 

started, Secretary 1 made an effort to establish her own position as unique. She stressed 

that because of her position as ‘flying secretary’ (a term used for secretaries that are 

moved around to various hospitals depending local needs), IT SuperUser and employed 

by the local hospital management in relation to Sundhedsplatformen. It seemed to be 

important to establish herself as different from the ‘ordinary’ secretaries. “We (flying 

secretaries) have become a kind of consultant, who are able to go out into departments 

and ‘clean things up’” (Secretary 1, [32]). The uniqueness expressed by the medical 

secretary is different from the uniqueness alluded to by the Doctor 1 above. The 

uniqueness of the secretary is a personal matter. She is talking about her own personal 

qualities and uniqueness and not the profession or the department.  

Another subtle hint made by Secretary 1, in the opening of the interview has to do with 

the demands put on her. When explaining how she has also working for the hospital 

management she adds a loud sigh (Secretary 1, [5]), as to express an attitude of being 

asked to do too much, but something that she is able to cope with – because of her 

uniqueness.  She is willing to make the sacrifice. Secretary 1 has also been asked to join 

her manager in meetings about Sundhedsplatformen, which is being articulated as a way 

for her to come out with her message – not the message about Sundhedsplatformen as 

such, but her message (Secretary 1, [8]), which someone else would have to carry on out 

in the organization. 

Another way the individual uniqueness is expressed is through the stressing that she has 

seen how this will change working condition in the future. Not everybody understands 

the implications of the changes that are coming. “ […] it seems to me as if many still 

don’t know about this – this project – and that it will affect their everyday life 
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fundamentally – for the better according to, and it will change so many work tasks. 

Especially for medical secretaries” (Secretary 1, [6]). 

Unlike the others, Secretary 1 has seen it coming and particularly seen the change 

coming for the secretaries. She herself sees it as a change for the better, which is once 

again a way of underlining her personal uniqueness. “It seems to me that there are many 

who does still not realize what is happening in this project, and that it will fundamentally 

influence everyday practice for the better according to me, but it will change so many 

work tasks. Particularly for the medical secretaries, because we are not going to do the 

things we are today. Not at all.” (Secretary 1, [6]) 

# 

Similarly, to Doctor 1 and Secretary 1 above Nurse 1 is positioning herself as unique. This 

is however in yet another way, as it is an example of positioning takes place on a 

departmental / group level. According to Nurse 1 the first important consequence of the 

coming Sundhedsplatform is that work related activities will likely be more controlled or 

dictated by procedures embedded in the technology than what is the case today. 

Procedures will be standardized, which will spark reaction. ”[…] some will come to 

’stritte’ [slang for resistance]. Well I think that we are going to be enormously controlled 

by this. You can pull out data drill down to what each individual is doing” (Nurse 1, [2]). 

Nurse1 is not saying that they will not use the new system, only that it will be used in 

their own way. They will go beyond the system – turn in another direction. This is an 

example of how the uniqueness of the nurses is presented and how their special 

circumstances require or even forces them to find a way to deal with the change. By 

going their own way, they cope with the change and get on with the job. Autonomy is 

maintained despite the inevitable standardization of Sundhedsplatformen. Another 

example of the perception of uniqueness on a profession level amongst the nurses is 

expressed in the way tasks are taken in by the group. According to Nurse 1 one of the 

potential problems of the future system is that it to a wide extent assigns responsibility 

to individual patients to individual nurses. This is not how they work.  

” […] the system is designed so that you have your own patients – you are given your 

own tasks. And this is not necessarily how we work. […] We don’t think like that. We 

know too well that when an experienced nurse does rounds with a new nurse, then it is 
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the experienced one that has the overview. She cannot just leave the responsibility to the 

new nurse. It does not work like that!” (Nurse 1, [12+15]). So when Nurse 1 explains how 

they ‘actually’ do their work, regardless of organization and technology is “it may also 

reflect the way a given line of work has come to be defined and practiced relatively 

independent of technology, managerial mistakes, or organization structure (Silverman, 

1970). What is deviant organizationally may be occupationally correct (and vice-versa)” 

(Van Maanen & Barley, 1984, p. 6) 

For the nurse the collective approach to task solving appears to play an important role. 

This is in stark contrast to the more individualized, systematic and measurable setup of 

the coming system. One of the dominant themes of the interview with Nurse 1 is in 

other words how the new technology will affect the everyday work of the nurse and 

how she foresees they will cope with it.  

In the case of Secretary 3 the initial sensemaking resulted in a sense of uncertainty. In an 

effort to alleviate the uncertainty of the sensemaking Secretary turns to positioning 

medical secretaries as unique, unlike what was observed with secretary1 whom were 

positioning herself as unique. The focus was on the individual, secretary3 is emphasizing 

the medical secretaries as a group. “We are actually very skilled, which I say without 

blushing, but we are a very skilled group, but we have very little to document it with” 

(Secretary 3, [6]). While this might appear to be disconfirming the notion of secretaries 

focusing on individual uniqueness, it is explained by the circumstances of this particular 

interview. Unlike other interviews secretary3 was not alone during the interview. She 

was sitting across from a colleague in a small shared office. True to the initial strategy to 

allow interviewees to choose the interview location. In this case the two colleagues 

agreed that doing it in the shared office. 

To summarize the positioning of the doctors is best described as Moral positioning. They 

are pointing to the rights and duties of their profession as they have been 

institutionalised within society. In contrast to this we have the secretaries whom appear 

to be engaging in Personal positioning “which refers to one’s individual specific 

properties or life experiences rather that a generic role” (Harré & Langenhove, 1999, p. 

21). 

Later in the analysis it is shown how the clinicians in general refrain from putting each 

other in a bad light. In what appears as loyalty between clinical staff member’s 
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interviewees does not explicitly positioning others adversely. However, by positioning 

oneself in a desired position the opposite / binary position is automatically assigned to 

the other (Harré & Langenhove, 1999). So, when the doctor positions her/himself as 

performing a unique and very specialized tasks, it is implicitly said that someone else 

ordinary and perform mundane tasks. 

When a secretary positions him/herself as being entrusted with special responsibilities it 

implies that someone else is not being trusted. If someone else is positioned as old and 

not as ready to adapt, one self is positioned as young and able to cope with change. “if 

someone is positioned as incompetent in a certain field of endeavor they will not be 

accorded the right to contribute to discussions in that field”, (Harré & Langenhove, 1999, 

p. 1) 

Through the positioning the individuals essentially appear to be saying; I am special, I am 

flexible and I am rational / not emotional. “Common skills, common risks, and common 

adventures form the basis for a communal identity by promoting interaction with those 

others who "know the score" and thereby increase the probability that members of such 

occupations will consider themselves to be unique” (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984, p. 25) 

The doctors and nurses all share this self-understanding which in term causes them to 

feel unique. Unlike the secretaries whom must rely on the individuality for uniqueness. 

It is however also a way to refuse other the rights and responsibilities of other positions. 

So, if a secretary in an attempt to secure a future job suggests taking over some of tasks 

(rights and responsibilities) of nurses it is not just a matter of performing tasks, but a 

more fundamental rebellion against the institutional order of the hospitals. More on this 

later in the analysis. 

Rationality  

The final way clinicians are positioning themselves is through demonstrating 

responsibleness with regards to economy of Sundhedsplatformen and the hospital in a 

broader sense. It is a subtle theme – merely mentioned as a logos side-remark 

supporting the distinctly ethos oriented positioning associated with the various types of 

uniqueness above. The interviewee demonstrates responsibility towards the system and 

an understanding of the constraints lived under. It is not just expertise (Ethos) 

victimization (Pathos), but also economic rationality (Logos) 
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Demonstrating economic rationality as a way to position self is found in in three 

instances in the data as a way to underline the trustworthiness rationality of the 

interviewee. It is as such not a dominant theme. It may however also be understood in 

terms of the overall theme of loyalty to the system. By demonstrating economic 

sensibility, the interviewee is implicitly demonstrating loyalty to the system by 

advocating spending money wisely. Secretary1 e.g. argues that making a road-tour 

around hospitals in the region would be a relatively cheap way of informing future users 

of Sundhedsplatformen compared to taking out 500 clinicians which had already been 

done (Secretary 1, [53]).  

Summing up the section it can be determined that the claims to uniqueness is different 

depending on the position of the individuals but it is a uniform reaction in defense of 

rights, duties and responsibilities or pursuit of new ones. The efforts described above by 

clinical staff to position themselves in preparation of the pending HIT implementation 

are examples and symptoms of a more general organizational struggle. On the one hand 

it is a struggle between the demand for standardization driven by Sundhedsplatformen 

and deeply engrained desire to maintain autonomy amongst clinicians. On the other 

hand, the struggle has to do with the relationship between the individual and the 

collective. Traditionally doctors have been individualistic experts curing the patients as 

opposed to nurses who have been part of a group of nurses caring for the patients. Both 

groups however have enjoyed a high degree of autonomy with regards to planning and 

execution of tasks. 

Scripting the future 
Throughout interviews and across hospitals and professions the notion of possible 

futures is a theme. Once the interviewees have ‘mapped the terrain’ through initial 

sensemaking and after having assessed actual and desirable positions of self and others, 

the next logical or sequential step is to look ahead through scripts of possible futures. In 

the literature review reference was made to Barley (1986) whom defined scripts as the 

mechanism that link the institutional realm to the realm of action. Explained differently 

Martin et al. (1983) writes that scripts specify “a set of characters or roles and a causally 

connected sequence of events, sometimes with optional branches for alternative story 

components and events” (Martin et al., 1983, p. 441). Martin further suggests that a 

script is to be understood as “the skeleton of a story, what remains when the 

nonessential details have been stripped away” (Martin, 1983, p.441), which corresponds 
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well with the anticipatory scripts observed in this dissertation. When looking ahead to 

the future the interviewees cannot script more than the skeleton of a story because very 

little is known in the anticipatory phase. The anticipatory scripts of the future are simple 

elaborations on the sensemaking and positioning already performed or to be performed 

subsequently.  

The interviews reveal three main types of scripts; 

 New possibilities – the new HIT is perceived as an opportunity and generally seen 

as presenting new and positive possibilities when taken into use in the clinic.  

 Rebellion – the new HIT is seen as a potential threat to existing rights, 

responsibilities, routines and processes and calls for a rebellion to maintain a 

desired position. 

 Victim – as is the case with rebellion, in Victim is perceived as a threat, but with 

no way out of the problems. The interviewee sees him / herself as a victim of 

circumstances.  

New possibilities 

When looking ahead to the future with Sundhedsplatformen the interviewees in general 

are positive. The interview with Doctor 1 is a good example of this, but also another 

example of the non-linear and non-sequential order of the anticipation process. After a 

few moments of small-talk Doctor 1 in a sense ‘interrupted’ the interview before it was 

even started. He had two points that he wanted to make before starting on the ‘actual’ 

interview.  

First of all, he wanted to make it clear that he felt that he had sounded negative the ITX-

test video in which he had participated. He stressed that if he had only been asked a few 

days later after having tested the system from one of the other vendors he would have 

been much more positive. It was not in an apologetic tone he distanced himself from 

comments made in the video, but rather with what appears to be sincere enthusiasm 

about the system he had tried out later.  

“If I had been interviewed after I had seen Epic, I would have been much more excited. It 

was very early. Personally, after I have through it all – particularly Epic – I am much more 

thrilled and see great possible progress” (Doctor 1 [4]).  

This comment in a sense captures the doctors’ sentiment of what is to be expected by 

the future system. Positive anticipation and new possibilities is expressed through Styles 
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(statements) and Practices (imagination) (Anderson, 2010), and all but one specifically 

point to the positive new possibilities of the future with Sundhedsplatformen. It is the 

script or the skeleton story of a bright future. 

 ” Well, this is just in a completely different league of software and with 

completely different possibilities then I thought before” (Doctor 1) 

 ” I am very, very optimistic about what we are getting. If this is not good, then 

nothing will be good. It is without a doubt the best of what we have seen and 

probably the best in existence.” (Doctor 2) 

 ” Yes, absolutely. Under all circumstances I think it is going to be better. It is going 

to be much better than it was.” (Doctor 5) 

 ” Yes, it is going to be really good […] But because the software is from one 

company, they have fundamental interest in parts being able to communicate 

across, which does not exist in the present systems. That is what makes me 

optimistic.” (Doctor 6) 

The parallel to the initial sensemaking is clear. The anticipation of new possibilities as 

described in the scripts of the future has a significant overlap with the prospective 

sensemaking of the initial sensemaking. This however, yet again confirms the non-

sequential nature of the anticipation phase. The overlap is an indicator a cyclical 

structure where it can be hard to clearly distinguish where sensemaking starts and 

scripting stops and determine where positioning gradually turns into scripting. Bévort 

and Suddaby (2015) explains the connection between sensemaking and scripting by 

saying that “Sensemaking is the process which individuals use to infuse scripted action 

with meaning” (Bévort & Suddaby, 2015, p. 5). In connection with anticipation I suggest 

a different mechanism. Sensemaking and positioning are the processes which individuals 

use as foundation for scripting possible futures. The difference is found in the difference 

between scripts as preexisting or evolving schemas in the conceptualization of Barley 

and Tolbert (1997) and Bévort and Suddaby (2015) and scripts anticipating and relating 

to a possible future. 

The anticipation of new possibilities amongst nurses is more dampened and even more 

so amongst secretaries where it is tied with an apparent urge to rebel against the 

pending changes. Most of the future script writing is in the new possibilities theme and 

those that are not appears not to have been able to successfully make sense of the 

changes or to position themselves vis-à-vis the coming changes. 
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Rebellion 

An alternative or rather a possible addition to seeing a bright future with new 

possibilities is the rebellion.  

First theme of interview with nurse 1 was that of resistance to change. I introduced the 

theme in order to test preliminary assumption about reactions and how the first 

reaction I had been exposed to appeared not to follow the expected pattern of 

reluctance or even resistance to change. Nurse1’s reaction to this opening of the 

interview confirmed or reiterated themes identified in the first interview with Doctor1. 

The first important consequence of the coming Sundhedsplatform as identified by Nurse 

1 is that work activities will likely be more controlled or dictated by procedures 

embedded in the technology than what is the case today. Procedures will be 

standardized, which will spark reaction. ”[…] some will come to ’stritte’ [slang for 

resistance]. Well I think that we are going to be enormously controlled by this. You can 

pull out data drill down to what each individual is doing” (Nurse 1, [2]). And later in the 

same interview; ” Specifically the older generation or those with a bit more experience, I 

think will have a problem being guided through the system that dictates the sequence of 

your activities and how to do things, and when to do them” (Nurse 1, [12]). 

An interesting detail of this passage has got to do with the specific wording of the 

consequence. Nurse 1 is refereeing to it as ‘stritte’, meaning that it will cause peoples 

hackles to rise. She is presenting it as a natural reaction that one can do very little to 

fight. It is in other words not a matter of active resistance but almost an instinct like 

reaction, which one cannot be blamed for. Implicitly in this view of the order of the 

medical ward and the life of a nurse is an understanding of how things should be or even 

how they are at a quite fundamental level. It appears that the independence and 

individuality of the nurses in how the nurses go about doing their job is seen as 

essential. This cannot or should not be changed by procedures dictated by new 

technology, which becomes clear the following passage.  

“I actually think that what will happen is that we will use the system as we can, and then 

we will go beyond it. We will not use the function that are offered – not initially anyway” 

(Nurse 1, [22]). 

Nurse 1 is not saying that they will not use the new system, only that it will be used in 

their way. They will go beyond the system – turn in another direction. This is an example 
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of how the uniqueness of the nurses is presented and how their special circumstances 

require or even forces them to find a way to deal with the change. By going their own 

way, they cope with the change and get on with the job. 

” […] det er faktisk også det jeg lidt tænker på, at folk vil vende sig lidt imod. Og jeg tror 

egentlig måske også det der vil ske er at vi vil bruge systemet som til det det kan, men så 

vil vi vende os ud over det. Altså, vi vil ikke bruge de funktioner, som det giver - ikke 

første omgang i hvert fald […] det er jo derfor der kommer de her opgave ting op og det 

tror jeg simpelthen det vil vi jo ignorere.” (Nurse 1) 

In the interview with Secretary 1 the conversation also quickly turns to future. She is 

aware that things are changing and as noted above that the everyday work tasks are 

changing – particularly for the secretaries. But rather than accepting the fate secretary 1 

is looking for new opportunities. Similarly, to what was observed during the interview 

with Doctor1, Secretary1 uses the interview situation as a gradual move from initial 

sensemaking, through coping strategies and onwards to describing a possible future.  

(Secretary 1, [6]) 

 Quote  Sub theme  Sensemaking Cycle  

’ […] It seems to me that there are many 

who does still not realize what is happening 

in this project, and that it will fundamentally 

influence everyday practice’ 

 Uncertainty caused by 

pending change 

Sensemaking 

’for the better according to me, but it will 

change so many work tasks. Particularly for 

the medical secretaries, because we are not 

going to do the things we are today. Not at 

all.‘ 

Uniqueness of individual. I 

am different then my 

colleagues / I can cope with 

the change 

Positioning 

’So we have to go out and seize the labor 

market to find new tasks and perhaps get 

trained in new areas’ 

Secretaries are required to 

break with institutionalized 

roles, through a rebellion 

against tradition 

Scripting the future  

  

Secretary 1 explains how secretaries will have to go out and steal (jobs) and reinvent 

their own tasks and perhaps change the education of the medical secretary. “Our 

profession drowns if we do not find something else to do” (Secretary 1, [44]). 
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The future foreseen / scripted by secretary1 also entails new requirements to new hires, 

when older colleagues, whom are not able to cope with the changes, are being ‘phased 

out’. “[…] it is no use hiring a little scared lamb, if that person thinks that it is about a 

desk and just sit there and write. It is over!“ (Secretary 1, [43]) As was the case with 

Doctor1 and Nurse1, Secretary 1 points to age as factor, but also the inexperience of 

new hires, which is yet another example of the indirect positioning of self as 

experienced and thus better able to cope with changes. Not everybody understands the 

implications of the changes that are coming. 

The rebellion code was also observed in interview with secretary 6. “It is really good that 

both OPUS and GS is being abolished. It’s really good. Let’s start over again. I just think it 

is a pity, that we are not considering how it might be made even more patient minded 

and more minded on the health staff, e.g. by getting fora in which patients can be 

discussed – the individual patient without it being made a big thing.” (Secretary 6). The 

rebellion in this example may not be immediately obvious. It is however found in the 

way the secretary wants to be part of the clinical discussion which is otherwise reserved 

for doctors and nurses. It is a subtle rebellion against the institutionalized limitations in 

rights and responsibilities of the secretary.  

In common for these three examples (Secretary 1, secretary 6 and nurse 1) are the 

interviewee’s wishes or even aspiration to rebel against future rights and 

responsibilities. Based on the initial sensemaking and subsequent positioning the 

interviewees foresee a future in which the rights and responsibilities of their jobs is not 

satisfying. The two first examples are explicit in the sense that they want something 

other then what is on offer. Secretary 1 is ready to go and steal the tasks of other 

(demanding new rights and responsibilities) and Nurse 1 deals with the system in her 

own way (refusing new responsibilities). In the case of Secretary 6 the rebellion is more 

subtle then the others. Secretary 6 essentially wants the right to be part of a clinical 

discussion from which she has previously been excluded.  

They are not happy with the changes imposed on them through the standardization and 

subsequent re-distribution of tasks. They do however not capitulate as victims, but 

rather aspire to re-script a desirable future in which they have an acceptable position.  
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Victim 

The victim code is only used on very few occasions in the interviews. One secretary, one 

nurse and one doctor is coded with ‘Victim’ and on closer inspection it is in fact only the 

nurse to whom it truly applies. In the case of Doctor 1 the position as victim is used 

jokingly and in the case of secretary the victim position is combined with ‘Rebellion’, 

which in effect offers a way out of the issues which is not there for ‘true’ victims. Despite 

the scarce use of the code it is interesting as an extreme case of a reaction to new HIT. 

The case of Nurse 2 is as such particularly interesting as the case of new HIT turning 

users into victims. On the surface the interview is not characterized by any kind of 

hopelessness as might be thought when talking about victimization. It is only through 

the coding the theme emerges. The sentiment of the interview encounter as such was 

positive. A possible contributing factor to the upholding of a brave face of the 

interviewee can be that Nurse 2 has a leading position in the department. Leadership 

demands firmness in the face of anxiety, but in the last part of the interview and 

following several examples of troublesome past IT experiences, the victimization as a 

theme materializes.  

Nurse 2 gives several examples of the negative consequences of standardized work 

processes, including a reduction of face-to-face communication amongst colleagues [29] 

[30], e.g. because of increased use of email [31] [33]. 

”Technology or not, there are just days when things don’t work out and there are days 

when the patient course is bumpy for one reason or another, and this is when we must 

remember to talk together. […] But I think you are right. That is the way we go regardless 

of what.. We can talk about it as much as we like, but it is!” (Nurse 2, [36]) 

Nurse 2 is essentially saying that the development is unfortunate and will cause working 

relations to suffer, but that it just how it is, and this attitude of resignation interestingly 

coincides with the absence of efforts to position herself. No positioning of self or others 

is made and thus no claim to existing rights and responsibilities is made. Throughout the 

interview past and present issues are identified but no apparent way out is articulated, 

leaving only the position as victim open. 

As a final twist to the case of Nurse2, she in the end turns Normalization of the problem. 

As observed in other interviews, there is a tendency to straighten things out and 

normalize after having let out steam about all the problems.  
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“That is the way it goes. We just still need to learn to communicate and respect each 

other. But there is also a lot of good in getting a common system that speaks together. 

Well, there is a lot of good in it. It makes good sense and now it is together with Capital 

Region and all, so we don’t have to send faxes – something as old fashioned as fax and 

paper. It is completely crazy. And if we a lucky we can get the two systems to talk 

together, which will save us a lot manual work” (Nurse 2, [38]) 

In addition to summing up the interview, by normalizing problems and identifying the 

positive aspects of standardization, the comment above also points ahead to the 

pervasive themes relating to the hospital as an institution in general terms.  

Cultural / Institutional themes 
With conceptual inspiration from Edgar H. Schein the fourth group of themes are 

gathered under the umbrella of Culture. Schein explains that one of the characteristics 

of culture is that it is “the deepest and often unconscious part of a group and is therefore 

less tangible and less visible” and “after it has developed, it covers all aspects of a groups 

functioning. Culture is pervasive and influences all aspects of how an organization deals 

its primary tasks” (Schein, 2010, p. 16). The fourth group of themes is exactly 

characterized by often unconscious and pervasive views of what the organization is 

about. 

This section is however not about organizational culture as such, and the reference to 

Schein does not mean that the analysis suddenly subscribes to the functionalist views 

found in Schein’s work. In this section I merely lean on Schein in the effort to 

conceptualize what is observed in the interviews. “Culture can be thought of as the 

foundation of the social order that we live in and the rules we abide by” (Schein, 2010, p. 

3), which is a good enough and broad definition to start with, and it works both in 

relation to professions and in relation organizations such as hospitals. 

The Cultural themes are not secondary to the three themes above. Rather they are 

pervasive in the sense that they allude to aspects of a more general nature. They are the 

aspects of the interview and research that points more fundamental aspects of hospitals 

as institutions. Not just reactions to pending technology change. The themes articulate 

and point to the unique cultural characteristics of hospitals as organizations, and can as 

such be seen to describe the institutional and cultural mechanisms behind the 
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anticipatory activities above. In order to analyze the themes, I will therefor make brief 

theoretical de-tour around organizational cultural theory.  

Hospitals as organizational cultures 

A question that warrants some consideration, which was also pointed out in the first 

chapter of the dissertation, has to do with hospitals as a setting for a research project. 

How are we to think of hospitals and does it even makes sense to think of it as ‘one’ 

entity? In the seminal ‘Boys in White’, Becker et al. (1961) observes that organization 

researchers in general tend to rely on organizations being alike. “We assume that 

organizations can be compared with one another no matter how different their avowed 

purposes may be” (Becker, 1961, p. 15). And while hospital can obviously be located 

geographically and the formal organizational structure can be described, the question is 

whether it e.g. make sense to think of doctors, nurses and medical secretaries as 

coherent groups? Or are they too diverse for this to make sense? 

The purpose of this section is to offer an additional perspective on the analysis of 

interviews. It is for instance interesting how several doctors during interviews find 

opportunity to discretely point to the fact that they are better payed then everyone else, 

and that it therefor would be silly to perform ‘low-wage’ tasks. On the most obvious 

level this might be seen as a practical consideration. Resources should be used in the 

most sensible way. There may however also be an aspect relating to how the doctor see 

them-selves. Their professional identity. And finally, a comment like this might also 

allude to aspects on an overall organizational level, which could then be investigated 

through the use of theories about organizational culture. This section briefly outlines 

and applies this perspective. 

In addition to starting definition by Schein above culture can be defined in a number of 

ways, and the way one chooses to go ultimately depends on the fundamental 

assumption of what culture is. Martin (2002) lists a range of possible definitions of 

culture, of which one is particularly relevant and suitable for the study of a hospital 

setting. "Culture does not necessarily imply a uniformity of values. Indeed, quite different 

values may be displayed by people of the same culture. In such an instance, what is it 

that holds together the members of the organization? I suggest that we look to the 

existence of a common frame of reference or a shared recognition of relevant issues" 

(Feldman in Martin, 2002, p. 58). 
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One of the characteristics of a hospital is the diversity of jobs and specializations 

required to keep the organization working properly. All the way from the unskilled 

laborers cleaning sheets, to employees in the canteen through to the laboratory workers 

responsible for analyzing test and nurses dealing directly with patients, to the doctors 

whom in turn are a very diverse group of people. The question is - what do they have in 

common, that might constitute a 'culture' that may be analyzed as such?  

With the very different tasks, pay grades, educations and responsibilities it is likely that 

one will encounter the 'very different values' referred to above. The question therefor is 

what might be the common frame of reference? Despite the diversity, something needs 

to be shared in order to establish what we might call a culture, and in case of hospitals 

the answer appears to be quite simple.  

During my months at hospitals and working together with clinical staff, I have observed a 

common element across all levels and professions - the patient. No matter what a 

person does in a hospital the uniting element is the patient and 'calling' to help the 

patient. During interviews with various clinical staff and managers the element that 

keeps coming back, placed at the center, is the patient and the needs of the patient. The 

question is whether the patient is sufficient as a common frame of reference or shared 

relevant issue to make it meaningful to study and understand hospitals as cultures, and 

thus explain the underlying / pervasive themes as expressions of a particular hospital 

culture. Can the ‘Loyalty’ and ‘We find a solution’ identified in the interviews below be 

explain as manifestations of a particular hospital culture? And if so does that prevent the 

findings from being generalizable? 

In the early parts of the research project, and while preparing to gather data in hospital 

departments I was expecting or perhaps rather hoping to find metaphors. Alvesson 

(2013) e.g. writes that “Metaphors are seen as important organizing devices in thinking 

and talking about complex phenomena. We never relate to objective reality 'as such' but 

always do so through forming metaphors or images of the phenomenon we address” 

(p.16), and he continues; “A metaphor is created when a term is transferred from one 

system or level of meaning to another and thereby illuminating central aspects of the 

latter and shadowing others” (p.17). 

However, during interviews there was a remarkable absence of use of metaphors. It 

seems that clinical staff in their description of clinical work life abstains from using 
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metaphors. Doctors and nurses are being concrete when describing their experiences. 

There are virtually no metaphors that can be used to 'decipher' the deeper levels of the 

organizations and the organizational culture. Clinical staff does not fantasize – they are 

specific. Descriptions are factual and does not venture into elaborate metaphor driven 

narratives. In contrast to the observation of Alvesson that “Metaphors can thus be seen 

as a crucial element in how people relate to reality" (Alvesson, 2013, p. 18), the 

interviews from the hospitals does not contain any metaphors through which doctors, 

nurses and secretaries can be deciphered. This points to the need to be cautious when 

applying an analytical approach. Hospitals, yet again, appear to be different kinds of 

organizations, then the 'standard' organization presumed in much organizational 

research, which exactly calls for additional research. A different kind of organizational 

analysis is required. 

Returning to the initial question of this section; can and should a hospital be considered 

and studied as a culture? Will such a perspective offer a better understanding of the 

institutional / cultural themes identified in the interviews?  

It certainly can, but requires specific view of what constitutes an organizational culture 

that allows for organizational inconsistencies and ambiguities as we find it the 

differentiation perspective (e.g. Barley’s CT-scanner study) or fragmentation perspective 

(Meyersons, Social worker study). Seen strictly from an integrative view it is likely that a 

hospital should not be defined and studied as a culture but rather as a collection of 

disparate subcultures. Schein writes; "It does not make sense therefore, to think about 

high and low consensus cultures, or cultures of ambiguity or conflict. If there is no 

consensus or if the is conflict or if things are ambiguous, then, by definition, that group 

does not have a culture", (Schein in Martin, 2002, p. 98).  

In conclusion, if we are to consider hospitals as cultures it implies that the organizational 

story stating that "we help people" and the physical surroundings that constitutes the 

physical part of the hospital has enough cultural stickiness to make up the culture. If, on 

the other hand, ambiguity that is also part of the hospital reality is perceived to be 

fragmenting and thus depriving the hospital of a shared core of meaning then it is either 

not a culture or only a culture from a certain perspective, which takes us back to 

proposition of that hospitals are fundamentally different kinds of organization requiring 

a different kind of analysis. More on this in the next chapter. 
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Loyalty to colleagues 

The first of the institutional / cultural themes identified is found in the majority of the 

interviews and has to do with reactions to problems caused by technology and the 

subsequent procedural problems or problems related to collaboration between 

colleagues. In contrast to the analysis above with focus on problems caused by 

inadequate technology, these are the problems related to collaboration between 

people. The general trend in the interviews is that the clinical staff expresses what can 

best be described as a loyalty towards each other. If a problem is caused by another 

person e.g. it in general is downplayed and black-boxed as something that “just 

happens” in “the system”. An example of this is in interview with Secretary 2 when 

asked for reasons for miscommunication and errors in data;  

 Secretary 2: “Yes, and then again there is the problem of communication not 

working properly” [49] 

 Interviewer: “How not working? What are you thinking?” [50] 

 Secretary 2: “Well, it can be [sigh] … it can both be, well [laughter] it can both be 

us secretaries and it can be the nurses, but by and large it is the nurses, I would 

say who forgets” [51] 

 Interviewer: “Why is that?” [52] 

 Secretary 2: “Well, I don’t know why they forget it! It is probably… They are 

probably busy with treatment and you get away from it, and we just sit and keep 

an eye on things and may be better at picking up mistakes” [53] 

The interviewee makes an effort to not place blame, even though it cannot be entirely 

avoided, and the interviewee makes an effort to make rational explanation on behalf of 

colleagues that could otherwise be placed in a bad light. Similarities with the 

normalization described in the section non sensemaking are obvious. Clinicians do not 

want to position each other as blameworthy to use the concept of Parrott (2003).  In 

contrast, however, to what was observed with regards to reaction to problems caused 

by technology (emotional response followed by normalization) the problems caused by 

individuals are immediately normalized and black-boxed as a fact of 

organizational/clinical life.  

A similar reaction/loyalty can be observed in the case of Doctor 2, illustrating that it is 

not reserved for secretaries but pervasive across interviews. The interviewee is asked for 

a specific example of when processes breakdown; 
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 Doctor 2: “What I am experiencing is [..] that our anesthesia registration doesn’t 

run at all. It still runs on paper, and then the idea is that when everything is done 

then it should be scanned so it is stored as a scanned document, but the work 

flow doesn’t really work, so quite often there is information missing” [39] 

 Interviewer: “What happens in that workflow?” [40] 

 Doctor 2: “Well, what happens […] something mysterious happens making them 

disappear on the way to scanning [Interviewer laughs], and how that happens – 

when we are trying to trace what happens, then we can’t eeehm it is difficult to 

see a pattern in it, but it is just a fact that we are missing information much more 

than we did in the past.” [41] 

In the case of Doctor 5 normalization is also used as a way to stay loyal towards 

colleagues [36]. Doctor 5 is explaining that mistakes inevitable will happen when 

information is transferred from one system to another, and that since mistakes happens 

elsewhere it is ok that it happens here. The secretaries whom are implicitly the source of 

the faulty transfer of data from one system to another are not to be blamed.  

Loyalty to colleagues is pervasive in the organization. It is explicated in the sense that 

the members of the organization do not say that they are loyal, but rather demonstrate 

it though use of institutionalized or cultural logic of the organization.  

Hierarchy 

Another of the institutional / cultural themes present in the interviews is that of 

hierarchy. At first glance it is not a dominant theme and the relevance of it is toned 

down or simply ignored. During interview with Doctor 1 the interviewer brought up the 

concept of hierarchy. It was not a topic brought up by the interviewee, but rather an 

early test of my own hypotheses about possible implication of the introduction of new 

technology – that it would influence the hierarchy between doctors, nurses and medical 

secretaries. This shot down by the responded as an outdated view of the relationship 

between doctors and nurses;  

 “I think that the relation between doctors and nurses is very different then people 

usually imagines. It is not like in the old days. It is completely different. Very 

different. And that is just good. It has become much more modernized. It is not as 

hierarchical as many tend to think. I actual fact I think there is a stronger 

hierarchy internally amongst nurses and internally amongst secretaries then 

between doctors and nurses [...] There are no elbows between doctors and 

nurses. We kind of run in each our parallel hierarchies” (Doctor 1, [69 and 71]) 
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Attempts to emphasis that traditional hierarchies are a thing of the past fits well with 

the common notion of Denmark being very egalitarian and with little power distance 

(Hofstede). In contrast Chambliss (1996) observes more obvious hierarchy turf battles, 

which could be explained by the empirical context of the research.  

Does this mean then that it is no longer relevant to think and talk about hierarchies in 

Danish organizations and that scientific management and bureaucracies are a things of 

the past? Absolutely not. Both are alive and well and as Cheney et al. (2010) observes 

“When we look closely at what’s happening today in supposedly post bureaucratic 

organizations, we find that bureaucracy continues – though perhaps in new forms or 

under new guises” (Cheney et al., 2010, p. 2). An example of this is e.g. found in Doctor 4 

whom explains that;  

 “There are lots of logistics around the secretariat. I would run away screaming if I 

should do that. I simply do not think it is fun. And I don’t think we are good at it. 

We don’t use our time appropriately, if I am to sit and book appointments. You 

can do anything. You can also take out the garbage. I don’t mind doing that, but I 

will not get much done” (Doctor 4, [61] 

Doctor 4 is essentially saying that he does not mind doing the secretarial work, but that 

it would prevent him from doing his actual work. It is not a matter of him being too high 

in the hierarchy to do some dirty work, and he continues; “And therefore I also think 

that .. one also need to look at the cost of employees. In fact, secretaries are ’cheap’ 

compared to me. It is a bit silly to make savings on secretaries” (Doctor 4, [62]) 

To further strengthen his position, Doctor 4 makes the rational argument that it is a bad 

use of resources similar to what was observed under positioning where the economical 

rationality is used implicitly to position selves favorably. Stated differently - in an 

egalitarian culture it is appropriate to make a rational argument for hierarchical 

differences because it is a way to avoid wasting money, even if it more likely a defense 

of the institutionalized rights and responsibilities associated with organizational position.  

A similar underlying argument is found with Nurse 4 whom is working with tasks that at 

other hospitals are performed by secretaries. Nurse 4 is making an effort to differentiate 

her-self from and the secretaries that for all intents and purposes perform similar tasks. 

This is done without referring directly to hierarchies, but rather by making a rational 

argument about better insights into clinical matters, that are however similar to the 
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arguments made by secretaries performing comparable tasks. The relevance and 

influence of hierarchical differences are not explicated by the clinical staff, but are still a 

part of the institutional and cultural fabric of the organization. Hierarchical differences 

are part underlying assumptions informing an unspoken understanding of ‘how things 

are done around here…’. 

“We find a way” 

Amongst the institutional /cultural themes one in particular stands out – ‘We find a way’ 

in combination with the subsequent theme of ‘Sacrifice’. In an extract above Doctor 1 

explains how he started using WordPerfect 5.1 many years ago and how it offered new 

possibilities that he had not thought about in the past. This particular comment does 

however also contain a remark that in the situation did not seem important. Doctor1 in 

the end explains how one must find ways to get around the system. This is the first 

mentioning of what appears to be a more general theme – “We find a way”- theme or 

Coping-theme. As becomes apparent in subsequent interviews the coping theme 

appears to be present as a more or less hidden, implicit way of thinking and acting 

across locations and professions and as such points to a more general aspect of studying 

hospitals as organizations. 

A good example of the ”we-find a solution”-attitude is in interview with Doctor 2, when 

talking about the shortcomings of the existing technology and how it at times prevent 

him from performing his job properly. 

 Interviewer: ”But it sounds almost as if – despite all the challenges laid out in 

front of you by the system and perhaps by management, that somehow you 

manage?!” [8] 

 Doctor 2: “Yes, well that is what we do!  […]” [9] 

 Interviewer: ” […] Just like that!?” [10] 

 Doctor 2: ”Yes, that is just how it is! – You know, we [laughter] we a reused to 

working in such a system, but øøøhm, it is not that bad, but it is just annoying.” 

[11-12] 

Doctor 2 find the systems and the errors annoying but finds solutions. The example also 

has a clear reference to Normalization and Loyalty themes above in the no blame is 

placed. It is just how things are.  

Another example of a deeply engrained aspiration to make things work out is in 

interview with Doctor 3, again in response to the inadequate existing systems. ”What we 
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typically do is to sit with both systems up. In that way you can read both in OPUS and 

read in our own system and then you check if they correspond. Do things add up? So it is 

double-entry book-keeping. That how you do it. You find a solution […]” (Doctor 3, [30-

31]) 

The ‘we find a solution’-attitude in more general terms have also pervaded the work in 

Sundhedsplatformen. Organizational members have gone the extra mile to make 

deadlines which has ultimately resulted in reaching the first go-live of the system on 

time at Herlev Hospital. There is a sense of a willingness to make sacrifices to make 

things work out, which is also the last of the pervasive cultural themes manifesting 

themselves in the interviews.  

Sacrifice 

In the early phases of Sundhedsplatformen many questions were unanswered. This was 

both regarding functionality, but perhaps equally important about what would become 

of individual clinicians in a future with Sundhedsplatformen. This uncertainty caused 

frustration and in the case of Secretary 1 the frustration is triggering another noticeable 

reaction. There is a sense having to make sacrifices and being a victim of circumstances. 

An example of this combined sacrifice/victim reaction is found when the attention turns 

to future affiliation to the project Secretary1 describes how she also needs to move on, 

but that the lack of clear messages from the program management prevents her from 

doing so. She explains how she really wants follow the project to the end. As if to say 

that she is willing to make sacrifices to see it happening. “[…] I skipped education 

because of this and now it will be another year before I can start education because I 

have to apply for funding. So I stand in a bit of a vacuum” (Secretary 1, [21]). 

In an effort to stress the sacrifice / victim position Secretary 1 also points to the sacrifice 

being made with regards to the family. It is emphasized that it is not just a personal 

sacrifice, but also involves the family.  

“It has also got consequences for the family. Because they too need to accept that there 

are certain periods, where I cannot pick up the kids and drive to whatever. So it is 

important someone else is supporting. And because it is - well, it is probably still - the 

woman who needs to leave early and drive home and pick the children. It is like at our 

home. And, sure I get all the support I need, so it is not like that, but things still need to 

fall into place” (Secretary 1, [23]). 
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In one sentence the interviewee explicates how the entire family is victimized because 

of the sacrifices she has to make. She is committed to the cause – creating 

Sundhedsplatformen and thus a better healthcare system is – and able to do it because 

of the support she enjoys both at work and at home. The latter comment is once again 

articulating the uniqueness of her as an individual because it is being stressed that she, 

unlike others is able to cope with the changes. It is not a matter of profession or 

department, but her as an individual. Later in the interview Secretary 1 is looking ahead 

to future activities, but still circling around the sacrifices required to make 

Sundhedsplatformen happen. Secretary 1 suggests forming teams consisting of 

individuals ‘whom are willing to pull out a month of their working life’ and make a road 

tour and explain what is coming (Secretary 1, [48]). This is being presented as a sacrifice 

that she is willing to make.  

Another implication of the uncertainty and the sacrifices required, has to do with the 

relationship with colleagues, which introduces a new theme in the analysis which has to 

do with Loyalty. It is essentially a question of whether colleagues can thrust you to be 

there;  

“And it is also hard to your colleagues. When are you there and when are you not there? 

Can we count on you? Some of my colleagues say ‘Well, we don’t count on you. The 

starting point is that we do not count on you – it’s best like that, because then we don’t 

get disappointed and it is just great if you come’” (Secretary 1, [28]). 

5.4 - Recurring patterns – the Anticipation Cycle  
One of the essential findings of the analysis above is that the anticipatory actions of the 

interviewees follows a cyclical pattern. The sensemaking, positioning and scripting does 

not simply follow a sequential flow, but is rather cyclical in nature. It is what I call the 

Anticipation Cycle. 

Taking a step back and seen from a strictly logical perspective the anticipation of 

organizational members is sequential. Logically individuals initially engage in 

sensemaking in order to determine the features of the organizational landscape, which 

is logically followed by an effort to position self and others in the landscape. This 

sequence is logically concluded by the scripting of possible futures based on the 

sensemaking and scripting. In reality however the Anticipation Cycle is not a linear 
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sequence, but exactly a cycle that can be entered anywhere – it is a cycle and not a 

sequence. The interviewees do not make sense, position or script their future in an 

orderly and structured way. Beginning, middle and end appear in fragments and in 

practice individuals skip around in the cycle and make sense, position and script 

depending on what is required in the situation to create or maintain a coherent 

organizational presence of the self.  

Below are several examples this cycle, broken down to the simplest version consisting of 

the skeleton (Martin et al., 1983) in order to clearly illustrate the cyclical nature of 

anticipation. The paragraph column refers to what section in the interview. The column 

titled ‘micro narrative fragment’ contains just that – the ‘micro narrative fragment’ or 

the skeleton version of the statement from the interview. In the column titled 

‘Anticipation Cycle Code’ is the code that corresponds to the themes described above 

and the number refers to the logical sequential order of the statement. 1) Sensemaking, 

2) Positioning, 3) Scripting and 4) Cultural themes 

Nurse 6 

In the case of Nurse 6 the Sensemaking cycle does not start with the identification of 

bad technology. The interviewee describes the activities associated with receiving the 

patient in the departments and through this points to the uniqueness of the 

department. They had tried out different technologies for entering data but because of 

their special requirements as a department they had to do something different than 

other hospitals. Nurse 6 in other words starts the Anticipation Cycle by positioning the 

department as unique, but quickly turns to the limitations of the technology. If we break 

down the story of Nurse 6 and fit it into the template of the Anticipation Cycle it looks 

like this;  

Nvivo 

Paragraph  

Micro narrative fragment Anticipation Cycle Code 

13 We are a unique department, with 

special technological requirements 

Uniqueness of Dep. (2) 

15 So far the technology has not served 

our purposes 

Past experiences w. bad 

technology (1) 

16 But it is actually okay now Normalization (1) 
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16 For some reason we did not get the 

tools that were actually available 

(Blackboxing the problem) 

Loyalty (4) 

20 Bad technology may cause errors in the 

entered data, e.g. in a late night shift 

Past experiences w. bad 

technology (1) 

22 But we find a way of dealing with it ‘We find a solution’ (4) 

24  The increase in standardization may be 

a problem to the older colleagues  

Age of others (2) 

24 But I think it is going to be good New possibilities (3) 

 

When the interview is broken down into its Anticipation Cycle components it becomes 

apparent that the utterances of the interviewee are not strictly sequential, but rather 

fragmented. It does however also show that the interviewee completes the Anticipation 

Cycle, including initial sensemaking, positioning and scripting the future. A similar 

example is found with Doctor 1 

Doctor 1 

The case of Doctor 1 the interviews starts with the identification of the new possibilities 

offered by the new system. This is immediately contrasted with the inadequacy of the 

existing technology (Sensemaking). Doctor 1 refers to the uniqueness of his profession 

to underline the negative consequences the existing technology, but ends up ironing it 

out by finding simple solution to the wasted time. He sends people for a walk until the 

system come back online. Less than 3 minutes into the interview the Anticipation Cycle 

is completed for the first time. Not in an orderly sequential way but as fragments. This 

pattern is repeated several times in the interview. 

Nvivo 

Paragraph  

Micro narrative fragment Anticipation Cycle Code 

4 I think the new technology is going to be 

great 

New possibilities (3) 
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5 Because the existing technology is bad ad 

slow 

Bad technology (1) 

6 In my profession you can’t do anything 

without technology 

Uniqueness of 

profession (2) 

6 So sometimes I asked people to go for a 

walk instead of waiting 

‘We find a solution’ (4) 

22 In other hospitals I have seen they do 

things in smart ways  

Positive standardization 

(1) 

26 The new technology is simply smarter New possibilities (1) 

27 Sure you can run a hospital with what we 

have to day 

Normalization (1) 

30 When using old technology you simply find 

you ways around it 

‘We find a solution’ (4) 

34 At first I was skeptical about this new 

technology – something new from “above” 

Uncertainty (1) 

34 And in the past we have found was around 

problematic new initiatives 

‘We find a solution’ (4) 

37-39 This time it is different because clinical 

staff members are involved 

Involving clinical staff (4) 

49 Looking ahead to the future, my job is not 

going to change 

Uniqueness of 

profession (2) 

49 But the older Doctors will get challenged Age (2) 

50 Young Doctors will the experts Age (2) 

53 Collaboration in departments will change Standardization (1) 

54 - 59 Because all communication is done in the 

system – it becomes easier 

Standardization (1) 
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67 - 69 Relationships between profession might 

change, but hierarchies are more within 

professions 

Hierarchy (4) 

 But it is probably between ages the big rift 

will come 

Age (2)  

 

Nurse 1 

In the case of Nurse 1, the Anticipation Cycle starts by confirming that she does not see 

the future Sundhedsplatform as a threat, but as the interview progresses this turns out 

not to be the case. Immediately after the ‘positive’ opening she points out the negative 

consequences of future standardization of workflows which characterizes the remainder 

of the interview.  

Nvivo 

Paragraph  

Micro narrative fragment Anticipation Cycle Code 

2 I think we are going to be controlled by 

the new HIT 

Negative Standardization 

(1) 

4 The transparency of the system exposes 

individuals 

Negative Standardization 

(1) 

12 Particularly the older generation will 

resist 

Age (2) 

12 - 13 The individualized lists is a problem Negative Standardization 

(1) 

12 This is not how we work Rebellion (3) 

15 This is not how we nurses think  Uniqueness of 

Profession (2) 

22 So we are going to use the system in 

our way 

Rebellion (3) 

27 If the system dictates tasks that we 

disagree with we will simply ignore it 

Rebellion (3) 
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33 Nursing in these systems becomes very 

standardized 

Negative Standardization 

(1) 

33 And Danish nurses are just more holistic Uniqueness of 

Profession (2) 

36 On the one hand we are very good at 

using prose when describing 

observations 

Uniqueness of 

Profession (2) 

36 But on the other hand the new system 

has the potential to enrich our 

vocabulary  

Positive Standardization 

(1) 

41 So it is going to be a fantastic system New possibilities (3) 

 

It is notable that the interview with nurse 1 does not contain any references to the 

cultural themes. It is strictly focused on technology and implementation. This can 

however be explained by the special circumstances under which the interview was 

conducted. The interview was conducted during a break of an event specifically focused 

on the last three candidates to win the contract for Sundhedsplatformen, which appears 

to have influenced the focus of the interview. Would this have been different if it had 

been conducted in an office at a hospital? Possibly, but rather than seeing it as problem 

it is included as an extra source of information. Locations matters, but the fundamental 

mechanism of the Anticipation Cycle is still in operation. In other words, the Anticipation 

Cycle is real. It is however not a neatly structured sequence of steps.  

I can be thought of as an arena of resources available to individuals in their efforts to 

maneuver a constantly changing organization that rearrange what only moments before 

seemed like robust points to navigate by. Rights and responsibilities associated with 

organizational positions, when new technologies standardize work. What previously was 

tasks reserved for skilled professionals is increasingly being performed by others 

because the technology makes it possible and because efficiency makes it desirable.  

With the presentation of the three elements making up the Anticipation Cycle it is 

possible to sum up and present the Anticipation Cycle as a formal and structured model. 

By combining the three existing analytical approaches into a coherent model, makes for 
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a better foundation which is better suited to describe and analyze the interviews then 

the individual theories.  

 

Figure 5.1: The Anticipation Cycle 

Sensemaking is happening when individuals are looking outward on what is transforming 

the organizational landscape. Individuals make sense of the pending changes by 

adjusting their inner organizational map by taking into account the new features of the 

organizational landscape. Positioning is happening when individuals are looking inwards 

in an effort to asses and renegotiate the ability of self and others to cope with and 

navigate the new organizational landscape. If, in other words the initial Sensemaking 

does not managed to protect the institutionalized rights and responsibilities of the group 

or individual adequately, positioning of self or others can help in securing the rights and 

responsibilities or alternatively identify a new / alternative position that offers equally 

attractive rights and responsibilities 

By making sense and positioning self and others in desirable ways the ground is laid for 

scripting a future with a suitable position for one self. If on the other hand the individual 

has not managed to make sense of the changes in a way that leads to resolution or 

positioning self with desirable rights and responsibilities it can turn out to be virtually 

impossible to script a desirable future. Lack of future turns individuals into victims. In 

contrast a future based on a ‘successful’ sensemaking and on identification of a suitable 

position (either the same as now or a new one) leads to a brighter future with new 

possibilities. 

Applying the concepts of the Anticipation Cycle to the interviews makes it possible to 

identify and to perform a more granular analysis of pertinent themes, then would be 
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possible with the individual theoretical approaches. The Anticipation Cycle allows for a 

broader spectrum of analysis then what is possible if only applying the individual 

theories. Sensemaking offers retrospective insights into and ways of describing certain 

aspects of organizational life, and positioning theory and the concept of scripting others 

insights into other aspects of organizational life. In combination the three concepts 

constitute what I call the Anticipation Cycle which is a framework for the analysis of the 

anticipatory phase preceding the implementation of Sundhedsplatformen. 

5.5 – Anticipating organizational change  
Quick recap. The main question of the dissertation is; 

 How do organizational members react to an extended anticipatory phase prior to 

pending major organizational change? 

 Does anticipation amongst organizational members’ act as an enable or barrier 

to pending organizational change? 

A preliminary conclusion is that anticipation of organizational change is not passive. 

Organizational members engage in anticipatory actions including sensemaking, 

positioning and scripting of the future. As described above this is not an orderly and 

sequential process but rather occurring in a cyclical pattern in which the organizational 

members shift back and forth in efforts to prepare for the pending organizational 

change.  

The interviewees seem to use the interview situation to enact possible futures and to 

position themselves in relation to what might come. As such the interview functions as 

sensemaking (Weick, 1995) moments in which interviewees inscribe themselves into 

possible futures by defining and redefining themselves in relation to others in 

accordance with the acceptable performance of their current position. The future 

demands change, but one must move or redefine in accordance with existing rules.  

The interviews of the dissertation can to a wide extend be seen as sessions in which 

interviewees attempts to write, what in Goffmaninan terms could be described as early 

drafts of the script for the future play. The involved doctors, nurses and secretaries are 

using the interviews to try out ideas of content for their roles in the future play. It is not 

without reluctance, because the previous play has been put on for ages and the content 

of the roles has reached institutionalization where they are taken for granted.  
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It is as if the clinical staff tries to fit the new technology into the play in a way that allows 

them to continue playing the role as previously – and why? Why not change? Because 

the role of being nurse, doctor of secretary is so deeply rooted and the identity it gives 

such an engrained part of the actors own identity. Perhaps the two are inseparable. 

Being a doctor is not something that one simply put on like a uniform or costume. It is 

not just a mask that covers the real face of the real person. It is a mask / role but there is 

nothing behind. One can put on another mask, but that does not cover something more 

real (Goffman, 1959). The role is real. The role of the doctor is the real doctor.  

The looming introduction of Sundhedsplatformen can be seen to create a frame 

(Goffman, 1986) within which activities, roles and responsibilities are being interpreted. 

It is within this new frame we should understand the reactions of the interviewees. 

Inherent in the frame of Sundhedsplatformen is also the notion of technology per 

definition representing progress. We find this view well represented in the numerous 

Health IT strategies published over the years, and Sundhedsplatformen makes the same 

promise of a better future. Using the Anticipation Cycle it can be argued that a new 

dominant storyline is emerging, not just in the views presented in the official 

documents, but also amongst interviewees who agree to a storyline essentially stating 

that Sundhedsplatformen represents progress.  

An essential function of anticipatory actions is the defense of current and future 

organizational positions. The actors are employing various strategies to defend their 

position in the organization or in Goffmanian terms they perceive to be the defining 

characteristics of their current role. What are the things that makes them what they are 

and how are they defended?  

Doctors defend their position refereeing to the uniqueness of the tasks they perform. 

“The acts that I perform are so important that a new stage prop/technology does not 

really change anything” 

Nurses find ways to circumvent the new technology and thus to evade the intrusive 

character of the new technology. “If it does not fit with how we do things, we will find 

ways around it.” 
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Secretaries seem to know that their role is undergoing more fundamental changes and 

are searching for new roles or to redefine the performance of their current role to stay 

in the play. “Well, we might have to pick up some of the acts of the other players”. 

In all three cases we are seeing various strategies for coping with changes. 

What in the past may have seemed like set in stone – institutionalized ways of acting in 

the context of the hospital – is now up for renegotiation, simply because it is required in 

order to realize the potential of Sundhedsplatformen. If on the contrary rights, duties 

and obligations do not change according to the demands of the new Health IT, 

Sundhedsplatformen is likely to fail in realizing its potential. The clinical staff members 

are trying to inscribe themselves into possible and desired futures. 

From an overall point of view Sundhedsplatformen results in pushing activities which up 

till now have been seen to require the insight and experience of a clinical specialist, into 

the domain of standardized processes and thus essentially reducing the professional 

‘value’ of the task.  In positioning terms, the value or prestige of the rights and 

responsibilities associated with certain tasks is reduced because of the move from the 

domain of the individual specialist to the domain of the standardized process. For the 

doctors of the study this does, perhaps surprisingly, not represent a problem. The 

standardization and moving of activities to the process end of the spectrum is welcomed 

because it is seen to free up resources to perform the tasks, and in positioning terms 

exercise the rights and responsibilities that constitutes the essence of being a doctor. 

In contrast to this we find the nurses whom are expressing concerns about the 

consequences of standardization. An important argument is e.g. that standardized 

charts are not able to capture the variations in conditions from one patient to the next. 

“We cannot put our patients into boxes”. This direct interaction with the patient and the 

ability to sense and capturing subtle changes in conditions constitutes are core of the 

nurse self-understanding, which is seen to be reducing the professional value because 

the standardization transfers it from the professional domain to the process domain. 

Amongst the secretaries the pending changes – the push towards increased 

standardization – is hardly mentioned. It is as it they are saying ‘Yes, it will be fine not 

having to document so much’, and as such it is not seen to affect the essence of being a 

secretary. Their work is still about controlling, coordinating and following the processes 
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to ensure availability of accurate data and a smooth flow of the day-to-day operations of 

the department. 

Autonomy / Standardization-model 
The Autonomy/Standardization-model (AS model) below is a 2x2 matrix derived from 

the analysis of Sundhedsplatformen. The AS-model depicts the relationship between 

Standardization and Autonomy on one axis and the continuum of clinical specialization 

from low to high on the other axis. There are obvious similarities between the AS-model 

and Perrows (1967) model described in the literature review. They are both 2x2 models 

concerned about standardization in organizations, but where Perrow is focusing on the 

nature of tasks to be performed, the nature of technology and e.g. the number of 

exceptional cases to be dealt with, the main purpose of the AS-model is to visualize the 

consequences to individuals of the standardization introduced by HIT. By integrating the 

main issues identified in the interviews in a single model it is possible to get a schematic 

overview of the organizational landscape populated by the clinical staff and how the 

pending changes may impact the landscape.  Inspired by Goffman the AS-model can be 

seen as the stage or arena of organizational change. This is the stage that the clinical 

staff is positioned on, and it is possible to place the clinical staff in the matrix according 

to the narratives of the interviews.  

 

Figure 5.2: AS-model before implementation of Sundhedsplatformen 
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The x-axis of the model above shows the level of clinical specialization of individuals. 

Clinicians are distributed depending on their responsibility with regards to Controlling, 

Caring and Curing; 

 The Secretaries domain is characterized by tasks relating to controlling and 

coordinating. The work of medical secretaries can be described as “to take care  

of patient records by ensuring that information is complete, up to date , and 

correctly coded, while they also carry out information gatekeeping  and 

articulation work” (Bossen, Jensen, & Udsen, 2014, p. 75). One of the 

consequences of this hub-like position of the secretary is that the work 

secretaries has become more tightly coupled with the work of other clinical staff, 

which has led to task drift amongst professions (Bossen et.al 2014, p. 75). These 

characteristics place medical secretaries in the quadrant dominated by 

standardized process work, with some overlap with the next profession – Nurses. 

 The domain of the Nurses is predominantly about caring. It is in the broad cross 

section spanning both administrative tasks and tasks characterized by a high level 

of clinical specialization we find the nurses. The nurse is required to navigate the 

dilemmas of the often contradictory demands they are facing. “The directives 

conflict: be caring and yet professional, be subordinate and yet responsible, be 

diffusely accountable for a patients total well-being and yet oriented to the 

hospital as an economic employer” (Chambliss, 1996, p. 62). Chambliss concludes 

by saying that “Perhaps no other occupation suffers so great a conflict between 

the practical requirements of the job […] and the explicitly moral goals of the 

profession”(Chambliss, 1996, p.74). 

 The main task of doctor is to assist in curing or alleviating ails of the patients. 

Traditionally Doctors perform more autonomous tasks with a higher level of 

clinical specialization then the two professions above. In a large scale study of 

the state of the medical profession in the UK , doctors themselves observed that 

what made them distinctive as a profession was “the uniquely complex scientific 

and analytical approach of the doctor compared to the roles of other health 

professionals” (Levenson, Dewar, & Shepherd, 2008, p. xi). Whether this is 

exactly right or not belongs in a different study, but it is certainly safe to say that 

in the inter hospital hierarchy doctors are afforded the most autonomy to act as 

individual specialists. In the interview with Secretary 4 the hierarchy of the clinic 

is summed up well. “Well, you know that the chief physician is on top of the 

hierarchy and then comes the little doctors, as they are called, the junior 

physicians. It is the kind of thing you can hear patients say – ‘who is working 
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today? Well, she is a junior physician. A junior?!’ And then after the doctors 

comes the nurses and then after that we might be lucky to be included. You know, 

it is something about who is… It is old traditions I think, but it still linkers on” 

(Secretary 4, 1 [38]). 

The y-axis shows the level of autonomy afforded to individuals in their work-practice. If 

work is very standardized someone else (Doctors) or something else (IT system) decides 

what tasks to perform. Work follows standardized processes. A high degree of autonomy 

is in contrast typically afforded to individuals performing highly specialized tasks. 

Decisions are made by the individual specialist. This axis has to do with the level of 

external control imposed on the working situation. 

In the analysis of interviews, it has been identified that the interviewees are using 

positioning as a kind of defense mechanism. In the same way Chambliss identifies the 

'care', not just as an empirical description of duties, but as a defense of their own 

importance (Chambliss, 1996, p. 68). Chambliss makes another observation closely 

related to the framework / model I have develed. "Nurses' daily work is guided by 

others: by administrators, some of whom come from nursing; by head nurses who assign 

them patients; and by physicians, whose detailed orders structure their medical tasks" 

(Chambliss, 1996, p.74). In the discussion of ethics associated with clinical work 

Chambliss suggests seeing doctors as the ones who often decides and nurses more often 

do (Chambliss, 1996, p. 87). This perfectly reflects the split between decision making and 

performing actions of my model. 

The line crossing from process/other (Q3) to Profession/self (Q1) is defined as the line of 

balance on which there is stability between the rights and responsibilities associated 

with certain levels of autonomy. The upwards movement of individuals is governed by 

institutionalized professional boundaries that guards the limits of rights and 

responsibilities associated with various levels. So when secretaries e.g. suggest ‘stealing’ 

tasks from nurses, it constitutes a potential violation of the separation of rights and 

responsibilities. Through specialization (e.g. nurses becoming Stråleterapeuter) and 

experience it is possible to move towards Q1 and increase the professional autonomy of 

one self and leave standardized process work to others.  
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Q2 and Q4 – Inefficient and undesirable 
It is not efficient to ask highly specialized professionals to perform standardized, process 

tasks. In Q4 the use of skilled professional resources is poor, and it can either be seen as 

a violation of the rights of the individual or imposing responsibilities that are not 

suitable. In either case it will be experienced as unsatisfactorily if skilled professionals 

are asked to perform standardized tasks.  

In Q2 the processes are inefficient or poorly designed. What are essentially process 

oriented tasks are left to autonomous individuals to handle rather than being fitted into 

a standardized process.  

It should be noted, that the design and timing of this research project does not allow to 

say anything about what actually happens. No moves have been seen yet. The changes 

have not happened yet. It is however possible to describe how the pending changes will 

affect the organization (the move from the AS-model above to the AS-model below) and 

through the interviews get an understanding of how organizational members react to 

this. In the AS-model the domains of the individuals, which are rough delineations of the 

institutionalized rights and responsibilities associated with professions are fixed and it is 

the change in the organizational frame that will move as a result of the pending 

introduction of new technology. 

When standardizing through the introduction of new HIT Q3 is made larger. This is in a 

sense the purpose of introducing new IT. It is an effort to increase efficiency by 

standardizing activities into streamlined processes which in term can be automated or 

performed by lower skilled resources. Through the introduction more and more tasks 

can be fitted into standardized processes of Q3 leaving less space for the inefficient Q2 

and Q4. As a consequence, however, Q1 – the domain of the autonomous professional 

activities has shrunk significantly.  
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Figure 5.3: AS-model – anticipation of the post-implementation of Sundhedsplatformen 

With the introduction of Sundhedsplatformen the autonomy is under pressure by 

standardization required by the technology in order to realize its potential. New 

technologies standardize areas of work and organizational life that has previously been 

domains of autonomous professionals. Therefore, new technology demands redefinition 

of selves and renegotiation of rights and responsibilities that has previously been taken 

for granted. Applying the Anticipation Cycle to the AS-model offers insights into how 

clinicians cope with or rather prepare for the pending changes illustrated in the model. 

The interviewees are anticipating the changes illustrated in the AS-after-model and in 

their efforts to protect or identify new positions. 

A conclusion is that in order to realize the benefits of increased standardization of 

processes through the introduction of new HIT, highly skilled professionals will have to 

specialize further in order to populate the relatively smaller Q1 and/or accept handling 

standardized process work (Q3). A failure to do this will either result in inefficient use of 

resources (Q4) or a situation of lingering poor processes (Q2) governed by individuals.  

In Q1 work is individualized and in Q3 it is more collaborative in nature. Doctors and 

nurses will have to accept moving in to Q3 in order to realize the potential for 

collaboration. It could be argued that it should not be seen as a loss of professional 

autonomy but rather a precondition for working in a more collaborative way.  
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Moves into Q3 can be seen as the new normal condition of collaborative working, where 

following certain standards and processes is the precondition for freeing up resources to 

operate in Q1. It is not unlikely that doctors and secretaries could develop a common 

interest in maintaining the separation between tasks performed by the respective 

groups based on a desire to holding on to tasks. This might involve secretaries joining in 

on the ward rounds and do the ‘typing’ on behalf of doctors who deals with patients 

(e.g. Nurse1, 2 [14]). 

Another conclusion is that the sensemaking and the positioning and scripting of the 

future acts as a kind of buffer between the institutionalized reality of the hospital and 

the demands from the surrounding world. Hierarchies, demand for autonomy and other 

aspects are part of reality at hospitals, but it is buffered/screened by normality e.g. 

imposed through sensemaking and positioning as unique. Clinical staff members are 

protecting the rights and responsibilities of their current positions in the institutional 

frame of the hospital organization. The opposition to pending changes that 

organizational members express to change are is in other words better understood as a 

resistance to having to give up institutionalized rights and responsibilities, which in term 

means that the key to understanding the complexity involved in organizational change is 

to understand how the rights and responsibilities of individuals are affected. Coping 

strategies essentially has to do with maintaining a desired position that incorporates the 

reality of Sundhedsplatformen.  

Studying this now, prior to go live, offers insights not available in the post-

implementation study, because positions and actual consequences are still in a fluid 

state allowing people to do their intrapersonal positioning without regards to solidified 

structures. The future is still negotiable. Once organizational structures solidify around 

the new technological reality, the pragmatics of everyday practices comes to dominate. 

‘We find a way‘ and making the necessary sacrifices becomes the order of the day, 

because of the deeply engrained loyalty to the system. 
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6 - Conclusion and Reflections 

This chapter concludes the dissertation and when these lines are written the 

development and deployment of the first wave of Sundhedsplatformen has already 

been completed. On May 21st 2016 Sundhedsplatformen was put in production at 

Herlev/Gentofte Hospital, and as described in the literature review this is typically where 

researchers in previous studies of EHR-deployments would have started. This is the point 

in time when research on the post-implementation phase and the actual organizational 

changes caused by the new technology could commence. From a research point of view, 

it is almost as if nothing important happened before the system was switched on. The 

three years leading up to go-live with Sundhedsplatformen has shown that this is a 

fundamental misunderstanding.  

The irony is that anybody who has worked in an organization, with significant 

organizational change pending, will know that the talk during lunch or at the coffee 

machine starts well before any actual changes occur. Whether pending change is caused 

by new technology, financial cut-backs or ritual, recurring organizational reshuffling is 

less important. Once the genie is out of the bottle, the pending change becomes part of 

organizational reality, even if it is still in the future. 

This dissertation has presented a theoretical / conceptual framework for the analysis of 

this pre-implementation phase and as written in the introduction the case of 

Sundhedsplatformen has offered a unique opportunity to analyze the pre-

implementation phase because of the magnitude of the pending change. It has clearly 

been something else then an intermezzo in between times of normality. 

6.1 - Answering the research questions 
The dissertation has been structured to answer two main questions;  

 Q: How do organizational members react to an extended anticipatory phase prior 

to pending major organizational change? 

 A: The reaction to an extended anticipatory phase by organizational members is 

an engaging in recurring patterns of sensemaking, positioning and scripting in an 

effort to cope with the inherent uncertainty associated with the navigation of 

uncharted organizational landscape. The recurring pattern is described as the 
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Anticipation Cycle. The Anticipation Cycle offers a view the mechanisms inside 

the previously black-boxed pre-implementation phase of pending organizational 

change. 

 

 Q: Does anticipation amongst organizational members’ act as an enable or 

barrier to pending organizational change? 

 A: The effect of the Anticipation Cycle to organizational members, appears to be 

an obscuring of the inevitable effects of organizational change on institutional 

practices, including reshuffling of institutionalized rights and responsibilities. 

Stated differently the Anticipation Cycle acts to postpone the realization of 

potential ‘unpleasant’ effects of pending changes through a variety of 

anticipatory actions, including normalization of events and identification of 

suitable positions.  

 The lack of specific details and concrete knowledge in the anticipatory phase, 

causes organizational members to articulate their own version of the possible 

future, but one that to a wide extent is disconnected from the harsh realities to 

come. The self-inflicted, uninformed optimism of organizational members can 

thus be seen as an enabler, in the sense that it keeps people from engaging in 

preemptive conflicts about possible future. At the same time, it does however lay 

down the seeds of future conflicts.  

 As a consequence, organizations engaging in large scale organizational change 

projects initiated by implementation of new IT are faced with a dilemma. On one 

hand they can leave organizational members in their state of uninformed 

optimism fueled by intrapersonal motions through the Anticipation Cycle and 

thus postpone conflicts to the post implementation phase. This is what happens 

most often. An alternative may be to make an effort to push the pending issues 

to the surface prior to implementation, and in a sense encouraging resistance to 

the change in the anticipation phase, with the intention of securing a smoother 

transition through the actual organizational changes.  

Seeds of future conflicts 
In addition to the conclusions above the immediate and perhaps most important finding 

of the analysis is that the seeds for post-implementation conflicts are already laid in the 

early anticipatory phase of large IT implementations. The anticipatory phase is not 

simply passive waiting. The main reason is what appears to be a disconnect between the 

early conceptualization of the pending change of respectively the future users and 
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official conceptualization of the solution. Future users tend to focus on the practical and 

material aspect of the change and underestimates the organizational implications. The 

anticipation is as stated above characterized by an uninformed optimism the clouds 

realization of a possible brutal future. In contrast the official communication quickly 

turns attention to the organizational implications, which is understandable, because this 

is where the potential gains are found. The realization of the organizational implications 

is out of sync. 

The dilemma of when to deal with resistance in connection with org. change does not 

have a simple solution. It appears to confirm a fundamental condition in modern 

organization observed by Hatch and Cunliffe (2013) that the field of organizational 

reality has gradually changed "as it becomes less a question of managing or leading 

change and more one of coming to terms with the dynamics of organizing" (p.269). So, 

rather than trying control changes one must understand the mechanics and adjust 

according to them. The negative effects of major organizational changes cannot be 

‘talked out of existence’. They are a fact of life and organizational members will react to 

it. Sooner or later. It is however possible to take into account the dynamic and flexible 

character of organizational relationships, as advocated for in positioning theory.  

To illustrate this move to increased flexibility Harré and Langenhove (1999) uses the 

example of the relationship between a nurse and a patient. “Whenever a nurse and a 

patient find themselves in a nursing episode, what they do will not only be 

understandable in terms of the roles they occupy in that episode but also of the previous 

conversations and also of the specific dynamics of that one single episode “ (Harré & 

Langenhove, 1999, p. 6). Similarly, the relationship between the doctor and the medical 

secretary cannot be fully understood or described by looking at it like roles interacting. 

One has to take the specifics of the situation into account and rather than seeing it as 

roles interacting it should be seen as positions formed by all that has gone before and 

the concrete context in which it happens. From a strict Goffmanian role perspective 

these influences are not considered, but from the point of view of positioning theory 

they are likely to influence an episode. “Any episode has something which cannot be 

understood by referring to general rules and roles. Knowing of the past and insight into 

the current conversation are necessary as well” (Harré & Langenhove, 1999, p. 6). 
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To sum up the findings it is suggested that the post-implementation resistance often 

observed in connection with organizational change is a result of the disconnect between 

the position and associated right and responsibilities individuals have prepared for 

themselves in the anticipation phase and the actual consequences experienced post 

implementation.  

The resistance to change, that may be observed in connection with introduction of new 

technology is in other words not simply resistance to change. Resistance to change is 

better understood as resistance to threats to institutionalized rights and responsibilities. 

It has multiple facets and is better understood and handled by using the theoretical 

framework of the Anticipation Cycle. Glaser and Strauss (1967) argues that the grounded 

substantive theory should offer the user of the theory a higher degree of ‘control’ of a 

given situation and use the example of the dying patient and the ways in which the 

involved parties try their best to control the interaction of patient, doctor, nurse, 

relatives. (p.248). An analog to the situation of the pending organizational change the 

Anticipation Cycle should offer the involved parties a better understanding and control 

of the situation because it offers a deeper and more advanced insight into the 

mechanisms at play while organizational members are waiting for the change. The 

Anticipation Cycle offers better control of pending organizational change. 

6.2 - Hospitals - special kinds of organizations 
Having completed all the sorting and structuring of data and after having analyzed codes 

and patterns and after condensing results into models and drawing final conclusions - 

one question remains to be answered. Are the findings generalizable? It is essentially 

the question of whether it makes sense to use the findings of this dissertation in other 

types of organizations or whether hospitals are so special that they require their own 

approach.  

To a smaller or larger degree all interviews of the dissertation makes subtle allusions to 

an underlying theme of the hospital as a special kind of organization. It is not spelled out 

by the interviewees that the hospital is special kind of place. The hospital represents the 

normality to the clinicians, which results in an institutional blindness to the peculiarities 

of everyday practice. The taken for grantedness of institutionalization covers up the 

organizational aspects that stands out to the outsider. 
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Perrow (1967) argued that there is a need for a classification system better capable of 

encompassing the variation of types of organizations. He writes that “a better system 

would be one which conceptualizes organizations in terms of the work that they do 

rather than their structure or their goals” (Perrow, 1967, p. 204). Well, hospitals are 

unlike any other organizations in that what they do is their goal! At hospitals they save 

lives and it is their goal. In other types of organizations, they might produce goods, but 

the goal is to earn money. In an organizational perspective the raison d’être of the 

hospital makes it different than other organizations, which makes it all the more 

puzzling that hospitals seem to be one of the favorite sites to use as examples when 

describing what goes on in organizations in more general terms.  

Virtually no other types of organizations force existential question on its members in a 

manner such as the hospital. Virtually no other type of organization deals with life and 

death in such a direct manner. Hospitals are not like other organizations and seems like 

poor examples of ‘standard organizations’. To most people death is not something to 

consider in an ordinary workday. “Discussions of the ethics of life and death pose difficult 

questions, but the answers given by most people won’t matter” (Chambliss, 1996, p. 5). 

At hospitals the answers matter. This makes hospitals unlike other organizations. 

Doctors and nurses are involved in writing ‘Do Not Resuscitate’ orders and perform late 

abortions. Chambliss describes the reality of hospitals as abnormal to most people, but 

that it is transformed into routine to allow for people to be there (Chambliss, 1996, p. 

10). In hospitals, as a normal part of the routine, people suffer and die. “[A] good 

working definition of a hospital is that place where death occurs and no one notices; or 

more sharply, the place where others agree to notice death as a social fact only so far as 

it fits their particular purpose” (Bosk in Chambliss, 1996, p. 16). By ignoring this special 

condition in the use of hospitals as ‘typical’ organization there is a great risk of rendering 

a distorted image of the inner workings of organizations as such.  

It is however understandable that hospitals are favored as settings for conducting 

organization studies. Hierarchies are clear to see. The power relations of the 

professional bureaucracy appear to be clear. Departments are responsible for dealing 

with different aspects of the ‘business’. Paper processing, answering phones, ordering 

supplies. “There are fights between departments, arguments with the boss, workers 

going home tired or satisfied” (Chambliss, 1996, p. 16).  
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Hospitals bare all the hallmarks of ‘ordinary’ organizations e.g. characterized by stability. 

A possible reason for the apparent stability of practice in hospitals may however be 

found in the fact that doctors in particular shift workplaces relatively often. As part of 

the training and continued specialization doctors work at numerous hospitals – both in-

land and abroad.  As a consequence of the rotation the chance for local practices to 

develop over time is reduced because with each move and entry into a new organization 

the institutional clock is reset. The actants reverts to the default roles/ positions/ 

relationships, which might remove or reduce what local variations may have developed. 

Am I then suggesting that all studies using hospitals or health organizations as their case 

may be wrong? No, merely suggesting that it be considered carefully before generalizing 

results. There is a significant potential for further research in a critical review of the 

studies using hospitals as setting and cases for organizational change studies 

6.3 – Suggestions for further research 
A way to determine the value or validity of the proposed theoretical framework is to test 

whether its usefulness in a future situation of pending organizational change. How might 

the Anticipation Cycle e.g. be used in connection the next implementation of 

Sundhedsplatformen or in connection with pending organizational change in an entirely 

different kind of organization?  

If a hospital designs communication efforts associated with pending organizational 

change based on the conceptual framework of the Anticipation Cycle, it should be 

possible to better take into consideration reactions of organizational members and 

possible and desirable positions of organizational members. Application of the 

Anticipation Cycle framework in situations of pending organizational change increases 

the awareness of the potential reactions of organizational members which in term 

makes it possible to establish a better informed dialogue.  

Further research should investigate patterns of rights and responsibilities in health 

organizations specifically and organizations generally. Better insights into how 

organizational members protect and renegotiate right and responsibilities through inter- 

and intrapersonal positioning can aid in IT implementations that take into account the 

individuals that are affected. 
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Further research is also suggested into the applicability of the models of this study in 

other industries. The question is whether the recurring patterns of the organizational 

members from the hospital are found in other in other industries or if they are unique to 

the hospital context. If this is the case it underlines the hospitals as unique settings 

requiring a special kind of organizational research approach.  

In the present study, focus has been on a specifically Danish context. The question is 

whether the anticipatory action are specific Danish reactions or whether this is 

generalizable in a wider context. A suggestion for further research is to looking to the 

applicability of the Anticipation Cycle beyond the Danish borders. The question is 

whether the reactions to pending change observed amongst Danish clinicians are 

specific to a Danish context, a northern European realm and whether or patterns 

emerge in other cultures? 
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